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ForeworcJ 

W
olfgang K;i.sper comes to a criiiciuc of the Australian economy with strong 
credentials In I'J'^S with Tom Parry in O WM*/;. Trade and Simclural Change 

in an Open Australian Economy and again in 1980 with Blandy, Freebaim. 
Hocking anil O'Neill m Australia at the Crossroads—Our Choices to 2000, he drew 
attention to the poor performance of the Australian economy at a time when mo.si 
Australian economists were smugly satisfied with t h e status quo, Ignoring Australia .s 
dismal slide in relative living standards from the I960 u> the 1970s, they were 
congratulating themselves on what they saw as the peak of economic performance to 
which Au.sinilia could aspire. If the Australian cake' was not growing, it was lieing 
sliced evenly. Only a handful of economisLs. mainly open trade advcnales. .supported 
Kasper in his urgent pleas for reform. The first chapter of this hcM>k revisits those dismal 
limes only to conclude that, having undertaken micrt) and macroeconomic refomts in 
the 1980s and mid-1990s, Australia is again falling behind in pr«xlutlivity and hence in 
income per head. Tin- I Inited States is still die clear leader. The case for a vigorous 
reform program so as not to be left behind is as urgent as it was in 1980. 

To deny that the Australian ecommiy is in poor shape in tlie year 2000 is even more 
ridiculous than it was in the 1970s. The Au.stralian dollar is wonh little more than SO 
United Slates cents. Treasury and Reserve Rank bureaucrats, business and academic 
economists, and the sycophantic nieiiia blame international capital markets But the 
international capital markets have played a sterling role, as they did in Kasi Asia in 1997 
in identifying f)vervalued exchange rates, in pointing to low productivity* in Australia. 
.Australian exports are only viable at a low Australian exchange rate bec-au.se. directly 
and indirectly, they face in.siitulional barriers to high prrxluctivity at every turn 

Tlie effort to reform taxation has been has Ixxm turncxi into a parious muddle by the 
intervention of narrow interest groups i n the .Senate. The attempt to improve Australia's 
sclerotic industrial relatioas has fared even worse in the same hands. Raising prcxluctivity 
i n the public ser\'ices .sedor has slowed to a timid pace. Industrial poliiy' that seeks to 
pick winners through R and D" is again raising its self-promoting head in lieu of freeing 
up ihe economy. 

The economists who denied that Au.stralia urgently needed to reform i n the 1970s 
have trained a generation of .studelH^ w ho now dominate tht- profession in academia. 
the bureaucracy and business. They p;imler to those who resent change, using dubious 
statistics to bleat about worsening income distribution. Yet standards of living of low-
income recipients have ri.sen markedly as a result of the lilieral reforms that have taken 
place during the past two decades. Tfiey refu.se H> recogni.se that wage and salary 
earners and entrepreneurs are held back by a pervasive overhang of past industrial 
regulations The industrial relations 'club' continues to exert a downwaril pres-sure on 
productivity, incomes a n d profits. A new a r m y of unproductive b u r e a u c T a t s shelters in 
so-called 'unfair dismissal' and equal opportunity' iastimiions. 

Australia may not be very different fmm Kurtjpean countries in the.se respects, but 
this is no cause for celebration. Ihe Euro has plummeted with the Au.stralian dollar 
And Australia remains a hmg way behind the p<Kenlial for rising standards of living for 
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new generations of Australians. Education, health and welfare policies continue to 

languish in spite of their importance to both productivity and living standards The 

'clever country' is as far off as ever. 

Wolfgang KasjXT has always had a serious interest in long-term trends and .swings 

in the world economy. He points out tliat Kondratieff was not an Olympic gymnast, but 

a contributor to the understanding of long-temi ecrinomics. Fop>uIation. immigration 

and defence policies only make sense in the long term. The past year has drawn 

attention to the weakne.vs of Au.stralian polic>' formulation in these areas. 

Wolfgang Kasper's monograph is shon but it has depth and breadth. He indic-ates 

the benefits that would accme to a renewed liberal reform agenda. He recognises, 

unlike many of his economic colleagues, that Australians are not fools. The .superb 

perfc»rnunces of Australian athletes over the years that brought the Olympics to Australia 

for the .secxind time, the imaginative but stmciurally sound build up that made the 

many venues work as never before, and the vast good natured crowds that made the 

Sydney Games the best ever showed what Australians can do. They can be relied on to 

face up t<j and take tough decisions and put in the hard work to make Australia an 

economic leader. Kasper's analysis shows the way this can be made this happen. 

Helen Hughes AO 

September 2000. Sydney. 



Preface 

M
ajor technologic-al developments, globalisation and the aging of the jxipulation 
are pbcing a hig^ premium on ecxKKjmic arxl coasiitutional reforms in Australia. 
It is likely that the present phase of rapid woridwide innovation and high 

economic growth will peter out before long When it does, flexible and creative responses 
in free and <»pen markets will be the only way for Australians to avoid the con.sequences 
of a slowdown in world economic growtli. 

Q)nsiderable progress in the dirccnion of greater economic freedom has been made 
in the past 20 years. But the refonn momentum appears to Ije flagging It LS not ea.sy to 
gain renewed political support for reform because we are going through a strong 
growth phase—as predicted in the Cros-snwds study', which this author helped to 
compile in the late 1970s. Yet periods of plenty are the best times to prepare for 
eventualities by cutting back on unnecessary government aiiivity and placing economic 
liberty on more solid foundations. 

Over the last two decades, Australians have had to cope with a dual adju-stment 
burden. First, innovation, globali-sation and intemationali-sation progre.s.sed rapidly and 
all economies had to adjust. Second, Australians had to digest the consequences of the 
lilx-nilisation of international trade and c~apital flows after seven decades of protei tioni.sm 
and politically sheltered rigidity All f)f a sudden, industrial and employment strucmres 
had to adjust. 

On the whole, the outward orientatk>n and greater competitiveness have been a 
success. But the adjusunent costs were considerable because the sul>-orders that govern 
various asf>ects of econcnnic life were reshap)ed at uneven speed Thus, international 
trade as well as produa and capital markets were subjected to free market rules in the 
1980s, whereas labour markets arc still centrally guided. Imfxjrtant decisionmakers in 
the government .sector have yet to reali.se that they loo will now liave to behave in lean 
and internationally competitive ways. 

Over the past 20 years, the world economy has been riding a vigorous growth wave 
thanks to the wt)rldwide deregulation and privatisation of the late 1970s and 1980s, 
innovations in energy saving, advances in biotechnology and material sciences, and, 
above all. the communicabons revolution The Internet is beginning to have a pervasive 
impact on the organisation of human activity; its impaa can be compared to the spread 
of combustion jxiwer or electricity, maybe even hook printing. Cheap inftirmation and 
data pnxessing are now empowering the individual, the small group and the fast 
learners, but are creating novel challenges for governments and the nation state. 

In the decades to come, energy arnl tuber resource bottlenecks may again emerge, 
or global capital markets may once again be sources of instability as rising volumes of 
credit and debt become unmanageable. We can also expect a recurrence of more 
inlen.se distributional conflicts among households, governments, foreigners and 
businesses—and ihLs at a time when the progressive aging of the population impKjses 

additional burdens «m the producers of wealth 

After a generation of easy growth, economic progress is being taken for granted and 
such problems are m)t readily anticipated. Policy typically switches from giving priority 
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to ectmomu growlh to favouring redistribution and the conservation of okl Mrutlures. 

In addition, single-issue mteresr gn)ups iKioine mon- \ < K al and aggressive in opposing 

competiti<m, responsibility and innovation. We are already witnessing the emergence 

of a new alliance against free trade and investment, the very fact«»rs that have lieen 

among the key driving forces in past atcelerations of worldwide economic gn)wth, 

such as the 19V)s. 

The years after 2005 could therefore resemble the bte 1880s. late 1920s/eariy 1930s 

or the 19''0s. when growth falieritl badly and a in>i.N in the capitalist system heraldetl 

one or two decades of economic disappointments Much rests on tin? capacity to discover 

new opponunities and the tlexibility to adjust to changing cinoimstances. And this in 

rum depends «in widespread entrepreneurial confidence grounded in a truly free, open 

and com|)etitive economy. 

Tlie piiq>)se of drawing attention to long-term waves of accelerating ami cU-» eleraling 

gn)\Mh is not to lie a doomsayer, but lo sugge.st that now is the time to prepare for a 

change in the tide If the constitutional ck'twte is revived, as is likely, it will be important 

lo coasider a number of institutional provisions that constrain political opportunism 

and prt)mote economic freedom—for example, a rule to limit the public .sector's claim 

to no more than 25% of the rutiorul pnKluit (the share it t<x)k in the 1950s and 1960s); 

direct coasiraints on the pariument s capacity to chum out prescriptive aiKl aMilradictory 

regulations fr)r the benefit of pres.sure groups; and a devolution of tasks and revenues 

from the Commonwealth to compeimg .Stale and local g<»vernmenLs. 

It will also IK- necessary to pmne back government where it has proliler.iii-d mosi 

over the past c|uarter ceniur\. causing all sorts of unforeseen and deleterious side 

effects, namely the redistributive welfare state As l«)ng as go\ emments remain committed 

to the welfare state, despite its many failures, they will not be able adequately to 

pnKett private pn>perty and those eionoinic liberties essential for competitive success 

and prosperity. 

Old rules are normally gocxl mies. but the preservation of traditional institutional 

arrangements thai fit p<K)riy with the new global condiUor^s would be ftxilhardy. The 

transition to a freer, more open economy and the advent of global competition for 

mobile resourt es will force us to review the size and functions of government. If this 

task is tackled aitively and the refomis are ba.sed on a constitutionally entrenched 

concept of economic freedom, the next generation i>f Australians will prosper Our 

re.v)une endowment is excellent, and Australia's location in the world is favourable. 

Per-capita incimies in real terms could then grow by about iVi % p.a. over the next 25 

years. 

I f on the other hand, group egotism, habitual parliamentary power plays and .selfish 

intere.Nt gniups are—^again—allowed to h<»ld up timely adjustments, the common wealth 

will .suffer. Per capiu incomes will gn>w slowly, maybe by alxmt 1% p.a. The most 

vulnerable in «Hir .s<x:iety would suffer most. The traditional can-do optimism, which 

has been a hallmark of earlier generatioas of Australiaas, will then he a mere memory. 

Much is therefore at stake. And much can be done now whilst the going is .still 

good. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Growth, Change and Economic Freedom 

Af the Start of the New Century 

M
uch has changed in the economy and society of Australia since 1975, 

when 'a young schoolteacher, Greg Lindsay, established, from nothing, 

a think tank to promote the cause of economic freedom' (Arndt 1985: 

97). Average living standards have risen by some 70%. This is roughly double 

the worldwide average rise over the .same pcricxJ and slightly more than in "the 

We.st' as a whole. At the start of the 21st century, Australians are living fairly 

secure, longer and healthier lives tlian ever before and, for that matter, more 

than most people on earth. Of course, plenty of problems remain, and there 

seems little room for Millennarian iriumphalism. But, overall, one has to wonder 

why .so many of our fellow citizens subscribe to the messages of the 'fear 

industry'. 

The country has undergone a dramatic transformation over the past quarter 

century. One only has to look at 25-year old photos of the Sydney skyline to 

appreciate the change. Australia's population has gone from 13 9 million in 

1975 to nearly 19 million in the year 2000. People have become more self-

assured and cosmopolitan. The population has aged, but among the aging, 

affluent demcx ratic nations, ours is now still one of the youngest. The economy 

has been transformed from a protected backwater on the global periphery to 

an outward-looking player Many Au.stralian producers are competing 

successfully on the international stage. Competition among banks has led to 

wider choice and bener .service for consumers, Petro-efficient small cars cost 

less. Import liberalisation has brought cheap>er clothing and hardware made in 

Asia, We can now enjf)y world-class wines made in Australia, portable computers, 

credit cards, ATMs, yellow highlighter pens, mobile phones, email, and many 

more novel everyday items. In the process, manufacturing industries have 

shnink in relative importance and the .service .sector has expanded—almo.st 

unbelievably—to about three-quarters of the national product. 

Many of these transformations have, of course, occurred world^vide, and 

some have dismpted familiar habits and expectations. However, over the past 

quarter century. Australians (and New Zealanders') have had to master more 

t l i U atay is about Australia, but dure are so many parallels between Australia and New Zealand that much 

that will be said can be applied, muumi mutatuUi. lo New Zealand. The two cousins are bound together by 

location, history and culture to a greater extent than many nationalistic New Zealanders want to acknowledge, 

and Australians, whose world ends at (lapc Byrnn, iralise. In New Zealand, doubu about the traditional 

nation state are stronger and the readiness and capability to experiment with difFciciit rules have been greater 

For them, the inviuiion in the lomvil Australian Cxiiuiitution of 1901 to join may some day in the future be 

of greater relevance than it is to Australians. 
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Wolfgang Kasper 

structural change than either Americans or Europeans. The reason for this is 

the coincidence of political moves in Australia to tear down the traditional 

protective barriers around the national market for gcxxls, capital and ser\"ices 

and worldwide technological change and globalisation. Australians therefore 

had to cope with pent-up adjustment needs, postpK)ned since Federation by an 

overly interventionist policy, at a time when the pace of global cliange 

accelerated. Seen in such a historic and global context, the task has been 

handled with surprisingly little disruption. Australian society has remained 

cohesive, civil and peaceful, and many have embraced and benefited from the 

changes. 

Globalisation and Economic Freedom 

Globalisation is now a reality. Since 1948, when the General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade (GATT) came into force, world trade has grown sbcteen-fold. 

a key reason for the sixfold growth of global production'*. As a con.sequence, 

more and more workers, managers and sellers are now competing daily in 

foreign markets and facing new competitors from elsewhere. At least two million 

Australian jobs now depend more or less directly on foreign trade, tourism and 

the export of eduealion services. 

At the same time, .savers are now at liberty to invest their funds and nest-

eggs in dif ferent countries and currencies, and they do so increasingly in order 

to spread their exposure to political risk. r>irect investment in foreign countries 

has f>ecome routine: every nation on earth is now being taken over by 

multinationals'. Cash and information travel at the press of a button, and the 

Internet has ensured that all this can be done virtually anywhere in the world 

for the price of a local call. 

Ihis does not mean that our I<K-al neighbourhtxxis do not matter to us, but 

people increasingly network acro.ss die boundaries of jurisdictions. More and 

more enterprises directly experience how difficult or easy it is to work together, 

trade, invest, research and innovate under different cultural and national 

conditions Tliey are able to compare the benefits of alternative sets of .social 

habits, work practices and laws that bind communities together (internal 

institutions), and can better evaluate the quality of legislation and the courts 

(external institutions). 

In a more dynamic and op>en world, such in.stitutions are becoming more 

imfM)rtant. In particular, the fast-growing knowledge indu.stries and the 

burgeoning .ser%'ice sector depend more on good rules than on raw materials 

or labour, because services are about coordinating people in teams and firms 

to utilise fast-changing knowledge in complex markets. In economies with an 

- The world pupulaiion grew 2.5-l'old during rlie same period (or 1.8% p.a.). and average per-capiia incomes 

3.$-fold (or 2.5% p.a.), i.e. fasler than ever t>cforc in the history of marilund over such a long time .span. 
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BUILDING PROSPIRITY 

advanced division of labour, such as Australia, uansaction and orKanisalion 

costs nowadays amount to nion- than lialf «)f all the costs of producing and 

distributing the national product. These are determined mainly by the qualify-

of institutions (Kasper-Streit 1998: 125-130) The most dynamic growth now 

occurs in transaction-facilitating services, such as trade, logistics, finance, 

accounting, and computer support, and in activities that impiow ilu' division 

(»f labour, such as stock exchanges and futures markets. These .services 

mushroom in places and networks where iastitutions create trust and expedite 

business 

The costs and associated risks of coordinating jxfople and firms vary 

enormously between juri.sdiaions and communities, as does the openness of 

networks to outsiders and newcomers. Where ecoiromic activities are protected, 

highly regulated and depend on complicated and arbilrar>" rule .sy.stems, the 

coordination costs are high. Where the ground rules are easily knowable, 

stable and consistently enforced, the co.sls of coordination are compeliti\c-. 

This is where transaction-intensive and coordination-sensiiiw ai ti\ jiii-s gravitate. 

Regimes with secure property' rights, .stable money and the rule of law encourage 

comp)etition. and have become the centres of fast economic growth, high 

employment and optimism. Tliey are the hubs from which global networks 

radiate and in which mo.st innovations are tried out first. 

Free and competition-friendly ground rules—what we shall call free 

'economic con.stiiutions'—facilitate business as well as the exploration and 

testing of |M>tentially promising knowledge. ThLs is because interaction is largeh' 

based on trust, a great tran.saction co.st saver. By contrast, regimes with an 

uncertain commitment to economic freedom—i.e. obscure, prescriptive and 

proliferating regulations; arliitrary political decisiormiaking; and discriminatory 

preferences for .specific tribes or organised interest group.s—impo.se high costs 

and risks on producers, employers and innovators. Tlie owners of mobile 

capital, knowledge and enterprises are deserting these places. It is therefore 

not surprising that the quality' of economic freedom is reflected in the growth 

and level of per-capita income (.see Graph 1 on next page). The Graph is based 

on a large range of indicators of economic freedom—h(jw well pri\'ate property 

is protected, whether people are free to contract or whether intrusive regulations 

interfere, whether the economies are open to the world, and so on—and have 

Ix^n cross-checked with the .isM ssment.s of prominent observers who make 

international compari.stms (Gwartney-Lawson 2000). 

National borders are now less of an obstacle to trade and inve.stment than a 

generation ago. Globalisation—the integration of markets in many parts of the 

world—started in earnest in the 1970s aixl 1980s. It now affects concepts of 

nationhood and national sovereignty in profound ways. Some speak of the 

demise of the nation state. Others are outraged that democratically elected 

parliaments and governments no longer retain the so\creignt>' to regulate and 
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legislate as they please. Yet others see the benefits of the competitive discipline 
that interiurisdictional competition imposes on legislators and administrators. 
They are aware of the fact that parliamentarians, once elected, rarely do the 
voters' bidding. Instead, they regulate and redistribute in favour of well-organised 
interest groups. The latter will in tum help their party fmancially or 'helpful' 
olTicials fmancially and otherwise at the next eletiion. or show personal gratitude 
to 'supportive' politicians after their retirement from politics. 

People who are sceptical of collective action therefore sei- gloljalisaiion not 

only as a welcome constraint on political agents, but also as a tool of 

emjx)werment for small firms, individual citizens and freely formed citizen 

associations. Above all, they observe that the discipline of international 

competition induces the makers and enforcers of rules to provide better quality 

iasiitutions. 

G r a p h 1 

Economic Liberties a n d Prasper i ty 
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Source J. Gwarlney and R. Lawson 2000. 
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The opening of national jurisdictions to free trade, investment and payments 

creates positive feedbacks into the quality of a nation's institutions. In the first 

instance, trade and mobile resourc-es favour lurisdictions with freedom-enhancing 

and tnist-inspiring institutions. The economy then flourishes, whereas others 

with poor iivstitutions lag behind. Such differences in economic growth—as 

well as the revenues and re.sources to maintain politiral ix)wer—signal to 

those holding power that ihey ought to ailjust the instiliilions accordingly. 

Economic historian Eric Jones described this interaction in the context of 

post-Medieval Europe, showing how interstate rivalry and ojjenness were the 

reasons why more secure individual Iil>enies, private property rights, the rule 

of law and ultimately constimtional government developed. We shall therefore 

call the feedback from ofjenness to institutional evolution the Eric Jones effect". 

It is behind the data reported in Graph 1 opposite. 

In Au.siralia. the role and modus operandi of in.stitutions and government 

rely on time-tested (British) concepts. Australia's .stable democracy has developed 

mies of overarching constimtional cjuality, which facilitate orderly and p)eaceful 

adjustments in lower-level mles. In the 19th century, the colonial societies 

down under displayed great creativity in shaping innovative and progre.ssive 

institutiorts. These institutions underpinned fundamental economic freedom 

and left much scope for entrepreneunal initiative, laying the foundations for 

the much-admired self-confidence of Au.stralians. As a result, the population 

and its wealth grew rapidly. 

In the wake of Federation, a more interventionist and prescriptive rule set 

was established, called by some the 'Australian Settlement" (Kelly 1992: 1-16). 

It had to be abandoned from the 19'>0s onwards, albeit grudgingly, reluctantly 

and in a piecemeal fashion. A more timely and cohesive refomi of the underiying 

economic con.stitution could have avoided much pain, But tht- protectionism 

and artificial security of the "Setdement' prevented most Au.stralians. and certainly 

the politicians and interest groups with a .stake in the pa.st. from perceiving the 

full import of the changes that were occurring around them after World War II. 

Advanced globali.sation is now raising new and fundamental questions as 

lo whether the pre.sent rules of the game are appropriate. Can Australians 

prosF>er with the current mix of reformed conditions and leftovers from the 

post-Federation .setdemenf Can we succeed on the global scene with the present 

The 'Seillcmcnr covered a number of elcmentj. By central wage fixing and pn>cecting a growing array of 

domestic industries, the government ensured thai working people—and White immigrants—earned adequate 

incomes. The philosophy of govcnuiKc was based on paternalistic benevolence and proieaion of citizens from 

the consequences of mishaps. In international afTairs, the Australian federation relied on imperial bencvolctKC 

and British proiecuon and excluded non-White immigration. This 'Settlement" was the result of seemingly 

automatic growth during molt of the 19lh century, the unsettUng shock of the land crisis of 1888. and the 

nationaliii-siaiisi spirit of the times. The new interventionist ortlcr no doubt served stability and the personal 

security of many, but in the longer run it fnsified the economic and social nruaura of this young country, 

retarded economic development and inflicted unnecessary material hardship. 
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size and functions of ihc state? We know for sure thai those communities and 
nations that develop the fundamental mie systems to support and attract 
innovators and comp>etitors on the intematmnal stage prosp>er. They become 
places of social optimism and fulfillment. Tliose who grudgingly dnjg their feet 
and allow entrenched interest groups to delay institutional rejuvenation will 
fall lx.'hind and turn their fears into self-fulfilling prophesies. 

Tliis fcjrecasi can be given substance by comparing how institutions and 

changing circumstances interacted in the 1990s in the Anglo-Saxon countries, 

continental Europe and Japan (see table 1 opjvjsite). The aging societies of 

continental Europe and Japan clung to their economic constitutions of the 

past. They relied fairly heavily on centralised and dirifiisle coordination, anil 

tried to ensure .security in the face of opening trade and technology frontiers 

by priJiecting politically well<onnected groups. Over the past 15 years, the 

Japanese government has tried to overcome eionomic stagnation with one 

programme of massive Keynesian demand .stimulation after the other, to little 

avail. Nowhere have Ke\-nesian policies of fiscal and monetary- stimulation 

been tried more than in Japan since 1987. Yet the only outcome has Ixfen 

mounting public debt. 

By contrast, deregulation and the enforcement of simple rules spurred on 

the Anglo-Saxon economies. Companies were allowed to go broke; conditiorus 

for stan-ups improved. Foreign trade and investment were liberali.sed. l.'nion 

cartels were broken, if necessary by government intervention. Capital 

productivity and ecotKjmic grô t̂h responded spontaneously. These reforms 

have .set off a N'irtuotis circle: The public supports the reforms and ensuing 

competition, which in turn prevents (X>litical agents from tinkering with the 

capitalist rule system and thereby hindering future growth. 

Table 1 on the facing page shows some of the international ratings of 

economic freedom and in.stitutional quality as well as the levels and rales of 

growth in various countries. Even such a cursors- glance indicates that the 

quality of government, openness to international trade and inve.stment, and 

ratings of economic freedom conelate positively with material living standards. 

The US and the UK economies are among the most open and free and the 

business environment there enjoys high ratings. Economic growth was higher 

than in the less free and open economies of Japan and Germany, fi>r example*. 

The challenges of global competition face Au.stralians (and New Zealanders) 

more immediately becau.se we live in affluenl. mature 'frontline .states'. We are 

also located in the most dynamic lime zone on eanh. It is here that most new 

The (able also shows that Australia and New Zealand arc credited with decent government, but poor opcnnnu. 

Australia's economic freedom leaves, according to inicmational surveys, something to be desired (the main 

rcasotu in all such intemationai surveys being poor govenuncni and unfree labour mailtci). Australia and New 

Zealand are considerably poorer than the big lead economics in OECD, and this was one factor which has 

allowed the two countries to catch up a litde during the I'JWs. 
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Toble 1 
InsHtutions and G r o w t h 

Quality of 
Govarnment 
(rank out 
of 43) 

Openness 
(rank out 
of 43) 

Business 
Enviranmenl 
(rank out 
of 47) 

Econoniic 
Froodom 
Indox 
(out of 161) 

Level of per 
cop income 
(USS PPP 
US>100) 

Growth GDP 
in living 
standards 
(1»90-99,%) 

United Sroles 15 1 3 1.90 100 2.1 

Unrted 
Kingdom 

19 4 2 1 95 71 1 8 

Germany 31 7 11 2 .30 73 1.0 

Jopon 23 21 24 2 .05 84 1 0 

For 

comparicon.-

Auifrofia 8 28 12 2 10 67 2 5 

h4*wZaaland 9 3 3 15 1 75 54 2 .0 

Source: The Economist 1999, World in Figures (2000 edition). London. 

industrial competitors and most new buyers are emerging. And we cannot rely 

on a big dome.siic market to give us the illusion of self-sufficient security, as 

may still be possible for Europeans and North .Americans. 

Historic Parallels 

The subject of this es.say—economic freedom and how to support it 

institutionally—has a relevant hi.storical perspective. A long view of scxial and 

etX)noniic fiistory suggests that after periods of slow economic gn>wth, political 

entrepreneurs emerge who win support for liberal refornxs and adjustments to 

new circumstances. On the other hand, periods of fast growth are the harbingers 

of institutional backsliding, with organised pres.sure groups and political activists 

campaigning for rules that constrain individual initiative and innovation, dius 

hindering economic growth. 

This is made clear by a compari.son bet̂ veen Au.stnilia and the world at the 

beginning of this century and that of the last. Some striking parallels emerge: 

� A hundred years ago and after a nol-yei forgotten downturn in underlying 

economic growth, the .start of the centur> was marked by renewed ecxjnomic-

acceleration. The world economy was benefiting from .strong integration 
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gains, and fundamental innovations in the chemical, electrical and motor 
vehicle industries. There was a new optimism and hedonistic enjoyment 
of material progress and innovations during what became known as the 
belle ^poque or "Edwardian era'. The Australian economy was emerging 
from the land crash of 1888, in particular in Premier Reid's free-trading 
New South Wales. It was driven forward by rapid gains from innovation 
and economic integration as colonial trade restrictions fell (the 'Federation 
boom'). Investors in Australia and around the world benefited from stable 
money, based on the gold .standard. 

One hundred years ago, there was much political controversy o\'er 

the benefits of economic openness and competition in markets. 

Powerbrokers were inclined to play nationalistic or imperialistic political 

games that paved the way for the cataclysm of World War I and all that 

followed. In Australia, basic political institutions were put in placx* during 

the Deakin era that made it an interventionist-redistribulive state and fairly 

closed economy for most of the 20th century. In contrast to the opermess 

and economic freedom in the Colonies during the lS>th century, the Deakin-

era "Australian Settlement' instituted rules that resulted in relatively slow 

economic growth. 

The early 2(XX)s have also been marked by a vigorous woridwide economic 

upturn It has, however, been underway a little longer than its predecessor 

1(X) years ago. The world ecxjnomy is again benefiting from rapid reduclions 

in transport and communication costs and enormous cuts in information-

processing costs, as well as promising inventions in biotechnology (gene 

manipulation), energy- saving (for example, the fuel cell) and materials 

science (for example, nanotechnology). Segments of the world population 

seem to be caught in an optimistic belle dpoque spirit again, not least in the 

free-trading open Angk>-Saxon economies. The popular enjoyment of new-

products and forms of entertainment is remini.scent of the early 1900s. 

The Australian economy has been swept up by the current wave of 

globalisation, by the gains from trade with emerging East Asia and the rest 

of the world, and by the benefits of the communication revolution. The 

stifling 'tyranny of distance' is no more. Sydney- has become one of the 

major hubs in global networks of trade, traffic, finance, innovation, the 

arts, and design and fashion (Andersson-Anders.son 2000). Inve.stors and 

entrepreneurs in Au.stralia and the major economies around the worid are 

once again benefiUng from stable money. This has enabled them to plan 

new- ventures without getting sidetracked by ultimately destructive 

SF>eculation about inflation But, once again, growing international 

investment flows and competition, not to mention the subjection of political 

action to the verdict of capital markets, are resented in some circles and 

are being actively opposed. 
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Some fxjiiticians in the year 2000 treat us to triumphalist statements that the 
Australian economy has not enjoyed such a long expansion of demand since 
the late 1960s. That is true: increasing demand is now. as it did then, meeting 
with fairly elastic and growing supply, so that cyclical upswings last, cyclical 
recessions are mild, and price pre.ssures are relatively low, Consequendy. much 
new demand is translated into the growth of output without inflation. Yet, it is 
during such periods of easy growth that economic structures and social atdtudes 
become rigid. In the late 1960s, no-one predicted the economic debacles of 
the 1970s and hardly anyone was preparing for the contingencies of flagging 
economic growth. 

All this points to an economic theory which says long-mn growth of a 

nadon's potential to supply goods and services is subject to generation-long 

'Kondratieff cycles'. Two or three decades of accelerated growth tend to occur 

after institutions have been reformed and major technical irmovation has been 

implemented by dynamic entrepreneurs who launch new industries. After about 

a generadon. the very success and ease of economic growth permit obstacles 

to further growth to emerge. Some are material, but many are man-made. 

These then produce one or two decades of slowdown and widespread 

disappointment, as oKserved during the I97()s and early 1980s (.see Chapter 1). 

One purpo.se of this essay is therefore to ask: can we delect condidons that 

might transform the booming beginnings of the 2000s into a simile of the 1973-

1982 exjDerience by the end of the decade? If so, what can be done about it' 

Economic growth can ne\'er be taken for granted. Adrmttedly. public policies 

can be conducted for some time without regard to cultivating the conditions 

for long-run economic growth. However, once the damage becomes evident, 

the consequences cannot be averted easily-. 

The nationalism born of the in.souciancc of the ffelle efxxfue. for example, 

choked free international economic exchanges. This made the major monetary 

dislocations of the 1930s inevitable. Wlien these caused enormous producdvity 

losses, litUe could be done to undo the damage. The degree of international 

trade integration among the allluent countries reached in 1913 was not .surpas.sed 

undl the 1970s. Meantime, war and autarchy policies inflicted unnecessary 

losses and great suffering on two generations. The pha.se of intemational distm.st 

and conflict lasting from 1914 to 194S would not have been imaginable without 

the acts of economic nationalism—power polidcs without any regard to 

economic growth—and selfish protectionism at the start of the 20th century. 

This is not to imply thai we are now faced with risks to cosmopolitan 

ccx>peradon and exchange akin to those looming after the first decade of the 

20th century. But we have to be on guard against dangers for rational 

p>olicymaking (Chapter 3)- Environntentalism, new anarchical atucks on the 

global trading .system, culmral pessimism, a new xenophobia, rampant welfare-

statism and the attacks on rational analysis in economics and the law are all 
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developments that can trigger long-term ecx)nomic and political consequences 
that no-one intends or can foresee. 

Tlic .same ajiiilies to the new nationalistic as.sertiveness in some of the fa.st-

growing de\ eloping countries and in some sections of affluent .scxieties. In 

several Asian countries enlrent hed elites are fonnenting xenophobic or patriotic 

.sentiment in order to protect their personal material positions from international 

competition. A combination of some of these sentiments and attitudes may yet 

again pnxluce economic setbacks and force some communities to releam the 

paird'ul lessons of the 20th century. 

At the very least, the hi.storic perspective should alert us to the insight thai 

cyclical waves rather than linear trends are the pattern of social and economic 

evolution. And we are well advised to reflect on what the great visionary of the 

merits of an individualist and free civilisation. Edmund Burke, had to say some 

200 years ago: 

The science of consimcting a commonwealth,. . . or refomiing it. Is 

. . . not to Ix" taught a priori. Nor is it a short experience that can 

instrtict us in that practical .science, becau.se the real effects of moral 

causes are not always immediate; but that which in the first instance is 

prejudicial may be excellent in its remoter operation. . . .The re\'erse 

also happens: and very plausible schemes, with very pleasing 

commencements, have often shameful and lamentable conclusions. 

(Burice 1986: 152) 

Outline of this Essay 

With that in mind, I will review in Chapter 1 some of the salicni di \ elopments 

during the cjuarter cenmry from I97S to 2000. I shall do so from the subjective 

standpoint of one who engaged in a little futurology in the late 1970s when co 

authoring Auslrtdia at the Crossroads—Ot4r Choices lo the Year 2(XX). 1 shall 

focus on the notion thai high quality economic in.siiiutions are es.seniial for 

economic prowe.ss, and much more. The analysis will draw on I he concept of 

broad long-wave patterns of economic grovMh (or Kondratieff cycles'), showing 

that the Reagan and Thatcher reforms accelerated economic grcmih (as in the 

1980s and 1990s) whereas institutional ossification slowed growth in the late 

1960s/1970s. 

The remaining chapters look to Australia's medium-term future. 2000 to 

2025. Although most circumstances of daily life will not change greatly over 

the next 25 years (Chapter 2), we shall be on the lookout in Chapter 3 for 

changes in some major trends and for those political and economic 

constellations, that typically led to eariier slowdowns in growih. Are there 

harbingers, overseas and here, that foreshadow a renewed deceleration? In 
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Chapter 4 we shall ask whether there are policies that can pa-pare us now to 
cope with tendencies to rigidity and unnecessary constraints on freedom and 
prosf)erity. Long-term economic- history ha.s shown that individual communities 
and nations can weather global slowdowns if they cultivate free institutions 
and enterprising habits during times of plenty. 

The ultimate intent of this essay is to make it plausible to readers thai the 

creation of Iree, flexible and effective institutions can be viewed as a community's 

investment in valuable intangible a.s.seLs, and that the.se in.stililutions are more 

important to our long-term well being than such hardware as roads, buildings 

or machinery. 

\ \ \ 



CHAPTER 1 
1975-2000 in review 

If .\ustnilia follows the Mercantilist Trend, we will not only see a continuing inability 
to cope with some aspects of ec"onomic welfare such as high unemployment, 

paniculariy of the young, high inflation, slow growth in living standards, and a more 
unequal disiriliulion of incomes but also serious failures in meeting non-economic 
objectives to which Western societies aspire. . . [Tlie] altci native would concentrate 

on developing constructive responses to the trend breaks and challenges of the 
1970s. This strategy is fcjunded on welcoming and fostering innovation and the 

opening of the Australian scxiety and economy to renewed competiticm. . . . [This] 
would amount to a new pliase in the growing up of the Australian nation, a move 
from adolescence protected by the 'Mother State' to full m;iturity. . . .The assets we 

fiave inherittfd are considerable, and the self-reliance of young adulthood would lead 
to a confidence that Ls presently so badly lacking. 

W. Kasper, R. Blandy. J. Freebairn, D. Hocking and Robert O'Neill (1980) 

Australia at the Crossroads: Our Choices to the Year 2000. 

A . The Context 

The Sad Stale of Australian Economics in the Late 1970s 

By the mid-1970s, it was obvious to many international observers that Atistralia's 

longstanding economic strategies were no longer tenable: 

� The Whitlam government had tried demand expansion, as prescribed by 

the Keynesian textbook, to prevent a rise in unemployment during the 

downturn of 1974-75. Trusting in a stable trade-ofT between inflation and 

unemployment, the government created inflation by a politically convenient 

mix of wage increases, massive fiscal spending, ĉ a.sy nK)ney and devaluation. 

But there was no trade-off. Australians suffered record inflation (in 1974 

and 1975 consumer prices rose by more than 17% p.a.) as well as 

unprecc"denttxl and long la.sting unenipl<j\ ment. Eccinomists mumbled about 

"supply-side shcxrks' and 'stagflation'. In its first real test. Keynesian policy 

failed resoundingly to reduce unemployment, not only here but also around 

the world. 

� The produaive apparatus of Australia's inward-looking and protected 

economy displayed considerable rigidity becau.se it was tied down by 

centrally regulated wages and working conditions, administered capital 

markets, foreign investment and exchange controls, high and distorting 

external tariffs, and much collective ownership of the means of production. 
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The economy responded to cyclical downturns in demand with job 
destruction. It could not cope construclively with structural changes This 
became clear when ihe Whitlam government abruptly cut tariffs by 25%. 
Ilam-fi.sted quota protection was needed to stop job losses. 

� Obvious competitive advantages in Australian agriculture, mining, selected 
manufacturing industries and advanced .services could not be exploited 
fully because of a w-eb of rigid regulations often created by lobby groups. 
Many economists, trained in short-term demand-side macrixfconoinics, 
could not understand the economy-wide benefits of a more responsive 
mit ro supply apjiaraius. Thus, only very- few- economists advocated an 
of)ening of the economy, the deregulation of factor markets for bbour 
and capital, and the liberalisation of many administered domestic markets 
for g<xxls and servic-es. Few saw that a fcxais on microeconomic reform 
was needed to cultivate a responsive supply side. 

I had come to this count r>- from different economic traditions. ha%'ing worked 

with the German Cx)uncil of Economic Advi.sers and the Kiel Institute of World 

Economics on supply growth and industrial structural change. I had also worked 

in East /\sia where the mobilisation of labour, c-apilal and know-ledge for supply-

growth was all the rage. Like other outsiders, I was .struck by the p i x H long-

ii ini P K H I I U livity g iDwtl i in this country. Au.stralia was well endowed, polilically 

stable and young, and it was located near the newly dynamic East Asian region. 

It should luive been growing by 5% a year or more. In reality, it was not even 

managing a growth of real per-c-apita incomes of 1% during the .second half of 

the 1970s. 

Despite sluggish prcxJuctivity and p<x)r output growth, the gn)wih problem 

hardly figured in academic courses or professional publications. Further afield, 

there was much 'lucky country complacency". Only a few- Australians identified 

tariffs and interventionism as ihe root cau.se of a spreading economic malaise. 

By the late 1970s, academics such as Trevor Swan, Colin Clark. Heinz Arndt. 

Max Corden and Colin Simkm were pointing out that tariffs and other market 

interventions were responsible for the harmful structural rigidily ultimately 

hurting AiLstralian citizens. 

But the political elite did not recognise the problem, let alone accept the 

remedies. Parliamentarians, olTicials and lobby groups remained ignorant of 

the fact that economic growth—like any other organic evolutionary growth 

proces.s—requires con.stant and systematic adaptation, and that proliferating 

interventions ossify economic structures. I-ew realised that producers have to 

adjust exi.sting .structures and relationships to changing demands, new- supply 

scarcities. fluctuating prices and new technical opportunities, and that the 

pxilitical protection of existing industrial and union jobs causes unemployment. 

Few policymakers—let alone the press—undenstiKKl that improvements could 

be achieved only by freeing up markets. 
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Arguably, the most effective voice preaching the merits of markets and 
economic freedom was that of the ".Mcxlest Member of Parliament', later "Modest 
Farmer". Ik-n Kelly. Still a newcomer to Australia and feeling intelleaually 
rather lonely among ihe economists at the Au.stralian National University. I 
soon came to appreciate the humane and commonsen.se manner in which Bert 
presented complex economic problems and obvious solutions (Kelly 1981). 
Bert kept exposing the errors of the prevailing inward-l<x>king mentality by 
pointing to the growing costs of the closed economy. 

To my mind, .standard macroeconomic growth theory could not explain 

Australia's poor track record: the economy was exceptionally well supplied 

with virtually all production faaors considered es.sential for economic prowess. 

Capital, labour, technical knowledge and natural rescxirces were abundant 

Indeed, there were no obvious macroeconomic supply limits to growth if one 

took Australia's access to world factor markets and immigration into account. 

Australia's long-ierm growth problem became clearer when one lcx)ked at 

suuctural microec onomic rigidities and an evident lack of entrepreneurial interest 

in exploiting new opportunities. This was the con.sequence of a pervasive 

F)oliticisation of economic life. Once it was recognised that economic growth 

had a microeconomic dimension, it was obvious that poor growth was caused 

by "tariffs on demand'—often granted as scxjn as an industry came close to 

even a whifl of international competitive pressure—as well as the regulation 

of international capital flows and labour markets, and the preferences given to 

well-connected and pri\'ileged interest groups. 

In the 1970s, there was not much genuine innovation and outsider 

competition. New obstacles to structural adjustment were enierging in the fomi 

of the oil crisis, stagflation, balance-of-payment imbalancx-s, a growing proclivity 

to .strike, and |"K)piilar fears of rising unemployment. The Whillam government 

aggravated the situation through inflation and debt making. Nor did the Fraser 

government do anything to make the supply apparatus more responsive and 

elastic. It only fought fXfrsistent inflation through demand-side policies, in 

particular stolid and unimaginative monetary restraint. 

The Long-Term Benefits of Free Markets 

In order to highlight the need for a more flexible supply-side and to show 

w hat was at stake over the longer temi. I depicted plausible long-term scenarios 

with widely divergent growth paths to the year 2000. de|x-nding on the extent 

of microeconomic reformV The use of long-temi growth scenarios dramati.sed 

what theoreticians called "third-factor growth': different systems of economic 

^ W. Kasper. "Auitralias Options'. Australian FinancialRemeu: "' l)eceml>er 1977. pp. 2-3 and 41, and W. Kasper 

and T.C;. I'arry (eds). 1978. The book had the title Crou-ih, Tnudr and Structural Clmngt in an Open Auiiralian 

Economy. Because of the term 'striiciural change' in the title, the book was initially classified by one of the ANU 

libraries uisder < jvil l-.ngineering. .Such was the state uf Australian economics at the time! 
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institudons allow enterprising people to find, test and ase knowledge to differing 
degrees, so that the same amoimt of work effort and saving sacrifice produces 
greatly differing results in temvs of national piocliu i At ihi- niiu'. .\usir.ili.ins 
were saving relatively large amounts and working rather long hours, but attained 
p>oor output growth''. Simulating some plausible long-term scenarios seemed 
the politest way of saying to Australiarw that many of economic policies looked 
rather dumb! 

The only official reports that tied protectionism and regulation to poor 

gn)wth in the 1970s were I I K X S C of the Industry Assistance Commission. Treasury 

officials who had served overseas were also critical of the closed economy, 

but only in private. Australian academics were not very convincing when they 

argued for free trade, becau.se they analysed the problem according to static 

neoclassical theories, using patently unrealistic and lience unconvincing noiioas 

of production, specialisation and exchange. 

The most important armiment against tariff protection us that it hinders 

compeddon and learning, and with it the evolutionary capacity of an economy 

lo exploit knowledge. By assuming thai all production knowledge and all 

consumer preferences were already- known, the essential knowledge discover)-

argument for free trade was assumed away! This was the case with the 

government-sponsored econometric IMPACT model, which was closed to 

unforeseen discoveries. By its very concepdon, this static and simplisdc model 

was ill suited to analysing major structural adjustments and the complex and 

open-ended phenomenon of growth. 

The development of different growth scenarios was based on an 

understanding of the important role of economic competition. In open and 

coinpetidve markets, .suppliers rival with other suppliers and buyers with other 

buyers. On both sides of the market, jseople invest assets and skills so that 

they are able to strike an advantageous deal with people on the other side of 

the market. In other words, they incur transaction costs. These costs are of 

course unwelcome, and the outcomes of the.se competitive efforts are risky. 

But if the mies force the majority of the commimity to bear the transaction 

costs of comfxrting by searching for and testing useful knowledge, the economy 

will grow (Kasper-Streit 1998. ch: 8; Kasper 1998: 76-95). 

St)me people will occasionally be unlucky and inctir losses despite their 

best efforts. Exploring and using new knowledge is, after all. a risky business. 

Others will try to shirk the obligation to compete. However, if everyone acts 

entrepreneurially—i.e. uses their assets in knowledge exploration—the chances 

that most will succeed are enhanced. Prosperity then follows and growth 

A* a consequence, I wat inviied to do some work for the C:rawford Inquiry inio Struciural Change, bui was lo 

discover thai no-one on thai inquiry shared my predilection lor free markets. Indeed, they recommended m 

1979 that structural adjustments shouM be heU up by interventions until unemployment had again fallen 

below 5%. I was sure that without stnjcniral adjustment such a low unemployment rate could never be attained 

again. Alas. I proved to be right. 
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becomes self-reinforcing. Conversely, the more political interventions exempt 

.some groups from ccmipeting, the more everyone's chances of success are 

diminished, and the less the economy will grow. 

Even with hindsight, this positive and normative understanding of 

comp)etition, rent-seeking and economic progress .still seems highly relevant, 

both to the past and the future. 

The Crossroads Study 

In late 1978, Shell Au.stralia invited me to join a small team to debate these and 

related i.s.sues. The 'C:ro.ssroads Study' (Kasper et al. 1980) analysed past trends 

and identified major changes and trend breaks. Alternative futures to the year 

2000 were examined (a) under a status quo setting of policies, and (b) with 

comprehensive liberalisation. 

This exercise in futurology was Icxtsely underpinned by the theory of long 

waves of economic gro\vih (KondratielT cycles), which owed much to the 

wntings of Joseph Schumpeter. While Schumpeterian theories fit poorly into 

the prevailing orthcxloxy of equilibrium economics, they offer relevant and 

constructive insights into entrepreneurship, competition, innovation, and political 

rent-seeking. 

Long-wave theory shows that economic evolution is not a simple and linear 

process, but a complex interaction of social, demographic, technical, political 

and economic factors. Growth proceeds in generation-long accelerations: young 

relatively unregulated industries join existing production structures, followed 

by ten to twenty years of deceleration, when defensive social and political 

forces hold up the transfer of new ideas into innovations. The American 

economist Mancur Ol.son, who had just been to Australia, highlighted the 

interaction of political cartels and lobby groups in slowing economic growth, 

although he did not place his thet)ries in a long-wave context. Nor did he 

allow for economic crises triggenng overdue institutional innovations (Olson 

1982). 

A plausible hypothesis in the late 1970s was that rising social and industrial 

teasions and stagflation were typical .symptoms of a Kondratieff slowdown, 

similar to previous episodes such as Australia's land crash of 1888 and the 

depre.ssion of the 1930s. In the Cros.sroads .study, the key challenge for Australian 

policy was to catch quickly the next upswing of long-term supply. At the time, 

we saw a new growth wave approaching, driven by intemationali.sation and 

technological changes, in particular data prcxessing and communications, energy 

saving, new materials and biotechnology'. We were hoping that Australia would 

be among those who caught the growth wave eariy (Kasper el al, 1980: 95-

170). 
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From the Viewpoint of 2000: 

How to Prepare for a Slowdown after the Present 'Globalisation Wave'? 

Australia has come a long way since the closed economy settings of the Menzies 

to Eraser era. The country is now a much more open, adaptable, individualistic 

and self-a.ssured nation. Alas, the transformatkm came aix)ut more slowly and 

less completely than w a s h o p e d in the Crossroads study. That it CKCurred at all 

was pmbably due mainly to F>owerful irendsetting shifts in the international 

economy, instructive jxilicy successes elsew here (Reagan, lliatcher. East Asian 

Tigers) and some of the technological changes we had predicted. 

'Ihe conservative and inward-looking stance of the Fraser years prevented 

Au.stralians from catching the incipient up.swing early. Tlianks to the reforms 

of the f . irly 1 l;i\vke-Ki-;iling years, however, growing numbers of Australians 

w e r e able to ride the upward trend in supply growth during the 1980s. 'I'hey 

d i d .so much more successfully and spontaneously than people in some more 

hidebound pohties. such as Europe and Japan. There are some concerns that 

the upturn has not carried everyone forw-ard in equal measure, but this rarely 

hapfK'ns. As a consequence, there are regional and .s<x ial p<x kets of people 

who have been left behind. However, this is not a reason not to welcome 

widely beneficial competition, .structural change and innovation. 

If one subscTibes to notion that long-term economic and institutional 

development proceeds in waves, several key questions can be posed: 

� Earlier Kondratieff downswings invariably surprised and disappt)inted a 

generation u.sed to 20 or 30 years of seemingly automatic growth and 

rising stock markets, interrupted only by weak short-lived recessions 

(see Insert on Kondratieff Cycles, p p . 7-11). C^n we expea a new 

downwave in or after the first decade of the millennium? Are there early 

warning sigrts? Or is such a mechanistic reading of the long-wave theory 

inappropriate because the infotech revolution has changed economic 

life for gcxxi? 

� If a Kondratieff downturn is to be expected, what are the forces that 

create it and can they be attenuated? What can Au.stralians d o to buck a 

global downtrend and protect themselves in times of international 

adversity? 

� In any event, has the reform agenda of the late 1970s been completed? 

And are there new items that should be put on the agenda of reformers 

in the opening decade of the new century? 

This kind o f thinking about our economic past and future d<x"s not imply an 

'iron law of history', which would make a future deceleration of economic 

growth inevitable. But history cautions us to be on the alert while the going is 
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gcxxi, as is currently the ca.se. Pericxis of easy economic growth are typically 

times when stxrial-economic contradictions build up. prcxlucing sulxsequent 

crises and di.sappoinunenis. Although hi.story never quite repeats itself, ignoring 

certain broad pailerns of historic interaction is a surefire way to ensure that 

past pain will revisit us. Put differently, ju.st as the conservative, complacent 

and protective Menzies era laid the basis for the economic pain of the Whitlam-

Fraser years, so will the fundamental settings of the coming decade influence 

the economic fates of the 2010s and 2020s. 

Kondratiejf Cycles—A Thumbnail Sketch 

In the late 19th and early 20th century, a Russian statistician, Nikolai 

Kondratieff, looked into the terminal crisis of capitalism that Karl Marx 

had predicted. Kondratieff found that Marxian crises were not terminal 

after al l , but were followed by phases of rejuvenation. In reality, capitalist 

economies went through long waves of accelerating and decelerating 

growth. Later, the Austrian-American economist Joseph Schumpefer (1939) 

called these long waves 'Kondratieff cycles'.* 

Although no long-wave cycle replicates its predecessor, some broad, 

underlying patterns of development emerge from the history that Lord 

Chesterfield once considered 'only a confused heap of facts' (see Table 

2; Freeman 1982, especially the article by Glismann et a l . , and Kasper 

et a l . 1980: 8-14). These broad patterns do not resemble the waves that 

physicists observe on cathode tubes, but they nevertheless can serve to 

identify more or less probable developments in the medium-term future. 

At the very least, they should warn us against extrapolating the recent 

post in linear ways and remind us that the maxim 'what goes up must 

come down' is a more appropriate way to think about medium-term 

economic evolution. 

The growth acceleration predicted for 1 9 8 0 to 2000 on the basis of 

this theory in the Crossroads study fitted the pattern. Accelerations ore 

created by low and stable real interest rotes, low prices and secure 

supplies of raw materials, and a lessened degree of industrial relations 

conflict. This makes it easy for investors to plan ahead and anticipate 

strong profitability. At the same time, past economic difficulties trigger 

political reforms to moke the institutions more market-friendly. All this 

Kondratieff (born 1892) challenged Lenin in inlellechjol debate about the critical issue in Marxian 

theory whether a crisis of copitalism hod to be terminal. In the lole 1920s , he mode the fatal 

mistake of resuming the argument with Stalin He vonished. Only oher the cnsis of Soviet stole 

capitalism hod proven to tje terminal. v«is it discovered that Kondratieff. deckired 'mentally ill', 

perished miserably in a Siberian camp, aged 38 . 
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encourages entrepreneurs to risk implementing new and promising 

technologies, sometimes even new industries. Innovating entrepreneurs 

in one industry then frequently benefit from the development of new 

technologies elsewhere (Schumpeter (1961] speaks of the 'swarming of 

entrepreneurial activity'). 

Thus, the current economic grov.^ wave depends not only on the 

development of new computer chips and other items of hardware, but a 

burgeoning software industry, the communications revolution of the 

Internet, and numerous entrepreneurs in entertainment, finance, logistics 

and marketing who exploit new opportunities. Typically, industries expand 

into areas that ore not yet regulated. During 20 to 30 years of accelerating 

growth in the supply potential, people experience many positive surprises. 

The booms of the short-run demand cycle ore long and strong. Share 

and other asset prices rise to great heights. Recessions are short-lived 

and mild. 

As the Kondrotieff upswing progresses, the integrated international 

trading system spreads to new industriol countries. Thus, the acceleration 

of the mid-19th century turned France, Germany and the United States 

into 'new industrial countries' (Table 2 opposite). They then challenged 

Britain's political and military pre-eminence. The following upwave mode 

Japan and Russia/Soviet Union into new industrial countries that 

subsequently challenged the international 'pecking order'. The upwave 

of the 1950s to 1970s led to the rise of the East Asian new industrial 

countries. 

Typically, subsequent down phases do not greatly affect the new 

industrial countries. Their relatively new production apparatus mokes it 

superfluous for them to engage in the 'creative destruction' of old 

superseded industries. Thus, the Soviet Union continued to enjoy economic 

growth during the 1930s. This hod nothing to do with a superior growth 

capacity of socialism—as we learnt in the 1970s-1980s when the USSR 

hod become on old industrial country and suffered a typical Marxian 

crisis of (state) capitalism. Lacking the capitalist market economy's capacity 

to self-rejuvenate, the socialist system collapsed. 

After a generation of accelerated growth, contradictions and obstacles 

gradually build up in fast-growing economies. These lead to slowdowns 

lasting maybe one or two decades, that is periods of widespread 

economic disapfX)intment. 

Bottlenecks of labour and row material emerge. These lead to 

slowdowns which lost o decade or two (example the 1970s/early 1980s). 

The familiar lhre« to live yeor business cycle in demand must not be confused with the long-term 

waves o< supply growth |Koodratieff cycles), which lost 40 to 50 years 
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Table 2 
Long Waves of Economic Growth: Brood Historic Patterns 
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Capital becomes scarce, raising real interest costs (Kindleberger 1 989). 

Distributional conflicts in the urban-industrial sector further 

reduce profitability—ond with if the readiness of entrepreneurs to lake 

up promising new technologies, as Karl Marx had described under the 

rubric of 'class warfare'. Optimistic expectations of innovators ore 

disappointed and imitators wipe out the pioneer profits of the original 

innovators. Innovation slows down as businesses shift to defensive 

strategies to secure market share. Public opinion and the agents of 

collective action, who seem to assume economic growth is limitless and 

automatic, then turn from the production to the consumption and 

redistribution of wealth. Politicians side with established interest groups 

against new outside competitors with protective, redistributive and anti-

competitive interventions. This further limits profitability (as it did during 

the Whitlam-Froser era). 

As growth stalls, the prevalent social mood (Ze//ge/'5/) shifts further 

from can-do optimism to securing and defending existing pxDsitions. Morbid 

social comments become bestsellers: Robert Molthus' prediction of terminal 

overpopulation, Karl Marx' prediction of the end of capitalism, Spengler's 

Decline of the West (during the 1930s), and the Club of Rome (during 

the 1970s). In subsequent Kondratieff upturns, such analyses lose 

popularity. Thus, the Club of Rome is in the process of being dissolved in 

2000. 

As a Kondratieff upswing matures, protective and reactive attitudes 

fend to make it easy for 'political entrepreneurs' to implement programmes 

and rules which hamper the chances of new entrepreneurs and which 

favour established interests. There is a shift from risking experiments to 

security, Figuratively speaking, more and more roundabouts and speed 

bumps ore built into the system by political operators and lobbyists. No 

wonder the traffic slows down! 

Moncur Olson aptly described this process in the woke of the 1950s/ 

1960s upwove (Olson 1982). The shifts in institutions and their 

enforcement do much to increase the obstacles to innovation and limit 

the opportunities for entrepreneurs who wont to pioneer new technologies 

and new markets. Only when the Kondratieff downturn has hod a sobering 

effect will readiness to reform institutions return again. The Thatcher and 

Reagan reforms and the worldwide deregulation and privatisation wave 

of recent decades are typical children of preceding Kondratieff 

slowdowns. 

Seen through the eyes of the economic theorist, phases of decelerating 

grovi^ present tfiemselves as periods in which the elasticity of the supply 

system decreases, so that a given demand expansion results in little real 

10 
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growth and much inflation. Phases of accelerating growth, by contrast, 

ore t/pified by more elastic supply, i.e. more real growth and less inflation. 

But this is only a proximate explanation of the Kondrotieff phenomenon. 

The underlying explanation, which should be kept in mind to guide public 

policy, turns to long cycles in institutional evolution: Competition- and 

innovation-friendly rules facilitate subsequent growth accelerations. 

Institutional degeneration and the protection of established interest groups 

moke for economic sclerosis and a slowdown. 

Unfortunately, the recognition logs are so long and often irregular 

that growth waves are very hard to ovoid. 

B . 1 9 7 5 - 2 0 0 0 : Impressions of History 

The International Scene 

Seen from a long-term hi.storic and global perspective, the la.st quarter of the 

20ih centui>- wa.s a period of re-accelerating grovnh follou ing ilie oil crises of 

the 1970s and early 1980s. It was also a time of pervasive and intensif\'ing 

confliii lx.-iween increasing openne.ss (globalisation) and the wish of many to 

a\oid i-om|H-lition with outsiders. This kind of conllict is nothing new. but the 

speed of adjustment to new outside coin|x-litors has arguably reached a new 

intensity. This adjustment burden impacts alxjve all on those whose human 

and physical capital is invested in old industries, as these come under compiMiiis i' 

pressure from fast-learning new industrial countries, speeifically in East Asia. 

Another major part of the adjustment burden comes fn)m the infotech revolution, 

which has made many services—for example, finance, accounting, insurance 

and design—internationally tradable for the first time in hi.story. Volatile 

international movements of short-term capital and growing direct international 

investment also heat up the competition, as savers diversify their holdings 

among different juri.sdictions. Tliese pnxesses are being driven by the drop in 

communications co.sts and the greater ease of decentralised communication. 

Reactions to the.se technical changes differ, as they always do. Many have 

grasped the new opportunities which globalisation offers. Others f<xus mainly 

on the threat to familiar lifestyles and ways of doing things. Yet others, not 

least the politicians and bureaucrats, feel outraged that denuxratically elected 

governments are increasingly subjeaed to the daily verdict of international 

investors and multinationals. iMany ordinary' voters and small business operators, 

however, feel emjxjwered by the new competition among juri.sdirtions. For 

the world as a whole, the opportunities have obviously outweighed the costs 

Otherwise we would not have registered a growth in the real value of wt)rld 

production per capita by more than one-third since 197S. 

It 
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Glolralisation has benefited the income potential of many who operate 
locally and who have acquired new skills. Lower transfxirt costs and better 
and cheaper communications have allowed ^reat gains in specialisation and 
advanc-es in innovations across a broad range of activities, reflected in economic 
growih. This has benefited not only those who are directly involved in 
international exchange, but also those who provide local goods and services— 
the plumbers, beauticians, repairers, providers of personal health and 
entertainment services and so on Many workers who used to be employed in 
proteaed inefficient indusuies have found new jobs in the rapidly growing 
serx'ice sector. Tlie gains from opening the economy over the past quarter 
century, through globalisation and deliberate poUcy choices, have thus been 
widespread. Trade shares in production and demand rose, with at least two 
million Australian jobs (about a quarter of all employment) now depend dirertly 
on foreign trade. 

Australian gains from globalisation were also increased by the wiping out 

of the tyranny of distance' and by the shift of the centre of gravity from the 

(North) Adantic back to the (North) Pacific, namely clo.ser to our time zone. 

This has had the predicted consequence that events in the outside world now 

affect Australians more immediately than they used to. 

The Demise of Totalitarian Socialism: Sea Change in Global Politics 

What was not predicted, and arguably was not predictable, was the epochal 

change in global politics and security after the demise of the Soviet empire. It 

was apparent to astute observers that the crude economic coordination system 

of stale ownership and central plarming could not cope with the demands of 

an increasingly complex and dynamic modem economy. The Soviets were 

able to send up sputniks, but ordinary coordination tasks such as supplying 

consumers with fresh vegetables eluded them! As clear-thinking free-market 

economists such as von Mises and Hayek had predicted all along, this 

fundamental problem triggered the rapid unravelling of the Soviet Union and 

its empire. The result was the geopolitical surprise of the last quarter centurj'. 

Like all such surprises, it made the future less simple and secure. The old 

certainties of the big bloc balance of deterrence gave way to greater diffusion 

and less clear-c-ut political associations. The relief from the fear of major nuclear 

war and confrontation in central Europe or Korea was traded for regional 

conflicts, including conflicts over eternal issues such as race and religion (East 

Africa, the Balkans. Melanesia-Pacific), unsetfled border disputes (such as 

Kashmir), and central control (.such as in Indonesia and to .some extent in 

China). 

From the Australian point of view, the international security p>osition has 

not necessarily improved despite the lessening of the threat from totalitarian 

12 
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socialism. The Americ~an alliance has become less 'load-lK*aring', ai least in 
lesser regional conflicts, and the opportunity for a degree of free-riding in 
defence has diminished with the end of the cold war. The American stance on 
Australia's East Timor involvement in 1999-2000—sympathy but very limited 
material support—is an indicator of things to come. 

The other epochal change occurred in the People's Republic of China. No 

one could have prfditlixi in 1975 llial xenophobic inward-lcx)king Communist China 

would convert to a pani;illy cjpen economy, where govi-mnK-ni is dainung a snuiller 

share of national output than in most European economies. No one could have 

anticipated that China would be the site for the biggfst privatLsalion in history, gî 'ing 

600 million peasants control of the land they till. Segments of the state irKhistrial sector 

are myw left to whither on the vine. AniNticxis yxxing people make careers in bu.siness, 

often networking around the world, and shun the privileges of Communi.st Party 

nK-mlxTship. The effects of the abandonment erf' socialism in all but name in Qiina on 

worid ecxxKJmic growth, trade and investment have been tremetKkxis. Uiban coastal 

Cluna is rapidly devek >ping an educated and sophisticated Ixxirgeoisie aixJ will be cjuite 

a different cmtity from wlial one might have expected two or ilmv dcx-ades ago. 

.So far, the Chinese economy has propelled pent-up demand and opportunities 

into easy technical imitation and catch-up. despite its deficient economic, civic 

and [Xjlitical institutions. Once fast-growing supply saturates demand, the.se 

institutional deficiencies will create serious problems—a crisis to dwarf the 

events in East Asia in 1S>97-1999 is imaginable. ^XTiether the end of this easy 

growth will trigger a politically assertive response frcjm China's new middle 

class is .still unclear But political and social change in Cliina will lead to 

contestation. This must be considered as one of the important imponderables 

of ihe next quarter century (Chapter 3)-

Tlie economic setbacks in several major East Asian countries after 1997 

have highlighted their institutional deficiencies. It was relatively easy to copy 

the knowledge and .structures for rapid growth in agriculture, mining and 

manufacturing and to build modern infrastructures, as long as imported 

blueprints could be imitated and land and labour costs stayed low. At the same 

time, progress in building skill capital in technology and management has 

been impressive. But these material conditions of economic growth must .sooner 

or later Ix' matched by improved 'software of development": ethical and legislated 

institutions tliat create trust, suppress discrimination and cronyism, and keep 

the transaction costs of doing business and innovating low (Kasper 1994). 

Tlie development of an "in-stiluiional infrastructure' appropriate to a mcxlern 

economy and ma.ss scxriety nonnally takes time and is fraught with accidents 

As the global economy is still going through a vigorous Kondratieff upswing, 

many of the new East Asian industrial countries emerged rapidly from the 

setbacks of the late 1990s. But their apparent ease of retxjvery could prevent 

dx? thorough and netxssary'recasting of the political arxl economk: mles. A pt j^^ 
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itie ihoroiigh and necessary recasting of the political and economic niles. A 
postponement of in.stitutional reform in East Asia would make the next 
Kondratieff deceleration a time of living dangerously, in particular for those 
Australians wh<).se fates have become more closely lied to the stability and the 
prosp)eriry of the region. 

Economic, social and institutional problems are acute in neighlxjuring 

Indonesia. Us return to fast growlh, not to mention its very national cohesion, 

i.s threatened by comipt institutions. Excessive centralism in the "Javanese 

empire", the corrupting 'dual function' of the military (in defence as well as in 

[xjlitical and indii.strial affairs), an uneven commilnieni lo the open international 

trading order, barriers to international competition that lx.'nelit crony capitalists, 

and insufficient checks and balances on governmeni power are all cau.se for 

concern. Reform of Indonesia's institutions is a daunting task, but one in which 

AiLstralians have a direct stake. If the reforms go wrong and entrenched power 

groups revolt. Australia's external security will Ix' directly challenged. Yel 

Australians can do little but watch with sympathy. They must not pretend that 

they can do more. 

Security 

Over the pa,st 25 years the tlireal of direct military aggression has .steadily 

declined. To protect our freedom of sovereign choice in the fulure, the 

equipment and organi.sation of Australia's military defences had to be changed 

significantly. Now it appears conventional military conflict may be going out 

of fashion. Where cenirally coordinated militarv- conflicts occur, technology-

may lead to "wars without fighting"—liigh tech bombardment from afar or a 

great height, and operators on a computer screen rather than frontline soldiers 

who risk their lives. However, non-conventional and more diffuse conflicts 

have been on the rise. Terrori.st and guerrilla attacks, insurgencies, militias, and 

organised crime networks are often motivated by religious and ethnic extremism 

or economic and social disintegration. Over the past quarter century, lhe.se 

.security threats have cost more human lives than conventional combat. And it 

is likely that lhe.se threats will reach Australian shores. 

The growing flow of illegal immigration indicates one limit to national 

.sovereignty. Many of these immigrants have considerable financial resources, 

a gocxl education and the means to reach Aastralia. It is likely that they are 

only the early harbinger of greater migration. The more our traditional welfare 

state acts lo attract internationally mobile peo[>le. the more adju.simeni strains 

w ill Ise placed on it. Illegal immigration could also iDecome a strain on social 

cohesion. Some groups argue for ready admission and generous material help 

to new arrivals. Others agitate for exclusion. A related issue is the illegal 

importation of drugs. Of course, more porous borders are a worldwide 

phenomenon, but the cultural and admini.stralive strains of coping are bigger 

14 
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in Australia than in North Anu'rita. and maybe even I-urope. where there has 
been a longer exfjerience of illegal border crossings. 

Another area where the power of natioful governments for .sovereign action 

has been dimiriished us in the growing challenge from internationally networked 

ad\oc-ac>' NGOs". They now oxen influence ovi - r |x>liiy, ofli n by londiicting 

anarchic and violent campaigns. Many participants do not .seem open to rational 

;irgument and are coiumiitcd to single issues rather than the complicated trade-

offs and compromises upon which a prospering modern community rests. 

I'lii M- smulc Ivsuf I ' l o i i K i i i T s is lI 'M ihrnc in an . i l i iK >siihcn.- whciv lund.iiiK-ni.il 

values are not widely and ex|)revsly shared and where the understanding of 

how government and economy function is generally fxxir. They benefit from 

an climate in which political correctness counts for much and rational open 

debate for naught. 

Many global .single-i.s.sue campaigns are financed, partly or wlu>lly, by fort ign 

governments and international organisations, such as the European Union. UN 

iKxlies and other supranational organisations lacking electoral legitimacy. In 

return lor subsidies ami e\en cjuasi-diplomalic status, they offer non-elected 

supranati<mal prop<jnents of collective action, such as the European Union 

and UN, an audience and a degree of pseudo-legitimacy, typically demanding 

actions these bodies want to promote (Rahkin I9'J9). 

Yet the SIPs habitually overl(X)k the prohlems that their sponsors are causing 

lor ex.imple, hea\\ siibsulus ii.ixc contribiiieil to over-fertilisation and the 

s{x>iling of Europe's water sy.slems, but the EU s common agricultural policy 

li.is 111 A I I Ixvn ,iil;u kfi l I n ,v;i(<n .ni\< K . H A .i;n "uns .is cn\ ir( )iinK'ni.illv li.irinlul 

Nor has agitation against Frankenstein food' (genetically modified food) been 

n-n >.;;nisfil .is .1 plm i.> �.ircnwllicn .ind pr()li>n,L: llu- w.isu-lul . I I H I i ii)li>gu 

harmful European agricultural fxjiicy Likewi.se. agitation on greenhouse' ga.ses 

and attacks on free trade promi.se to hamstring F.ur«)pe's lompetitors who 

supply coal and manufaitures, such as Australia and developing countnes 

Anytme doubting the i lieni relations of many SIPs with the EU should nominate 

just one i.ssue on which (Greenpeace and other advocacy groups ha\e gone 

again.st the interests and policies of the Eurof)ean Union. We .shall return to 

this Lssue in Chapter 3-

Partial Partisan Reforms under Hawke-Keating 

After the economic debacles of the >Xhitlam era. the con.servative-i/;r(^/s/e 

I I i .rr government persisted in protective obstinacy. This prolonged the 

" 'The term 'non-govrnimeni oifpuiiution' (NGOl his become an iruppropriace munomer. Moreover, a distinction 

hat to be mule between advocacy groups and ac-uon groups who implement l>enevolcni programmes, often 

with the suppon of govemmcni finance. To avoid confusion, we stull refer to the intertutional advocacy 

groups as Single Issue Promoters (SIPs). 
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economic slowdown. The consequences of Eraser's reiro-economics. however, 
were overturned in the 1980s by .selectively reformist Labor governments. The 
Hawke administration embraced economic reforms in a number of areas, some 
of which had been contemplated but not acted upon by its conservative 
predecessor. 

The reforms were directed at the capital market in the first instance, which 

was not part of Labor's traditional constituency. Domestic banking, investment 

and flnancial .services were deregulated, and international flows of money and 

investments were liberalised. The exchange rate was set free. Australian savers 

were now able to move their financial as.seLs freely to countries that looked 

promising, and borrowers could raise loans overseas. The process was 

sometimes costly, but ultimately valuable lessons were learnt. Australia's 

previously hidebound financial and capital markets matured into world-class 

players. Lessons were learnt by the regulators, as many entrepreneurs tested 

the limits of ethical and formal rules, with some falling foul of debtors. 

Bankruptcies by Australian entrepreneurs in the 1980s diminished the 

inlemalicmal cn-ditworthiness of Australian borrowers as a whole. However, 

as capital markets learned to live with greater freedom and responsibility, an 

innate flexibility and resilience developed in capital markets. It now facilitates 

new enterprise and can absorh outside shocks, such as the impact of the Asian 

financial upsets of 1997-98 

In prcKluct markets, much was done to reduce tariffs in the lea.st disruptive 

way possible. Tariffs were pared back, by and large, acToss the board and in 

preannounced and gradual steps. Tliis policy helped to control inflationary 

pressures. The government strove to give some of the most heavily tariff-

favoured industries additional assistance in the hope of preserving jobs ("Button 

plans'). On the whole, active industry policy' inter\'entioni.sm was cosUy and 

unsucce.vsful in maintaining senescent factories. But it may have bought off 

influential industrial players with taxpayers' money, mack' the trade liberalisation 

more feasible and helped politically. Other domestic pnxluct markei restrictions 

and state-sp>onsored marketing boards for Australian agricultural produce were 

also scaled back, but many remained. 

The tariff cuts had the predicted effects: import prices came down, This 

created many unforeseen business opportunities in activities that depended 

on low input costs of traded gcxxls. Eor example, al least three quarters of 

e\erylhing in Australian hardware stores is now 'made in Chii\a'. sinc-e buyers 

voted for these gocxis with their dollars Australians can now buy tools of 

bener quality than tho.se the old domestic import-.substitution indu.stry used to 

chum out. 

This in tum improved our intc*mational cost competitiveness. Tariff cuts 

gave us better-quality, p>etrol-saving cars and trucks. Eamilies with children 

enjoyed a sizeable drop in the prices of children's apparel. Au.stralians have 

possibly forgotten how much the variety and quality of consumer gocxJs has 
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improved over the past two decades, not only because more foreign products 

were added to the basket, but also because local producers responded to the 

miematiorul competitive challenge by innovating. Australians may remember 

the "import substitution cars' of the 1960s and 1970s with the nostalgia of 

selective hindsight, but they should not forget that the average small car cost 

about S28 000 in Icxlay s money, before tarifT-reduclion pressures triggered a 

rationalisation of the Au.stralian car industry. 

Economic Rationalism 

The term 'economic rationalism' has become an all-purpose invective in 

Australia. 

At one level, attacks on economically rational policies seem quite silly, 

just OS it would moke no sense to attack a rational engineering design 

which ensures that a bridge stands up! Private and collective actions that 

ore economically rational are intended to achieve outcomes that ore valued 

by sufficient numbers of citizens to justify the sacrifice of scarce means for 

that specific purpose. Economic policies are rationally designed if they 

give effect to what most of us want. Communities that consistently act with 

economic irrationality soon violate other fundamental aspirations, such as 

security, justice, peace and a sustainable natural environment. 

At another level, the criticism seems justified. It is directed at simplistic 

assessments of costs and benefits that ore presumed to be known, but that 

in reality cannot be—not by Treasury, the Australian Competition and 

Consumer Commission, or the Productivity Commission! A narrow end-

means rationality—known resources being used to 'maximise' known 

objectives—should not be applied lo complex policy issues. Virtually any 

policy intervention has unexpected and often prejudicial side effects that 

cannot be captured by simplistic textbook models that assume that 'other 

things remain equal' (Kasper 1998: 34-36). 

The narrow economic rationalism based on static models should certainly 

not be applied to issues of long-term growth where the discovery of new 

means and new resources is the core issue. All too easily, the 'rational' 

analysis excludes entrepreneurial activities aimed at discovering new means 

and new objectives. Economists lose popular credibility when they foil to 

recognise that entrepreneurs do not rationally maximise returns to known 

resources. Their business is to find and test additional resources and yel 

unknown wonts. Economists need to acknowledge openly that the prevailing 

economic orthodoxy is built on a narrow end-means rationality. This mokes 

it easy to build abstract models, but mokes economists sound unrealistic to 

the overage person and policymaker. 
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rX'spite the generally Ixrnefitial effeds of deregulatitm and its a.s.sociated 
privati.sations, there was. of course, oppcxsition. Intellectual coUetlivLsts criticised 
'economic rationalism' (see box on previous page) by Ixliltling maierial ains 
and sire.ssing higher s(xial goals such as a more equal distribution of wealth 
and income, "green' issues and Aboriginal reconciliation. They argued that 
attainment of these goals was hamied by policies aimed at unlocking producti\ity 
and choice. The intellei tual lollcilivi.sts wea* in league with established interest 
groups, which invariably reflecn the power structures of the past. Reforms 
were opposed by some indu.stry lolibies. .such as car manufacturers, business 
people with gcxxl political connections as well as regional coalitions of organised 
bbour industry and the political leaders of backward areas. The lasers made 
themseh'es heard in the media, while the winners in the powerhouses of the 
new era. such as the wider Sydney region, the Queensland coast, and Western 
Australia, were too busy c<)ni|X'ting and producing. Opj^xmunistii politicians 
catered lo the demands of outspoken interest groups. 

Tariff cuts were frequently IMamed for developments, although the same 

thing happened elsewhere without tariff cuts. For example, the widening gap 

between the incomes of unskilled workers and the new knowledge workers, 

who grasped the opportunities of the new Kondratieff up.swing. is a worldwide 

phenomenon. In Au.stralia, however it was blamed on tariff cTJts, Bui this is 

not a matter of the old Marxi.st mantra of the "rich getting richer and the pcxjr 

getting fxxjrer". Rather, it is the cofisequence of some 250 million new industrial 

workers, mainly in Asia, loining the global competition in manufactures. 

Australian workers now have to compete with lower wages. impro\'ed skills 

and increasingly mcxlern capital equipment. However, workers in (»ld industrial 

countries like Australia have often Ix-en hamstrung and unable to compete 

due lo inllexible workplace regulali(ms. union ties, p(X)r management aging 

capital slocks and increasingly high wages and taxes, llicse obstacles hinder 

attempts by workers to move up the skill escalator", the only sustainable basis 

for rising living .standards. 

Despite s<ime gains, market lilx-ralisalion under ljlx>r remained partial and 

uneven As a result, important segmenls of the economy rc*mainetl irapped in 

the high-c<jst legacy of past protectionism Had market deregulation Ixx-n more 

evenly spread across the board, Australian manufacturers such as the motor 

industry, whose prices came down, would have experienced less of a cost and 

profit squeeze. More jobs would have l̂ een presented even in the.se industries. 

Nunx'rous Au.stralian pnxJuct and service markets were—and .still are—far 

from free, that is open to all and subject only to essential health. safel>' and 

environmenlal constraints. Many senices. such as the book trade, education, 

insurance and transport a-main sheltered from genuine competition. As a result, 

the co.sts of transacting business in Aastralia did not fall as much as ihey woukl 

have had less effort gone into maintaining political alliances, for example with 

the unions and regulators. 
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Another .set of political problems arose becau.se deregulation and the 
disciplines of global competition have not fully reached regional Australia. 
Vast distances and high transport co.sts have so far prevented the spirit of the 
new global era from spreading to all the nooks and crannies of mral Au.stralia. 
Many State go\ernment bodies and local councils are .still overstaffed with 
people who do not reali.se that all government administrations are now-
competing internationally. Often tliey deli\er pcxjr services Many local .suppliers 
beha\'e in the traditional monopoly mode, demanding high prices for Fxx)r 

quaUty and unreliable .sen ice. Tliis uneven adjustment is causing unnecessary 
cost pres-sure.s. For example, wodd-inarket suppliers in agriculture, who still 

have to cope with protectionist restrictions in most overseas markets, also 
have to put up with costly Icxal regulations and inefficient Icx^al monopoly 
suppliers. There are aLso disadvantages to prcxJucing in the hinteriand. but 
technical change has also brought new advantages. It would seem that one 
way to enhance rural living condiiic^ns would Ix- to spread the cultural change 

that has swept the world m a ikel oriented tvnties (>( the toiiniry to more remote 

areas, including Icxal government (Chapter 4). 

Macroeconomic fx)licy during the l9R0s and 1990s prcwided a more stable 

and more predii iable framework for individual economic pursuits. This was 

made easier by the gradual winding back of the woridwide. oil-fired inflation 

of the 1970s. It subsided when deregulation, tariffs cuts and unemployment 

made supply .systems more flexible again, and when independent central banks 

in key economies implemented .stricter policies. In addition, many prcKluct 

markets m Australia became more competitive, so that it Ixcame less easy for 

suppliers to simply pa.ss on cost increase's. Many firms had to abandon pre\ iously 

customary, quasi-monopolistic mark-up Ixhaviour Monetary stability also 

benefited from the floating of the currency, which strengthened the .steadying 

hand of the Reserve Bank of Australia. The dollar could now be protected 

from imported inflation, and diis focu.s.sed attention on who was to be held 

accountable for the stability of the Au-siralian currency. 

Sacred Cows 

Important areas were exempted Irom the creation of a new and more liberal 

economic order .Succes.sive ALP governments (1982-19%) treated organi-sed 

labour and the centralised industrial relations policy largely as sacro.sanct. 

Collective bargaining and the partial central administration of wages and salaries 

were favoured over freely negotiated individual work contracts. The practice 

of collective but non-union bargaining by work teams, which spread in many 

overseas economies, was not allowed to make much of an impact in Ausiriilia, 

Instead, politicians and top union leaders a.s.sumed that a social contract—the 

Accord—between government, organised labour and employers would constrain 
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aggregate wage increases, settle all arising disputes and accommodate all the 
ongoing changes in the diverse and complex labour markets throughout the 
country. 

Fundamental economic theory and international experience with centralised 

wage fixing should have lold policymakers tfial the undertaking of such an 

"Accord" was far beyond the cognitive capacities and effective political or judicial 

control of any centralised body. A natiorul economy is not an organisation 

where top-down commands are obeyed and enforced, but an incredibly 

complex, diffu.se and evolving organism where much coordination cxcurs 

sponianeoiLsly. Predic tably, the 'Accord' rigidified employment stnictures and 

work practices, and the retention of the centralised industrial relations model 

served to retard labour prcxluctivity and job cTealion, These rigidities, intnxluced 

into the supply system by the "Accord", became a handicap as the diversity and 

speed of economic change grew. 

Public welfare provision was another sacred cow that was more or less kept 

off the reform agenda, ThLs created incentives for many not to act responsibly 

and hampered the reform of budget policy. Labor governments also increased 

transfers and subsidies to organised groups whose support government 

considered imF>ortanl. i.e. unions, green groups and ethnic communities. 

Some State governments, who had been given greater fiscal freedom and 

could now borrow directly in international capital markets, could not resLst the 

temptation lo raise debt and spend up big. At a time when private Au.stralian 

bomiwers were also driving up intemalional debts, the public sector added to 

the growing debt burden. As a result, the ratio of total external deliLs to gross 

domestic product approached the range where indebtedness had triggered 

financial crises in previous slowdowns of growth. This progression into debt 

wa-s eventually hailed by political inier\'ention during the banana republic" 

crisis. Fortunately, the consequences of exi.sting debt burdens did not become 

acute, because the global Kondratieff up.swing made existing debt volumes 

more tolerable. 

It is understandable that the ALP governments in the 1980s and early 1990s 

treated the public sector at all three levels of government as largely exempt 

from the discipline of globalisation. Public sector operators are not dirertly 

exposed lo daily iniernalional competition, unlike farmers, miners and. 

increasingly, manufacturers. Officials therefore fail lo recognise that the rules 

of the game have fundamentally clianged and that they too have lo cx>mpele 

now. The much-quoted "primacy of politics over economic life' has come to an 

end, because the owners of capital and high skills can now move out of 

restrictive or pooriy mn juri.sdictioas. 

The 'dollar votes' oi capital markets are now demanding a fundamental 

psychological change in the public sector, from ruling lo providing support 

services for internationally competing producers. This new reality is 
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uncomfortable for some, but this is the future fate of Australian govemment 
administrations. Politicians and bureaucrats who accept the necessary fiinctional 
shift in administrative style and adapt willingly can help us reap great material 
gain from the global division of labour and innovation. This will eventually 
translate into political gains for them. Communities that wish to fight the trend 
should take their cue from Cuba and North Korea. 

It should be noted that .some State governments engaged in substantial 

reforms during the 1980s to cut transaaion costs and turn their States into 

more attractive locations for iniemationally mobile producers. Even Viaoria— 

traditionally the epicentre of Australian protectionism and jjolilical correction' 

of market outcomes—switched from a defensive to a reformist policy stance 

once the Newell Highway to Queensland had Ixfcome a one-way road for 

mobile citizens! Several other States and Territories persist with outdated mincLsets 

and anii-refonnist recalcitrance, since they are bailed out by fuscal transfers 

from the Commonwealth and economically more successful or fiscally more 

resF>onsible States. The Federal-State financial transfer system, which was set 

up in the bygone era of the egalitarian 'Australian Settlement', remains 

unreformed and keeps rewarding pcx>r performance. This undermines the 

di.scovery power of a genuinely competitive and decentralised federal system 

(Kasper 1995, 1996, Walker 1999; Hayne 2000). 

After 1988, reform fatigue' set in. In other words, the institutional refomis 

that had been easy for Labor government.s had lieen done and Labor's client 

groups began to resist reforms clo.ser to their interests. As a consequence, 

Australians had to live with the openness of prtxluct and capital markets on 

the one hand and traditional regulatory regimes in labour markets and an 

unreformed public .sector and .scxrialised welfare regime on the other Such 

inconsistent orders prove unsustainable over the longer term. Either regulations 

liave to be refined or extended to shore up remaining "Lslands of interventionism', 

or the govemment has to withdraw from all areas of the economy. 

The Howard Government Widens the Ambit of Reform—Somewhat 

In the mid-1990s Australians voted for the Liberal-National coalition, who 

promised further reforms in previously sacrosanct areas. The Howard 

government upheld, by and large, the reformed regime in capital and product 

markets, made attempts to refomi labour markets and addre.s.sed imbalances in 

the public sector both with respect to debt and the tax regime. In a timely 

resfxjnse to more dynamic and changeable financial markets, the govemment 

gave the Resen'e Bank a greater degree of independence to set policies. This 

enabled the Bank to focus on the only objective thai the pr<xJucers of money 

can nowadays pursue, namely the maintenance of stable assets value. The 

Australian government has. however failed to go as far as New 2^aland in 
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freeing the central bank from day-to-day political interference and in signalling 
this to worid markets by a formally legislated new "con.stitution' of central 
bank polic-y. I l i is probably does not matter much at a time of gnwth. but it 
may prove a wc*akne.ss in p>eriods of international monetary turmoil. 

Another refomi of the Howard government was the attempt to enhance the 

transparency and accountability of the Commonwealth government. It 

intrcxluced to government an accounting system that resembles what the 

legislator demands of business corporations. Governments must now account 

not only for cash flows, but for contracted receipts and ex|X'ndiiures. They 

miLst also dcxument all their as.sets and liabilities ("accrual accounting"). When 

an official Commission of Audit handed the Treasurer and Minister of Finance 

an independent valuation report of Commonwealth assets and liabilities, it 

was revealed to what extent past Australian governments had been in the 

business not of value adding, but of value destruction. The Federal government 

broke. 0\"er the years, it had accumulated losses. In 199(), lubiliiies exc-eeded 

a.ssets by no less than $ 7 3 4 billion (compared to S188 billion in go\eminent 

assets, National Commission of Audit 19<X): xxii). Surprisingly, little has been 

made in public t>f this fundamental and important fact. And although a Charter 

of BtiJfU'l Honesty was passed sul>sequently by the Federal parliament, it is 

rarely quoted in parliamentarv' debates. Perhaps budgetary honesty suits neither 

the government nor the opposition. It certainly does not seem to interest elected 

representatives of the people or tlie press, which is making lillle of this es.sential 

infomialion alxiut the nation's collecni\e liabilities and as.scts. Perhaps accounting 

for the nation's collective wealth is not exciting enough, as that wealth belongs 

to no-one in particular. 

There was also a shift in public enterprise management, which Ix'gan in the 

Hawke-Keating era. Many goverrunenl-owned enterprises at Q>mmonwealth 

and State levels were corporaiised, i.e. withdrawn from immediate day-to-day 

political inter\ention. and .subjected to benchmarking on intematiorul best 

practice. Considerable govemmenl-owned a.ssets were privatised, even for 

example in I3efence provision, where there used to be enormous inefficiencies 

and lack of accountability The self-sufficiency lobby was kept off-guard by 

successive moves to more responsible management. In the 1990s alone. 

Au.stralian governments of \arious political hues sold off sorrte $95bn of collective 

property (or $13,500 per household, see Walker & Walker 2000: 8. 20-23), The 

fact thai this country appears lo \ie one of the worid s privatisation leaders 

relative to the national product is, of cxnirse. the consequence of a previously 

high degree of .socialised ownership of the means of production. 

Welfare reform was conducted in a piecemeal fashion by successive Australian 

pariiaments. although it seems that not all admini.strative tightening decreed by 

(3anlx'rra has Ixvn followed through by effective implementation on the ground, 

ft is less easy to live on weffare now than 20 years ago, but ihe rising trend in 
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.scxial welfare transfers has not been halted despite economic growth and job 

creation. Wliereas some $500 annually (in 1997-98 dollars) was transferred 

from every Australian resident by coercive government measures in the mid-

1960s, this figure tripled in die Whiilam era. It has since been creeping up 

inexorably to about $2,500 by the end of the centur\' (Sullivan et al. 1999: 126). 

The redistribution of incomes from those who earn them in markets to tho.se 

who depend on tax-funded handouts is therefore making the market economy 

increasingly dysfunctional. 

Another consequence of proliferating welfare redistribution has Ixen the 

flat trend of public infra.structure investments, the shifi to the private provision 

of infra.structures and a relative decline in defenc-e spending. In the fuiiire, 

welfare will again have to become a personal concern if economic freedom is 

not to be endangered by gn)wing confiscations. As the Australian population 

ages, there have been some moves towards greater accumulation of self-funded 

superannuation. But by making saving compulsory, the Labor governnx-nt 

obviated the need to address the underlying reasons for poor savings 

performance, such as the availability of cradle-to-grave stxial .security, the 

socialisation of the costs of medical care and education, and the progressive 

.scxialisation of many odier of life's normal risks, 

Tlie beneficial effect of private saving was undermined further by endless 

and vexatious rule changes inflicted on citizens saving privately for retirement 

or taking our private health insurance. The.se endless legislative alterations 

emanate from perfeaionist administrators and rent-seeking parliamentarians, 

but they hamix-r long-term planning by citizens as well as private saving. This 

suggests that some may not wish to promote the material indejxfndence of 

citizens from the government. 

In the late 1990s and eariy 2000s, the discussion of tax refomi dominated 

political and public attention almost to the exclusion of other equally important 

issues. The underlying rea.son for widespread di.sconlent with tax burdens is 

that succe.ssive governments relied heavily on personal income taxes to fund 

the explosion in public welfare. The unavoidable corollary of proliferating 

transfer programmes was that average Australian families have to pay for 

parliament's 'generosity'. Lower and middle-income households, which 

traditionally carried low personal taxes, were pushed progressively towards 

the top marginal tax bracket. Whereas it liad taken an annual income 20 times 

the average wage in 1950 to fall into the top tax bracket, it took an income <jf 

only 1.4 times the average wage in 1998 (Sullivan et al. 1999: 130). 

One technique by which governments typically transfer incomes from pri\ ate 

citizens to their treasuries is the combination of inflation and progressive income 

taxation. In Australia, this technique was undercut by the comprehensive 

indexafion of the tax .system by the Whitlam government. Tliis made it harder 

for the go\'ernment to profiteer from inflation. More recently, the Howard 
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government has panially stepped back from this position by reducing capital 
gains taxes rates at the same time as indexation was abolished. This is not a 
concern as long as the atmosphere of low inflation prevails. But if and when 
inflation picks up, government will win from this form of 'cold socialisation", 
i.e. of tax increases without parliamentary scrutiny. 

The burden of the redisuibutive 'churning' of taxes and subsidies, by which 

some 19% of the national income is taken from and then redistributed to "the 

batiliT.s', rests inevitably on thf .shoulders of middle Australia. There are too 

few lop income earners and they are too internationally mobile to carry the 

welfare burden. Neither will the .shiiflling from income taxes to GST di.sgui.se 

the fundamental truth that tlie bmnt of welfare redistribution will always have 

to be borne by the bulk of Australian families. 

The .second Howard government was returned to office by the voters after 

announcing shifts in the tax structure from the traditional heavy reliance on 

personal and corporate income taxes to a general across-the-board tax on 

spending on gocxls and ser%'ices (GST. at an initial rate of 10% in gocxis and 

ser\-ice purchases by end-users). At the same time, the government made a 

pledge to simplify the archaic and di.stoning plethora of existing direct taxes 

and promised cuts in Australia's high personal income taxes. This followed 

from earlier legislated promises of cuts in .some tax rates by the Keating 

government, most of which had of course not been kept. Au.stralian governments 

can now enjoy a much broader tax base, and one that can lie raised easily by 

parliaments, as the tax-rate creep in the European VAT regimes shows. 

The introdurtion of the GST was also partly motivated by globalisation. 

High-income earners and corpxjrations can move between tax regimes and 

jurisdictions, which means that national parliaments cannot imp<5se excessive 

direct tax rates and compliance costs on them. Parliaments loath to reduce 

public expenditures and forced by high interest payments, taxpayer revolts 

and international debt monitors to curb their borrowing therefore have to 

incrrease the direct taxation of resident citizens, local services and the owners 

of land and otiier immobile resources. We ck> not yet know whether growing 

e-commerce and e-numey will in future frustrate high-spending/broad-taxing 

strategies and whether lean and competitive government is the only .sustainable 

response to globalisation (Chapter 4). 

The Howard government attempted to make the liberal economic order 

more consistent across the various areas of the economy and hence more 

tenable in the longer term. However, for a government that had been in 

opposition for a decade and a half, the Howard government showed linle 

principled commitment to comprehensive reform and a great readiness to 

compromise with the .soft-populist Democrats in the Senate. Cabinet ministers 

demonstrated by their very actions that they did not believe in the fundamental 

lil>eral values they proclaimed in public speeches. Labour market liberalisation 

fell far short of the recjuiremenLs of a globally competitive economy. Advisors 
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failed to understand globalisation and, imbued with the collectivist spirit of the 

indusunal relations tradition, produced the new and unnecessarily complicated 

1996 Worl^lace Relutiuns Act of 300 pages (no less!). It retained numerous 

holdovers from traditional central wage fixing^. Individual contracts made little 

progress, leaving most workers in big enterpri.ses under union bargaining and 

administered wage fixing, despite the fact that only 20% of tJie workforce in 

private industry now choose to belong to a union. 

The 'reform' .set up numerous hostages to the deeply entrenched industrial 

relations industry, instead of simply applying the common law to labour 

contracts. Unsurprisingly, the Act did not stand the test on the waterfront. 

Another test it failed was the alxjrted anempt by BHP. long a protected monopoly 

in .steel and hence a long-time supporter of quasi-judicial wage fixing, to shift 

its internationally competing mining operations to an individual contract basis 

in early 2000. Tliese signal failures have inflicted widespread and long-lasting 

damage on employer confidence and job creation. Poor labour market 

institutions therefore continue to hamper prtxluilivity gains and wage increases. 

In international compari.sons, industrial relations and lalx)ur management 

invariably show up amongst Australia's most pronounced competitive 

weakne.s.ses. 

The Liberal/National Party government showed linle commitment to a 

consistent liberal economic strategy when it readily capitulated to car makers 

and motor industry unions who demanded—and got—a halt in preannounced 

tariff cuts for cars. Overdue plans for reforming the ailing unitary tertiary 

education system', which has more in common with Soviet planning than 

global competition for new knowledge, were dropped opportunistically in 

late 1999. Welfare refomi was never jxished with much con\'iction in pariiament. 

It seems that the reform commitment of the 'Dries' twenty years ago is now but 

a faint memory and that accommodation with the status quo is the real political 

priority. When economic growth Is easy, politicians make opp<»rtunistic choices 

to secure existing positions and shirk difficult reforms. Unfortunately, such 

behaviour is the stuff from which the next Kondratieff downturn is made. 

Taking all this together, Au.stralia has entered the new millennium equipped 

with a .somewhat more resilient set of economic institutions, but one which 

falls far short of what is needed for sustaining prosperity and lull employment 

in the face of adversity. The weaknesses in our 'economic constitution' may 

not weigh all that heavily now, as we are surfing the current global growlh 

wave. But they will prove a costly liability when global growth slows down 

again, as was the case in the late 1880s. 1930s and 1970s. 

* The Act violaia an important principle of itutitutiofial doign in thai it tncj to match the complex reality of 

labour markciî  with complex rulex. We know ihai the cognitive limiiauons of the human mmd require simple, 

easy-to-grasp and eajy-io-remember rules if people ate to obey them. Complex rules are not only ineffectual, 

but also the source of unnecessary and costly transaction costs of mediation and liiigaiion in markets (Epstein 

1998). 
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The Domestic Consequences of Institutional Changes 

In concluding this synopsis of 25 yeap< of Australian economic history, it seems 

useful to summarise the* consequences of ihe institutional reforms of the IWOs 

and 1990s: 

� Economic jiro%Mli has not Ix-cn (>% erw helmmg <n er ihe past c|uaner i enuiry, 

hut nor has it been disastrous (grcxss domestic product rose by 1.8% p a. 

after adjustment for inflation and population growth)''. Over this p>eriod. 

the growth trend accelerated slightly, reflecting Australia's belated 

panicipation in the new Kondratieff upturn. The growth acceleration also 

reflecis the earlier deaUvs" of om e-prolected production capacities and 

(he more recent and rising ijinli rale' of new capacities to supply wf)rld-

compelilive output. As of the late 1990s, Australia stands at abt)ut 19th 

place among nations in the ranking of real per-c-apita incomes valued at 

purchasing power, the most reliable measuring rod for such comparisons 

(The Economist 1999: 40). Over the past quarter cenrur>' Australian living 

si.iiui;irds h.iM- I H J I I O \ i n.ikt n by s.)mf ol llu- nn)ri- .iih .umxl Asian 

countries, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Japan, and have barely managed to 

keep their position relative to the mature industrial countries of Europe. 

Growth fell far short of what had been assessed ex ante as the growth 

potential, had coasi.stent market-oriented reforms been implemented (3.H% 

p.a.. Kasper et al. 1980: 221). 

� Tariff cuus and other deregulation in prcKluct markets helped to lower 

many prices, kept general inflation and hence interest rates low. It al.so 

made activities reliant on cheaper mputs internationally competitive. As 

tariffs were placed predominantly on consumer goods, the cuts eliminated 

the long-standing, politically-sanctioned exploitation of consumers. 

� T I K - Australian economy gradually became more internationally oriented. 

The abnomwily low ratios of exports and imports to total economic activity 

up to the 1970s have risen. They are now closer to what can be expected 

of a country of Australia's size and income level. The growing international 

orientation has al.so been refletted in .substantially rising foreign investments 

and a dramatic rise in net foreign indebtedness. Whereas net foreign debt 

stotxJ at 10% of gr(»ss domestic pnxluci around 1975. Au.stralia's net foreign 

liabilities are now around 60%. with private indelMedness now fuelling 

most of the increase (Sullivan el al. 1999: 121). Whether this rellei is .i 

greater international creditworthine.ss of Australians or a potentially 

dangerous ilebi addiction cannot Ix .ISM ssed «pr ior i . But the debt is high 

' Thu mixJcii growth imicomc wai lued by ). Quiggin. when he rc\iewetj the CmsnhuL anilysii u "the fint 

iyiicni.ilic ptogram ol micmeconocnic nform . . . piacntcd in Australia' (C^uiggin 19%: 1). to diimiis the 

nfHic>n thai cdmprehenMve libcraltution will enhance econiimic growth, tie overlooked that the reiorms were 

ddayeii and never iniptcnienied lompreheniivel)'. and he puhli.<hed tiefore the er>d-of-tentury grmvih piuh 

material iKd 
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by historic standards, and we should note that major economic crises 

occurred in Australia after debt exposure had risen to such levels, for 

example in the 1880s and 1920s (see Chapter 3)- It is also wonh recording 

that over the past quarter century the Australian dollar has been a soft 

currency. Despite the gradual tightening of domestic monetary policy, the 

AIIS$ has been in decline, losing on annual average about .^A% of its 

value in terms of US$ over the quarter century'. If this trend were to continue, 

then more than $A4.00 will have to be paid for SUSl.OO in 202S. 

Liberalisation and deregulation removed obstacles to innovation. They 

also mflicted "creative destmction' on many old-style jobs in 'ru.st bell' 

indu.stries and regions. When institutional systems are changed, the 'death 

rate' of jobs and enterprises, which rely on outdated institutions, always 

ri.ses. But what matters for long-term prosperity is the 'binh rate' of new 

enterprises, jobs and production capacities. This is most evident in the 

greater Sydney region, where the numlK-r of jobs over the past decade has 

iK-en growing by a vigorous 10% p.a., most in new service-sector jobs and 

many in world-market orienled activities (Kasper in Anders.son-Ander.s.son 

2000). 

The range of .sophisticated pnxlucts and .services available to Ausinilian 

consumers and pnxJucers has grown enormously. Long gone are the days 

when the only cheese available was chedcbr, the only distinction between 

luo podi aiiliiK- st.-r\Ki's w.is tlu' loliHir ot ilic jiLiiic-s Mil. .ind hulldc�^^ 

had to rely on one or two local monopolistic suppliers. Deregulation has 

eroded the traditional "supplier bias' in many markets, thus empowering 

the buyers. 

Deregulation and growing international competition are also forcing 

Australians, when they are in prcxlucer mode, to work harder and to 

compete. They now have to incur higher costs of exploring new markets 

and products, risk innovations of products and prcxesses, and control the 

costs of transacting business by more reliable and leaner methcxls of 

management, l l i e shift from the gcxHl old days' for producers (industrialists 

and workers alike) in government-protected market niches has Ix^en 

translated into "good new cbys' for consumers. In some industries and 

regions, where the willingness to adjust has been missing or profit conditions 

were totally out of sync with world markets, the adjustment has meant job 

and income losses. Other areas and people benefited greatly, leading to a 

certain millennial euphoria in the economic heartland of Au.stralia. 

No degree of public redistribution polic>- could undo the effects of changing 

competitive conditions and factor .scarcities. I-ow-skilled wc>rkers in Australia 

now face strong international competition. They must learn to grasp the 

new opportunities and embrace progress. Those enemies of progress who 

are now preaching resistance or promising political protection for .self-
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seeking political ends will only protract the transitional lop-sidedness of 
income distribution and prolong the adjustment problems of the "battlers' 
(Postrel 1998). 

� The opening up of the Australian economy and heightened competitiveness 

has led to an innovation push. Australians are rapidly adopting the 

information and communications revolution. At the same time, however, 

there has also been a dramatic rise in business failures Whereas some 

200-250 bankruptcies per 1 million of the population occurred in peacetime 

during most of the 20th century, the number of bankruptcies has now 

more than quadrupled (Sullivan et al. 1999: 133). 

The changes in Australian society place the future distribution between private 

and public action in the limelight. Globalisation and technological progress 

are forcing a re-examination of the relative roles of economic freedom and 

collective coercion. International competition and technological developments 

make it easier for individuals to escape Icxal coercion. As a result, there are 

rising pressures to re-examine the role and function of government and to 

think alx)ut alternative voluntary arrangements through which individuals can 

Ixj.si pursue their own purposes. A re-examination seems timely now, as we 

can enjoy the luxury of reforming where necessary while the economic tide is 

high. If we do, we will create the resilient in.stimtions needed to sustain Australian 

prosperity through a dec-eleration of global growih. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Continuing Trends 

Time travels in divers paces with divers persons. 

I'll tell you who time ambles withal, who time trots withal, 

who time gallops withal, and who he stands still withal' 

William Shake-speare, As You Like It. I l l , ca. I6OO. 

World Economic Growth 

The 20th century marked an extraordinary' transition in the hi.story of humanity. 

After sustained economic growth had taken hold in a small number of industrial 

countries around the north Atlantic in the 19th century and first half of the 

20th, the second half of the 20th century witnessed the spread of cumulative 

improvements in prtxJuctivity and living standards around the world. In many 

places, mass poverty was overcome for the first time, although poorly educated 

people and groups of migrants from the hinterland continue to live in poverty 

in many parts of the world. 

In earlier eras, many of those who are now living in f>enury would not have 

survived into adulthcxxl. Last century, economic growth enabled the worid 

population to grow by an unprecedented 1.3% p a., or about ihree-and-a-half-

fold over the past 100 years. The remarkable aspect of this increa.se in population 

growth is that—with the notable exceptions of countries ravaged by war or 

scKialism—people now live longer, healthier, cleaner, and culturally richer 

lives than ever before. The second half of the 20th century far surpassed the 

Victorian era in achieving what most of us would consider progress. 

A central motor of material progress has been the improved division of 

labour among nations and the accelerated pace of innovation which international 

tx)mpetition compels. After the cataclysm of World War I I , the General Agreement 

on Tariffs and Trade, the World Bank, ihe International Monetary Fund, the 

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development and similar 

institutions laid down a few basic rules for the international economy that 

mitigated against discrimination and power abu.ses by opportuni.stic national 

governments. This has been the fundamental force driving the unprecedented 

growih of the global economy over the pa.st 50 years. Another essential element 

has been technological progress, which has helped to lower transfxjrt and 

commimications costs (see Table 3 on the next page). 
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Table 3 
The Drop in Transport and Communication Costs 

(a) The Sectilar Decline in Transport and Communication Costs 

(percentage changes p a., in constant 1990 US-S) 

1930-19'SO 1950-2000 

Average cost of freight and port handling 

(per ton) in international trade 

- 2 . 8 % - 0 . 5 % 

Average air revenue per passenger mile - 4 . 0 % - 2 . 7 % 

Cosx of London-New York phone call (3 mirus) - 7 . 3 % - 8 . 5 % 

Source-. Data from G. Hufbauer 1991, updated by author's own estimates. 

(h) The Recent Plummeting of 

the Cttats ofTninsmilling Information 

Index <)f US-$ cost of tmnsmilting 1 

million bits of inlbrnuiion over 1 km 

1975 - 100.0 

Bundwidih (mill bit&'sec) 

in opiiuil fibre tr.in.sniis.sion 

1975 100.0 45 

IWS 9.8 400 

1995 0.1 10,000 

2000 (projected) 0.06 40.000 

5o//rce: J . Bond 1997. 

Over the la.st quarter century, per capita incomes woddwide grew by 1.3% 

annually, .somewhat more slowly than in the preceding (juarter century from 

1950 to 1975. This reflects the Kondratieff slowdown of die 1970s. Remarkably, 

the East Asians (excluding Japan, now nearly 2 billion people) averaged an 

annual growth rate of no less than 3.8% from 1975 to 2000 (achieving a 

phenomenal 2.5-fold increase in their living .standards; MadLson 2000). Some 

have tried to denigrate this singular hi.storic achievement as .something that 

benefited only the multinationals. However, never in the hi.story of mankind 

have .so many learnt u.sehil skills and integrated themselves into tlie international 

economy. Never have .so many experienced such a substantial reduction in 

poverty. The number of industrial workers who compete directly in international 
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markets has probably doubled. Naturally, the hardw(»rking newccmiers pose a 

major competitive challenge to the less well-trained and less well-maruiged 

workers in the old industrial countries. 

The weight of the global economy has shifted to the Pacific region. For the 

la.st two decades more trade has been crossing the (north) Pacific than the 

Atlantic, ami 11 of the world's 15 biggest megalopoli.ses in 2015 are experted 

to lie in F.a.si and South Asia (compared to 6 out of 15 in 1950. Andersson-

Anders.son 2000). At the sian of the 21si century, some 15%of gk)lval pnKhmkjn 

is being generated by the relatively young populations in F t̂st Asia, many of 

whom are, on the whole, imTe:iMnj>ly Iv-titT governed l l i e i r pursuit of matfri:il 

progress is not hampered by .s<K'ial welfarism and pervasive retlistribution 

policies In the north American economy, where productivity grew overall by 

nearly half during the last quarter of the 20th century, the centre of gravity kept 

shifting to the Pacific coast and away from the old centres on the Atlantic. The 

economic weight of the Pacific region is hound to rise further, as more and 

more S C K ieties on its shores attain mitldle-class stanilaril and M I uorlil inno\ alion 

trends. In particular, the triangle of North America, China and Japan w ill Ixx-onn-

the fixal point of the global economy and hence of mternatktnal politics 

Harmony or discord among these three ver>' uneven societies and p<»Iities will 

determine much of the fate of humanity. 

The dynamism of the wider Pacific region owes much to the readiness of 

the USA to admit the rising volume of imports from the new indu.strial countries 

of F^.st and S<juthea.st Asia. The lilx*ral interpretation of the GATT rules on 

trade (outside agricultural produce) by America owes much to a combination 

of prosperity al home and strategic-military' considerations. Rather than prop 

up non-commumst regimes during the cold war by aid. the .\mericans did 

much to give the new industries of the countries at the fringe of China access 

to US markets and to encourage their outward-kxjking industriali.sation, l l ie 

free trade policy that underpinned the Pax Americana impo.sed considerable 

adjustment ilemaniLs on Americans, as workers, consumers, .savers and investors. 

This was tolerated while the cf)ld war la.sted and growth was .str<jng Since 

then the opixments of free trade have Ix-come more \ ( K . I 1 It is a critical i.ssiie 

for the future whether the free traders keep winning, or whether protectionists 

or people who promote an exclusive alliance of the Amencas w ill win. Other 

aflluent regions and countries—Japan. Europe, and Au.stralia—have admitted 

the new competitors frf)m Asia more grudgingly, but have gradually become 

more liberal, mainly in their own self-interest. Their multinational companies 

often import products and components made by new sufwidiaries in low-cost 

locations. 

The economically dynamic parts of the world are at limes di.straited by 

what happens in the lea.st develo|x-d lounlries w here grow th has all I«H) often 

lagged Ix'hind (1975-2000; 1.1% p.a.); in some parts of Africa it has even declined 
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Vast differences in social and political instimtions have of course produced 
great differentials in economic growth rates and living standards, as we saw in 
the Intnxluc-tion (Graph 1). This has nothing to do with scx-ial injustice', as 
moralisers lend to believe, and cannot Ix.' remedied by the mere transfer of 
funds, as the aid lobbies suggest. To miprove living standards these countnes 
must abandon the nationalist-scxrialist dogtna that collective action can solve 
most economic problems and instead place im.st in the competitive engagement 
of their citizeas. In practice, that means deregulation and privatisation. 

The a.s.sertion that the world's pcxir are getting poorer and the rich richer is 

a propaganda lie. Although many fellow human Ijeings in countries at war and 

under Mx ialism have exjxfrienced a decline in material well being, the overall 

picture of the recent past is encouraging. The Chinese, Indians, Bangladeshis 

and Thais have all, on average, raised their material condition by above worid-

average real gro\Mh in the 1990s. Indeed, over half the world population enjoyed 

growth rates above 3% pa . during the 1990s, which goes to show that the 

pre.sent Kondratieff upwave is not confined to the "rich countries' club' (Gittins 

2000: 19). The 1990s have been the mcxst remarkable grovMh pericxl yet for 

many of the most populous nations. 

EcorK>mic progress has of course not been uniform. From an Australian 

perspeaive. the slow gro\Mh and economic and political instability in the 

"archipelago bcximerang' from Sumatra to the South Pacific island states is a 

matter of serious concern. Our most important trading routes mn through 

these regiorus. Yet we can do little to enhance the insiituticms and the growth 

capacity of these communities. Instead, we may have to learn to accept that 

our aspirations for freedom, economic welfare, security and justice are not 

necessarily shared in neighbouring countries, at lea.st not among the politically 

powerful elites there. 

Overall, there is no compelling reason for not anticipating a continued 

impn)vement in the material state of humamty (Simon 1995; Moore 2000). Of 

course, we have to remain wary of the downside risks. Over the next quarter 

century, the global rise in living sundards could exceed the record of the past 

quarter. This is possible even if a Kondratieff slowdown materialises, because 

mcxlernisation has now a certain momentum. 

Should the pace of growth ease after the present American-led upwave. 

structural-in.siituticmal cTises can be expected both in the old and the by-now-

aging new industrial countries. In the 'graduating new industrial countries' of 

East Asia, most citizens and policymakers are taking fast growth for granted. 

After all, the.se economies kept growing through their first Kondratieff slowdown 

in the 1970s. They did not have to engage in 'creative destruction' of mature 

manufacturing industries—there were none. Redlstributive pressure groups 

were not yet entrenched. However, in the next worldwide slowdown. East 

Asian economies are likely to be affeaed. Political and in.stitutional infra.strucrures 

will by then be in dire need of reform if they are not to become gnjwth 
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handicaps. Much will then depend on overarching constitutional mies that 

facilitate adjustment. What happened in Asia in the late 1990s should .serve as 

a warning. So far, many Asian polities have failed to develop the institutional 

and p>olitical infrastructures needed for prosperity beyond the stage when easy 

produrtivity gains from imitation are F>ossible and local costs are low. 

During Kondratieff downwaves and early upnirns, international pecking 

orders tend to be challenged. Successful new industrial countries demand a 

place in international politics that reflects their newly found economic prowe.ss. 

This was the case when newly industrialised Germany and Japan challenged 

Anglo-Saxon supremacy in the late 19th century, or when the Soviet Union 

look on American supremacy in the late 1940s and 1950s. Regimes in China 

and elsewhere in East Asia can be expected to behave similarly. Much will 

then depend on the \\ illingness and capability of the more tnature industrial 

countries to accommodate the aspirations of the ascendant countries, not to 

mention their defence postures. For a small, .slow-growing and .somewhat 

Isolated member of the "rich man's club' such as Australia, the political challenge 

from an ascendant Asia could spell "years of living dangerously". 

Tlie major risk during a Kondratieff deceleration is renewed mercantilism If 

pxapular resistance in the rich countries promotes a demolition of the free 

world trade order and if free investment Hows are hampered, this could become 

a crystallising point for international conflia. World history of the late 19th and 

eady 20th cenmries should serve as a warning. 

Another risk to the world economy will emerge if the growth of debt by 

major lx>rrowers is allowed to spin out of control. As economics grow fast. 

lx)rrowers, investors and governments tend to incur rising debt, Tliis suits 

those savers who wish to invest their funds profitably. Once the stock of 

outstanding credit exceeds certain proportions of the income flow. asset-liabiUty 

structures become sources of instability and magnifiers of downturns when 

profiLs begin to disappoint. 

As the affluent populations in the mature industrial countries age. secure 

and profitable investments will become essential to their material security: 

when private savings decline (as they have in the affluent West) and governments 

keep borrowing for unproductive pxjlitica] purposes, the living standards of 

aging populatioris are exposed to major risks. The main challenge then is to 

ensure a high rale of return on capital investments, a task that is much harder 

to achieve during Kondratieff downtunts. It is therefore essential for the sake 

of growing capital productivity to maintain an open economy. Unfortunately, 

aging Australians do not reali.se that it Ls impxjssible to aspire to .sec-ure retirement 

savings and to ask for protectionism at the same time. 

The major task for the eariy 2000s is therefore to lay the basis for high 

woddwide capital productivity. In the next chapter, we shall examine possible 

obstacles to rising capital productivity in the Australian context, but similar 

trends can also be anticipated globally. 
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Security 

The power .stalemate Ix'twcen the IIS and the Soviet I 'nion liaci long imposed 

a predictable but costly and unc»»mlortable order on international politics. The 

risk of nuclear conflagration contributed to a Pax Amertcana<um-Soiietica, 

which suppressed many a regional conflicn. The peace dividend reaped after 

1989 included a withdrawal of the big powers from areas of lesser interest to 

them, such as the South Pacific. E\en regions of greater strategic- a-levance. 

such as Southea.st Asia, felt a lessening of US commitment. This Ix-came evident 

in the Ea.st Tinxir crisLs of 1999, when the AiiK-rican g«)\emnieni let the Australian 

allies shoulder the co.st ol intervention, as well as the blame if things went 

wn>ng From Europe to the West Pacific, allies now ha\ e to invest more effort 

in the alliance with the 'world's only superpower left standing', apan from 

becoming more .self-reliant in defence and security. 

By a similar logic, an economically and .scxially weakened R U S M J allowed 

the .Soviet Empire to dissolve, leaving many of the new stales to their own 

de.stinies. The Russian poj^ulalion itself ex|x*riencecl a decline in living standards 

in exc ess of one third, that is a far greater decline than that experienced in the 

We.st during the Great Depres.sion of the 1930s. Ru.ssian life expectancies, health 

standards and internal security' have declined dramatically, demonstrating that 

these ble.ssings of civilisation cannot Ix- taken for granted. Tlie reason for the 

decay since 1989 has been that the old MK'ialisi order was not replaced by the 

spontaneous fomiation of new and reliable internal or external institutions. 

Chaos, lawlessness and apathy icx)k over instead. The Russian decay should 

serve to demonstrate the fundamental importance of 'institutional capital' for 

the attainment and preservation of widely shared values such as freedom. 

.secTJrity. ju.stice. peace, and economic welfare. 

Au.stralia's future security will I x greatly influenced b\- the degree to which 

we manage to cultivate the American alliance as well as by the economic and 

[lolitic-al fate of China. It is possible that China's fast transforming economy 

u ill tngger demands for freedom that the old political .sy.stem is not prepared 

to concede, and that the contradictions of China's mixed economy will pnxluce 

economic crises which could then lead to political tumtoil. This eventuality 

would directly challenge Aii.stralia's seciinty. Wliile this is not the most probable 

.scenario, it .seems sufficiently likely to invite analysis of the consequences and 

po.ssible ways of handling them. A similar incapability of institutional .systems 

lo m(Klerni.se in other Asian countries could also cau.se .severe international 

problems for Australia. It is therefore in our national inieiesi thai the problems 

of institutional change in Asia arc undersKKKl properly. Alas, there is little we 

can do directly to promote necessary' institutional nuxlerni.sation. 

A greater self-responsibility among distant allies and more leeway to 

experiment and commit blunders have led to growing regional confiic ts and 
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breakdowns of order in many parts of the worid. Of particular relev ance to 

Au.stralia have been two developments, which are likely to shape trends in the 

next quarter century. First, although the—for many unexpected—Asian 

economic setbacks of the late 1990s were followed by a fairly strong and 

prompt recover\' in the eariy 2000s in mo.st countries, there will be a great 

need to implement and enforce proper political and economic institutions 

Second, there will be the recurrent conflicts in the fraciious soneiies of the 

island arc from Indonesia through East Timor to Fiji , making our wider 

neighbourh<x)d less comfortable. 

Although universalist-globali.st .sentiment among sonx' Australian elites will 

urge governments to intervene overseas, official collective action can achieve 

little. The.se countries have been independent for a generation or two. They 

will have to discover their own paths lo in.stitutional change and intKlernity 

(Kasper 1994). Au.slralians may Ix- able lo lend a little help with transplanting 

and adju.sting institutions and organisations that have stood the test of time, for 

example law enforcement, finance, accounting, logistics, administration, 

education and skill training. But such aid wil l have to be invited. In many 

in.stances we will have to watch as mistakes are made, and only hope that our 

northern neighlxxirs can learn from them. At the individual level, openness 

and trade can a.ssist in the mtxiernisation of the societies lo our north, But— 

like America at the global level—we will have to accept that we will Ix- blamed 

for Ix'ing aflluent and o j x n and therefore an affront to traditional power groups 

in the neighlxjurhood. 

Security will also come under increasing threat from sub-national, non-

government origins. International crime, drags, people smuggling, cv'berattacks 

on computer networks, and extortion will play an increa.sing role. It is likely 

that Au.stralians, orure protected by the tyranny of distance, will lose a degree 

of innocence. They will also have to invest greater government resources to 

cope with these threats. For example, it is conceivable that .some weak South 

Pacific microstate might become a home base for such international .security 

threats or a way station for illegal mass migration. 

Policymakers will have to .steer between in.stincts towards neoisolationism 

and the desire to act as the regional policeman. In practice, neither extreme 

will do. But co.stly exj^eriments and le.s.sons lie ahead. Investments in the 

intellectual and material re.sources to cope with non-traditional offshore threats 

to Australian security and freedom wil l not be made easily in our open 

democracy. It will take far-sighted leadership to argue again.st the immediate 

eledion-toelettion concerns that drive much p>olicymaking. 

Resources oncy Technology 

After the oil and food shortages in the 1970s and early 1980s economic growth 

resumed worldwide. Free markets and higlier prices for petroleum and other 
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energy products triggered impressive spontaneous efforts to raise the energy 
efficiency of cars, industry and electricity generation and, indeed, induced 
people all around the world to economise on energy use. At the same time, 
new non-OPEC sources of oil and gas and alternative power supplies were 
tapped. 

This is how free markets cope with shortages. The experience of the past 25 

years certainly gives cause for optimism about the power of human creativity 

and ccxirdination in markets. Tlie danger lies in governments or monopxjlies 

hampering op>en competition and creating market failures. The Whitlam 

gj)vemment reacted to the oil crisis of 1973 by fixing the prices of locally 

produced crude oil at pre-crisis levels, that is at about one quarter of world-

price levels. This politically oppxDrtunistic jxilicy delayed appropriate resjionses 

in this country by several years. Higher petrol prices are never welcome, but 

no-one wants rationing either, as we discovered in the late 1970s. Politicians 

should have learnt from that experienc-e that price fixing is dangerous to their 

chances of re-election. 

Markets of course do not work instantaneously. It is possible, indeed likely, 

that temfxjrary shortages will be part of the next slowdown in supply growth. 

It takes time to adopt new technology, to turn over the capital stcxk, adjust 

habits and skills and digest the income Ujsses from specific resource shortages 

Unlike most affluent counmes, Australia sits on a unique and varied endowment 

of natural resources. We have a better chance of profiting from another re.source 

crisis than most, but we need the scxial structures to expand supplies rapidly 

if the opportunity arises. 

Another possible resource constraint on future economic growth is the 

availability of clean air, water and other environmental inputs, as well as the 

capacity to absorb waste from prcxJuction and consumption. Growth in Aitstralia 

might be hamp>ered by Icxal environmental problems and the costs of more 

environmental care, but on the whole there is little reason why this should Ix-

a major obstacle to continuing gmwth. Environmental dangers are real, but 

they must not be allowed to dominate overall policymaking to the extent that 

a .self-appointed Green elite dictates their preferences to all. More importantly. 

single-ls.sue policies in\ anably neglect all other objectives and therefore lead, 

.sooner or later, to hectic and costly corrections. The only approach to 

environmental policy is to embed environmental sec-urity in an integral and 

balanced set of general and fundamental policy objectives and to assess the 

costs and benefits as best we can. 

Many cases of "market failure' in environmental consen-ation are alleged in 

the literature. However, this is often due not to the untrammeled play of market 

forces, but stifled or non-existent markets. For instance, there Is a growing and 

serious problem of .salinity' in rivers and farmlands in .several parts of Au.stralia. 

Water for consumption and irrigation is becoming sc-arce because water is not 
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properly priced. Regulators who wish to tackle such problems by direct 

intervention presume that ihey have all the necessary knowledge of alternative 

means to meet the demand. But do they? It is infinitely more appropriate to 

allow the development of a proper market for water, that is a free price 

mechanism tliat balances conflicting demands with available water flows. As 

in the oil shortage of the late 1970s, competition would mobili.se enomious 

creativity and a decentralised search for economies in water usage. Steps in 

that direction have been taken in parts of Australia, including the trade in 

water rights which allows the bidder with the ideas for the most valuable uses 

of that water to win a higher share. The .system does not work perfectly, but 

experience tells us that it will work better than the alternative of central 

administrative control and pwliticking. This is advocated by those who were 

accustomed lo free water and who now wish to shirk paying scarcity prices. 

Another case where markets could help in tackling resource scarcity is the 

global greenhouse problem. Increases in carbon dioxide and allied emissions 

are changing the atmosphere. It is, however, not yet proven that this will lead 

lo harmful global warming (see lx)x lielow). Although activists, including those 

in national and UN bodies seeking greater influence and power, try to suggest 

otherwise, the jury is still out. Global climate models are ba.sed on dubious 

assumptions. So now it is being argued that the scientific evidence does not 

matter, as environmental and ecological policy should be governed by a 

'precautionary motive". This is another way of .saying 'we cannot prove a thing, 

but you'd better do as we tell you!'. If this approach were applied to all public 

policy, or individual behaviour, it would be a surefire way to reduce freedom, 

economic growth and .security. Whenever unproven fears and superslilions 

govern collective aaion. there are dangers ahead (Chapter 3). 

Global Warming Raises Political Temperature 
Barry Maley 

. . . It . . . looks as though ihe global warming issue and Ausfralia's 

position on the Kyoto treaty will be one of the critical political and 

economic issues for the coming year. 

Australia's economic fuhjre would be adversely affected if we were to 

reduce significantly our use of hydrocarbons for energy production, or 

methane emissions by grazing animals. However, if we do not reduce 

hydrocarbon use and emissions, the European Union may impose trade 

sanctions on us. So the international and domestic politics of global 

warming and greenhouse gas emissions are delicate. Moreover, emerging 

scientific facts may prove pivotal in determining the economic and political 

outcomes, both domestically and internationally. 
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Globol warming is not new. The fossil records, evidence from tree 
rings, ice cores and ocean sediments, and other indirect measures of 
earth temperatures, reveal significant variations over tens of thousands 
of years. Temperature fluctuations quite independent of human activity 
ore normal. 

The immediate question for the world is whether the recent climatic 

record reveals significant temperature changes. Within the last 50 years 

we have experienced major increases in the release into the atmosphere 

of the so-called greenhouse gases which some climatologists and 

environmentalists have argued are causing global warming and raising 

the possibility of catastrophic climatic changes. The climatic models 

accepted as a basis for the Kyoto treaty predicted that measurements 

would show that atmospheric temperatures have risen over the last twenty 

years. This prediction allows a crucial test for the global warming 

hypothesis. If the prediction is not fulfilled the hypothesis must be 

discarded, and with it the case for emission controls under the Kyoto 

protocols collapses. 

As Australian scientist John Daly points out, the record of these surface 

temperatures from 1880 to 2000 shows a sustained warming of 0.6 

degrees Celsius, a cooling of 0.2 degrees from 1940 to 1975, followed 

by a warming of 0.4 degrees from 1975 to the present. 

It is the latter portion of the warming phase that is of particular interest, 

especially when compared with the measurements of atmospheric 

temperature over the same period. 

These atmospheric measurements were made by satellites using highly 

sophisticated and accurate measuring devices. There is confirmation of 

the accuracy of the satellite records from quite independent recordings 

by a different method. Helium balloons ore sent aloft using radiosondes, 

OS they are called, to measure exactly the same part of the atmosphere 

measured by satellites. These measures proved to be highly consistent 

with each other. 

The results from both sets of atmospheric measurements showed a 

trend at odds with that shown by the surface measurements. Atmospheric 

temperatures showed o warming of less than 0.1 C , due to the El Nino 

of 1997-98. Prior to then the satellites were showing a slight global 

cooling, which persisted in the Southern Hemisphere, with the Northern 

Hemisphere showing only the slight warming over the 21 year period. 

How, then, can we reconcile a surface warming of 0.4 C over the 21 

years with this atmospheric record of virtually no change? To odd to the 

puzzle, the surface records taken in North America, Australia, and 

Western Europe are in close agreement with the atmospheric recordings. 
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The answer seems to be that in these countries the records have been 

better collected and maintained than elsewhere, especially in those 

countries racked by warfare and upheaval, where the records showed 

rising surface temperature. Further evidence has been adduced to throw 

doubt upon the reliability of the surface measures in various locations, 

especially the local distortions caused by heat-producing activities in 

urban and airport areas. A significant proportion of the surface 

measurements are therefore suspect, while the atmospheric measurements 

ore above suspicion and reliable. 

The upshot is that the climatic model predictions, which formed the 

basis of the Kyoto recommendations, have been invalidated. This is the 

conclusion reached in January this year by an expert panel of scientific 

specialists in temperature measurements commissioned by the United 

States Academy of Sciences. The best data and eminent scientific opinion 

find no real evidence of global warming caused by greenfiouse gas 

emissions. With so much of economic and social importance at stoke, it 

would be the height of scientific, economic and political irrationality for 

Australia to ratify the Kyoto treaty or to take any steps to reduce emissions." 

Source-. Courier Mail. 5 July 2000: 17. 

Technical progress is the result of human creativity, and it has helfied 

humanity overcome most problems, as long as markets signalled these problems 

through price movements. In the Crossroads study', it was predicted that the 

upswing of the 1980s and 1990s would be driven by the infotech revolution, 

the marriage of computing to communications, biotechnology (namely the 

promise of gene modification in food and fibre prcxluction, medicine and 

waste disposal), energy saving and new materials. 

Before we deal with the impact of the Internet, it should be noted that other 

technologies have begun to grow rapidly. Gene modification, cloning and 

related scientific prrxedures have l^ecome controversial. However, if the histor>-

of humanity is any guide, Luddite resistance will not hold up the progress of 

ideas. In the ca.se of gene-modified (CM) food, the big scare radiates from 

Europe where governments intervene in food markets, suffer from the 

con.sequent budget costs of surplus production and therefore have absolutely 

no interest in GM-driven improvements in prcxluctivity. In other parts of the 

world—such as the land-scarce, over-fertilised, and heavily populated countries 

of Asia—gene nxxlification is a blessing. The question is w hether Australian 

growers will enter the fray in supplying the gn)wing Asian demand or leave 

the field to po.ssibly less .scrapulous competitors in South America and elsewhere? 

The mature and pn)tettionist countries will, of course, exert political pressures 
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on Australia l>y funding and manipulating domestic activist groups. However, 

since Australia does not export many foodstuffs to the protected Common 

Market of Europe, Eurofx-an policy pressures should not carr>' much weight in 

our political choices. 

It should also be noted that new materials are being developed. This has a 

scattered though often unnoticed impact on economic growth. Tlius, synthetic 

microfihres have created problems and opportunities for wool growers, new 

building materials are influencing how we consinjct houses and bridges, and 

nanotechnology can be expected to have a major impact in the next few 

l i f t .nil-s 

The Internet—Unique or Just Another Core Innovation? 

Over the past 25 years, the infotech revolution has had the most visible and 

pervasive impact. Numerous follow-on opportunities have been created for 

other innovators and start-up businesses, but there was also a need for 

adjustments in the way society and markets are organised, people cooperate 

and communities are ruled. Some observers are arguing thai the infotech 

revolution is bringing about more per\ asive changes than any other emergent 

innovation before; they also predia that it v^ ÎI add so much drive to competition 

and innovation that a future slowdown is improbable. We find this implausible 

and would not commit to the conclusion that the long-wave cycle is dead. 

Rather, it seems appropriate to think about tlie net in terms of historic precedents 

no more and no less fundamental and revolutionary than book printing, steam 

and combustion engines, and electricity. They certainly stimulated growth 

. i m l f L i r i o i i s . bill i l u M - j^rowih \ \ . i \ e s siiliMdi-il ag.un 

Tlie Internet has a numf)er of unique and revolutionary feamres (Engel 

1999). It is global and decentralised. Distance plays no role, though familiarity 

with the world language. English, certainly does. Over 100 million net subscribers 

(estimated as of early 2000) can now communicate text, sound, still and moving 

pictures. As new peripherals and new forms of business organisation are being 

developed, the competition with established information sources and 

communications carriers will intensify. Except for a few techmcal protocols 

enforced by central net coordinators, the net is .self-organising. There is no 

central authority or hierarchy, and the entr\' barriers and entry costs for new-

access providers and new individual customers are low. making this a very 

democratic medium for the individual player and the small club. 

The net liberates individuals, enhancing their freedom of information and 

a.s.sociation. Packet switching in a single message ensures that bits of the me.ssage 

are transmitted over different paths, so that messages cannot Ix^ intercepted. 

Net access can be wireless, linking fieople via satellites or mobile phones 

outside national territories. This worries national governments who want to 
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censor message content, such as Singapore, the Peoples Republic of China. 

Iran and Saudi Arabia, or who want to monopolise information exchange with 

the rest of the world, such as Bumia and North Korea. Tlie Internet will also 

enhance the transparency of gcjvemance. Secret deals and corrupt actions can 

be easily leaked over the net, even anonymously by whistle blowers. 

Older communications technology led to the mass media, but this could Ix? 

influenced by the few suppliers with concentrated interests in the market 

("supplier bias"). Now, people network directly and buyers can organise 

themselves to counter influential .seller groups. This makes it possible to shift 

the balance more in the direction of the buyers and small new suppliers who 

previously could not cope with high fixed entry costs. 

The net is al.so timeless, not only allowing Australians to communicate 

during iht-ir waking hoiiis wiili pi-opk- in far-away lime zones, but al.so helping 

to overcome human amnesia. Messages written but then erased from the 

originator's computer can probably be found somewhere on the net by using 

search engines. 

It has therefore become much harder for governments to regulate the 

exchange of infonnation and the formation of private international a-s.sociations. 

O n the one hand, this is making certain typ>es of colleaive action, regulation 

and central direction near-impossible, thus promoting the pluralist society. O n 

the other hand, it is al.so ix)ssible that collective control will be made more 

comprehensive with the help of the net. Statistical and other information can 

be gathered and exploited by government agents, and demands on citizens to 

comply with government prescriptions may well increase thanks to the Internet. 

However, on balance, the Intemet empowers the individual and the small 

operator. Decentral i sed information networking already weakens the 

monop<jlistic sway of big government, big industry, unions, churches, political 

parties and nations. These traditional power groups will probably use popular 

concerns about crime, computer viruses, pornography, intellectual property 

rights, or anything else to justify ways of censoring, licensing and regulating 

the free flow of ideas. Nonetheless, it is likely that the ambit of national F>olicies. 

which work by coercive means, will shrink. To be successful, pxilicies will 

have to appeal to voluntary compliance. Many traditional institutions of 

governance will have to be reshaped and the entire philo.sophy of collective 

action reca.st. The style of governance will have to become less autcxjatic and 

those w h o govern will have to be competitive and focussed on equal 

partnerships, rather than dependent on hierarchical command and control. 

Tlie net has already had pervasive effects on how we produce, exchange 

and consume. It is possible that the spread of e-commerce will lead to a 

thinning out of retail areas in cities and towns. This will free up space in C B D s 

for more apartment living. re.stauranLs and diverse services, provided regulatioas 

on space usage and opening hours allow .such adaptations. The growing B2B 
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commerce, i.e. ihe electronic iracle in industrial compK>nenls and intermediate 

xoods, will affect the intensity' of competition. Some fear that competition will 
be reduced as monopsonists (single buyers) exert more power over suppliers. 
Others see opportimities for compeiitive bidding and auctions, which will 
uliimately reduce transaction costs. 

To date, the spread of computing and ihe net ha.s not brouj^hi the measured 

gains that promoters have been promising (The Economist, 17 June 2000: 94). 

This could Ix^ because the quality improvemenus due to net use cannot be 

properly measured as output xro'^ih. The costly and frequent changes in 

hardware and software negate the full payoff from investments in computerising. 

(Computer u.se has led to expensive .staff typing their own work, replacing 

much cheaper typi.sts. The net also facilitates much private on-the-job 

entertainment and other private activity, diverting staff from pnxluctive tasks. 

.Moreover, the 'network culture" has given rise to information overload, 

inattentiveness and short-termism. since everything can be easily changed and 

corrected. What really matters is the sifting, ab.sorption and integration of 

infomiation into a stock of produaive knowledge. It is not yet clear whether 

the emerging e-culture' promoCes or reduces the growih of u.seful knowledge. 

A funlier cost prol^lem in reaping the fniit of the infomiation technology 

re\ ()iution could be la.\ation in the fomi of national auctions of spectmni slots 

for third generation' mobile phones, mobile email and otlier broad spectrum 

uses. Britain and Ciemiany set the scene in 2000 first by limiting the number of 

licenses and then auctioning off the spectmm to the highe.st bidders, despite 

the fact that there is no technical necessity for limiting supply. Only expc-cted 

rents for licenses drive up the revenue. It would not be the first time in human 

history that fiscal greed has killed the innovation goose that lays golden eggs. 

Social and Political Impacts of Networking 

Centraiised control and rigid hierarchies are Ix-ing enxled by the dynamism of 

the 'e-system". Attempts by government regulators and ministers to give 

preference to one communications technology over another, or one 'e-operator' 

over the other, as the Auslmlun government did in IWO with regard to picture 

traasmission (high-definition television), seem foolhardy and condemned to 

failure. Citizens will find ways to bypass such old-fashioned and preferential 

deals. 

Tlie broader lesson to Ix- drawn from this is that the new technology has 

only begun to produce changes in the mindset of citizens and policymakers, 

with problematic consequences for social cohesion and governabiliiy. No 

community can function without a reasonably reliable .set of shared rules 

(iastitutions) and common values. Isolationist individualism and anarchy are 

ineflectual. People ccx)rdinate their actions to achieve their individual ends. 
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either through internal rules (wliich evohe from exp)erience and tend to be 

eriforced spontaneously), or external rules (which are designed and imposed 

on society- by political authorities).'" Many of the institutions upon which our 

civilisation and wealth are built are now being challenged by the spreading 

social and p.sychological impact of the Internet. The majority agreements 

necessar>' l<> s i ivr tD lkMiw aclicm will be harder to achieve in the future. 

Bulletin boards and c|uickly organi.scd networks already enable private 

ii'-'-iKiiiiioiis |() siiaiv inlormation and to make their common voice heard. 

Experience to date shows that such spontaneous cooperation is more L-asiiy 

brought about to op|X)se public policies and big enterpri.ses than to ihrasli out 

problem solutions. The net has made it much easier to organi.se a Uxal protest 

movement, to mass-produce and channel protest letters to politicians and 

business executives, to mobili.se ad hoc opposition to national legislatures via 

worldwide ad\ ocac>" NC}0 networks steered by activists and policymakers in 

other countries. 

A typical ca.se was the mas.sive public opposition to the rather k-gal-lec hnical 

attempt to standardise foreign investment ailes among O E C D and oihtr countries 

througli a Multilateral Agreement on Investment' (MAI). Standard protest letters, 

some of them drafted by overseas activists, inundated national parliaments 

and induced governments keen on pa.ssing the agreement to stipulate so many 

exceptions to the general rules that the MAI was no longer worth the effort. 

The net has also been essenlial lo organising the new op|X)siiion to the NX'orld 

Trade Organi,salion. .So far, however, it has proven muc h hardi-r to use fleeting 

Internet contacts to develop coastructive solutions to collective or indusirial 

problems. 

O n e concerning feature of the net is that the information posted on it is 

often not critically evaluated and .scrutinised. The formal institutions of critical 

review, which have Ix'en developed in the print media, do not (yet?) exist on 

the Internet. Tlie advantage is that no-one is censored and e\er>' voice can 

contribute. But the danger is thai time-tested bodies of knowledge are ignored 

and dial pseudo science, lies and intentional distortions are spread to an 

audience that has not learn to assess information critically and that is inclined 

to anarchic action. An information-rich socicHy can therefore become kncjwledge-

pcx>r. Information only becomes productive if it is assimilated into bodies of 

knowledge Bui the I I O C K I of information and present trends in education make 

the gradual, careful and deliberate building and testing of bcxlies of knowledge 

harder In the face of information overload, critical analytical capacities and 

knowledge will be at a premuim. Future generations of net u.sers will have to 

"' Inicmal instiiulk>n.s niay bf nmrji xandards. work and iradiiiK practices, cusionvi or profcs-sional 

standard!!. Exicmal insiiiutiun.'- arc impoMed an the cunununity fruin alx)vc by legiiilaiiun and 

regulation. For the modern theory of iastituiional ccononik.s. six- Kasper-Strcii 1998. chapters 4 

and 5. 
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learn how to distinj^uish between dreams and reality, funk science' and proven 

paradigms—just as people had to learn to handle the printed word sceptically 

after the advent of book printing and to filter out lies and propaganda once 

radio messages reached everyone. 

Population and Immigration 

A major trend change since the 1960s has been the continuing decline in 

[xjpulation growth in affluent counuies. 

Australia's fXJpulation growth rate has followed this downward trend. A 

hundred years ago, the naairal increase in the population—birtlis over deatlis— 

was around 3%. Now it Ls 1.3% p.a., thus contributing only half of the total 

[wpulation increase (Sullivan et al, 1S>99: 4). The "piir has lowered the natural 

rate of p<»pulalion growth. Birth control now seems deeply embedded in social 

attitudes in all affluent societies. For Australia this means that without immigration 

this fairiy empty, resource-rich continent would be home to a shrinking and 

aging portion of the world's population. Admittedly, large parts of Australia 

are barely habitable, but even the remainder would become underp>opulated 

by prevailing world standards. 

Tlie remaining source of population growth for Australia is government 

controlled unmigration. As a consequence, the share of the Australian population 

lx>rn overseas now exceeds 20%. Immigrants now come from more diverse 

origins, with Anglo-Saxon countries supplying only 36% and with New Zealand 

being the biggest single .source. East Asians now constitute about a quarter of 

immigrants, and people of Mideastern and Afr ican background 15%. 

Immigration—legal as well as illegal—will remain a major issue in Australian 

policy. 

It would be risky to stop immigration. It is not imaginable over the long run 

that a shrinking share of the world's population could inhabit this vast and 

relatively empty continent And it is even less imaginable that the Australian 

population could shrink in absolute numbers, as would be the case without 

immigration. As of 2000, the natural growth rate falls far short of the "replacement 

rate' of 2.1 %. In any event, it is likely that policy will only affect the profile and 

comfxjsition of immigration, not the long-temi intake. 

To date, Au.stralians have enjoyed remarkable success in absorbing immigrants 

from varied cultural backgrounds. Tlie British tradition of law and civic tolerance, 

and a background of economic growth and labour shortages, especially in the 

outback, have served Australia well. Immigrants have come from many different 

lands and c-ultures, and few groups have been able to congregate in exclusivist-

reactive closed circles. Until Prime Mini.sters Eraser and Hawke turned ethnic 

identity into a political issue, assimilation and integration proceeded al the 

personal level—acro.ss the garden fence, in the workplace, in new restaurants, 
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and increasingly through intermarriage. It is remarkable that the rate of 

intermarriage between Anglo-.Saxon and non-AngloSaxon partners now exceeds 

50%. 

Worldwide exfjerience suggests that market interaction is the recipe for 

ethnic hamiony. But increasing politicusalion. combined with second-generation 

reactions against integration, could endanger the record. It is true that 

communities live by shared rules, and that large numbers of immigrants can 

overburden the community's capacity to maintain the rules. This is why a 

-Steady flow governed by Au.stralian choices should be allowed. A bigger flow 

of immigrants could no doubt be 'digested' if policy were to revert to a goal of 

cautious assimilation, if opportunistic p>oliUcal subsidies which discriminate on 

racial-ethnic grounds were discontinued, and if the protagonists of immigration 

policy appealed more directly to the material gains the incumbents derive from 

immigration of prcxluctive jjeople. 

In contrast to the largely harmonious integration of immigrants from around 

the world, the issue of finding a construcnive and peaceful modus vii>endi with 

Aborigines has eluded the Australian community. The number of those who 

designate themselves as Aborigines or Torres Strait Islanders has risen 

dramatically in the 25 years since the 1971 census, namely by an average 

annual rate of no less than 5.2% p.a. 

At first glance, this growth seems to indicate outstanding success. But the 

2% of the Australian population recorded as of full or pwirt-indigenous descent, 

have a life exjjectancy and health standards that fall woefully short of the 

attainments of the other 98% of Australians, though present-day Aboriginal life 

expectancy is far higher than it was 200 years ago. The dramatic increase in 

numbers has much to do with record keeping, increasing intemiarriage and 

the growing availability of substantial subsidies to people of Aboriginal descent 

(Sullivan et al. 2(XX): 5). The definition of "Alwriginar includes many persons 

of predominanUy non-Aboriginal descent, who might with equal or greater 

genetic juslificaUon designate themselves as non-Aborigines. 

Only a small minority of indigenous Australians now live within s<x:ial and 

in.stitutional frameworks that give their communities cohesion and order. Many 

are integrated into the wider community, but many aLso find themselves in an 

institutional no-man's land, neither fully belonging to the Australian community 

at large, nor a living in a functioning traditional community. This naturally 

c-au.ses disorientation and friction, in particular if organised interest groups, 

activists and massive government funding push the issue in the direaion of 

group politics and away from person-to-person solutions. 

The task of finding shared rules upon which to base friendly interaction 

will not be easy. Australian Aboriginals lived in a pyaleolithic culture until recendy, 

that is a culture that had not discovered and cultivated private property rights. 
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Nor had they developed many of the other instiUitions needed to prosf)er in 

the dynamic modern world. The life of the ancestors of Aborigines was shaped 

by small bands rather than bigger more anonymous social units. Aboriginal 

instinjtions and traditional knowledge were eminently suited for the task of 

survival in nature. Bui they are unequal to the task of coping with life among 

six billion r>eople who trade and interact globally. Policies that naively gloss 

over these deep differences, that try to engineer outcomes irrespective of 

individual behaviour (for example in health) and tliat are driven by self-seeking 

racialist activists, will only antagonLse the majority of Australians. Claims to 

some sort of apartheid and land rights based on models imported from other 

countries in reality benefit urban acnivists and self-appointed representatives 

rather than Aboriginal communities. They are bound to lead to conflict rather 

than solutions. A new approach based on fundamental human rights and 

individual, family and clan identities is worth exploring. 

One of the most profound consequences of Australian population trends is the 

aging of the population. In this respect, Australia's population follows 

international trends, but it is .still much younger on average than the mature 

populations of Eurof)e and Japan. Nonetheless, Australian life expectancies 

are among the highest in the worid. If one takes the World Health Organi.sation 

data on life expectancy without disabilities, Australians' self-reliant life 

exfxctancy of 73 years is exceeded only marginally by the Japanese {The 

Economist 10 June 2000: 96). This is a remarkable achievement. Moreover, the 

trend in .statistical life expectancy' Ls rising (Sullivan et al. 1999: 29-30). Infant 

mortality has dropped during the 20th century to an almost unimaginable 

degree, from nearly 12/100 live births to 0.6, and maternal death at child birth, 

which was once the scourge of families throughout the ages, has dwindled to 

infinitesimal. 

Australians now enjoy more leisure than ever before. Rising productivity 

growth can be used to increa.se incomes, but it can also be u.sed to enhance 

leisure. O n average and despite popular complaints about the increasingly 

competitive "rat race', Australians are now .spending .some three hours daily on 

passive leisure. Expenditures on entertainment, participation in spKJrts. and 

cultural pursuits have gone up dramatically. A novel form of entertainment 

now is infotaimiient over the net. especially among .school children. 

Material progress during the past quarter century has not solved all the 

major problems in our communities. Medical visits and costs have increa.sed, 

as has the incidence of some infectious diseases, such as hepatitis-C, the numlxfr 

of dmg overdoses, and the prescriptions of anti-depressant medication. It is 

also of concern that crime has been rising, with reported .serious crimes going 

from some 1.6% of the population in 1972/73 to 3.7% in 1997 (Sullivan et al. 
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1999: 81) and drug-related offences going from 0.09% p.a. to 4% in the late 

1990s (Sullivan el al. 1999; 82). The rate of imprisonment has also risen quite 

steeply since the 1970s—from 0.06% of the population to 0.14% in the lale 

1990s—despite the fact that fewer offenders are kept in pri.son for violent 

crimes, than was the ca.se previcjusly. 

These ills are not unavoidable corollaries of economic advances or 

globalisation. To the contrary, higher productivity and living standards provide 

individuals and communities with the material re.sources to tackle these ills 

and to think about more elTeclive private and collective solutioiis. 

Economic growth has provided tfie means for an impro%-ement m education, 

with rising numbers of families sending their children lo private schools (Sullivan 

el al. 19S>9: 63). More teachers are being employed per 100 .students. If class 

sizes have not declined apace, this is due lo the growing tendency to impxase 

administrative overheads on education. In 2<MK), the expenditure per .school 

student is al an all-time high, and the maths skills of Australian .students exceed 

international a\erages, though ihe\- do noi m i n e close to the achievements of 

worid leaders in education. Participation in university education has been driven 

up since the mid-1970s, from some 130 000 tertiar>- students to over 500 000. 

>Xhether this expansion—let alone official goals of raising tertiary education 

participation to 100% of young people—ntakes economic .sense is debatable 

and it is arguable that a shift lo a more practical education for scjme would be 

more advantageous. 

Social Trends and Socialised Welfare 

Tlie trends reported in this c hajiter have had pervasive impacts on private life 

and the community. Ver>' imixmani cliange lias occurred at the family level. 

The share ol those who marry has been declining considerably since the mid-

1970s as people marry later in life and more live togellier informally (Sullivan 

el al. 1999: l.Vl(>). This is reflected in a sleep ri.se in ex-nuptial births (Sullivan 

et al. 1999: 20), The divorce rate neariy doubled after the reforms in divorce 

law in the 1970s (Sullivan el al. 1999: 24). The increasing number of children 

growing up in hou.seholds that do not conform lo the .standard fwltem of the 

nuclear family and the rise in taxpayer lundc cl sole-parent housclioIiK < .m 

probably not be directly attributed to economic changes. It is nevertheless 

impo.ssible not to see tlie growing instability of the family as totally independent 

of the accelerated changes in the economy and the subsidies with which 

successive Au.stralian parliaments have favoured non-traditional families. One 

can observe a .statistical association between family instability and scxrial ills, 

such as youth criminality' and youth .suicide, which is hard lo understand. It 

deserves careful analysis (Buckingham 2000). 
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Simply throwing taxpayers' funds at such scxrial problems does not solve 

tliem. Indeed, the evidence is mounting that the welfare state has failed on 
moral, fiscal, economic and social grounds. Socialised welfare has contributed 
to producing and prolonging intergeneraiional poverty in families and has 

prcxluced moral hazard, that is induced many pwople to make choices tliat 

liariii thi iii in the long run and l ( K k them into poverty traps. It is in urgent 

need of fundamental refomi (Kasper 1998: 106-109). 

Other important changes have occurred in the workplace, which is central 

to the well being and .scxrial interaction of most. The number of Au.stralians in 

employment went up by an annual average 1.8% over the past quarter century, 

nearly twice as fast as the average employment growth in all rich countries 

taken together. Behind the aggregate jobs growth lies a fairly dramatic change 

in the structure of employment. The primary and secondary sectors lost 

employment share. However, the tertiary sector, which produces tailor-made 

personalised outputs, expanded emplo>Tnent dramatically. 

In the process, job opportunities for women improved, and there was a 

considerable increase in female participation in work. By contrast, men's 

participation rales dropped considerably, from 78% of working-age men in the 

late 1970s to about 73% as of 2000, reflecting a trend to c?arlier retirement, 

lesser work incentives and diffiailties for many previously employed in protected 

activities in finding adequate new work. Changing preferenc-es and technologies, 

the clianging characttrr of work and rigidities in traditional employment .stnictures 

have also contributed to the rise in part-time employment. Australia now has 

one of the highest percentages of part-time workers among O E C D countries 

(over a quarter of the workforce are working less than 30 hours per week): 

70% of them are women. 

The rate of unemployment has remained high by historic standards, after it 

was ratcheted up by the policies of the >X1iitlam government. In each recession, 

unemployment rose dramatically, most notably after the wage expUisions of 

the mid-1970s and 1980-81. But the following up.swings did not lead to much 

of a drop in unemployment. Long-term joblessness became the fate of many 

AiLsiralians and a cause of poverty and scxial dislocation, despite scxrial welfare 

handouts to the unemployed. Unemployment has been turned mto a problem 

that the government ought to solve. 

Government spokesmen habitually perpetuate the myth that governments 

are responsible for creating jobs, although in reality it is the employers who 

create jolxs. Much would be gained if job creation were understcxxJ as a private 

concern and unemployment as a sign of overregulated and therefore grossly 

dysfunctional labour markets. Neither those who seek jobs nor those who 

create them are pre.sently investing the necessary transaction costs of market 

search and skill leammg. Market imbalances cannot be effectively signalled 

and eliminated because wages and salaries are not allowed to be flexible. 
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There are numerous regulatory obstacles to improving labour producnivity and 

hence job creation. It is safe to assert that the highly desirable state of full 

employment will only be auained when the regulators and wage fixers get out 

of the workplace, and when it is popularly acknowledged that governments 

are unable to create employment. 

The Howard government has taken .some .steps in the direction of stressing 

that central government alone cannot get rid of unemployment and that the 

unemployed must take responsibility by engaging in active job search. The 

dissolution of the monopoly Commonweakh Employment Service (CES) and 

the part-privatisation of job-search services, which now have mcentives to 

reduce the transaction co.sts of matching supplies and demands, point in this 

direction. Administrative efforts to get able-bodied recipients of unemployment 

handouts to perform collectively organised work as directed by government 

go in the same direction, although such efforts suffer from high organisation 

costs and low "worker" motivation. The Federal government's experiments with 

"mutual obligation' (Abbon 2000) can at best .seen as a paternalistic stop-gap 

measure and a first step towards denationalising the unemployment problem 

(in Chapter 4 we shall make a case for going much further and devolving 

unemployment to local government). 

Economic structural cliange has led to a relative shrinkage of the traditional 

economy, in which standardisation and mass production, work routines and 

narrow skill specification predominate. At the same time, there has been a 

rapid expansion in the new service economy. What matters here is the 

competifion of small independent teams and the ability to tailor-make every 

service to the customers' specifications. As a con.sequence, fewer and fewer 

workers are prepared to organi.se themselves in unions; rather, many interact 

as equals with their employers. 

Class divisions, which have their roots in agriculture with landowners and 

landless pea.sants, never prevailed in Australia. Traditional manufacturing and 

attendant social atfitudes have little room in trade, finance, design, legal and 

tourism services. As a consequence. Australia's traditionally high rale of 

unionisation has declined naturally to 20% of the private-sector workforce 

(Sullivan et al. 1999: 135). It is higher in the public sector (52%), as government 

workers can exert their monopoly pxjwer more easily—they do not have to 

produce for competitive markets because they are securely funded fmm taxation. 

This enables managers and workers to perpetuate the old-fashioned antagonism 

inherent in the outdated us and them' approach to working. 

It is certain that Australia's population will age further. The exfjerience of 

labour scarcity dominated the lives of many generations of Australians. It did 

much to empower working people and give ordinary citizens a feeling of 

security and confidence. Alas, it has not been a familiar life experience for 

Australians since the 1960s. However, the future decline in the growth of the 
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working-age population and a trend to earlier retirement may contribute to 

future labour shortages. This would create pressures to rai.se producrivity. The 

s(X)ner it is realised that productivity growth is central to our future well-being 

and the sooner this is addres.sed by refomis to remove policy-made obstacles 

to prcxluctivity. the easier it will be for ordinary Australians to enjoy better joli 

security. A thorough reform of welfare programmes that have been allowed to 

proliferate since the 1970s, and that have since acquired lobbies that agitate for 

their retention, will be cnicial. VX'iihout far-sighted and principled refijrms of 

s<x'ialised welfare, the Au.stralian community will not be able to manage the 

challenges of an aging society. At the .same time, there is much merit in the 

Australian tradition of offering volunteer help to fellow citizens through the 

organisations of civil society. It will be important to cultivate voluntary 

organisations that are truly intlependent of the welfare state. In recent years 

they have increasingly become profe.ssional ser\'ice providers who rely mainh" 

on government finance. 

One of the dominant trends of the pa.st 25 years has been the growing fi.scal 

transfers to .support a large part of the population (.Sullivan et al. 1999: 126). 

Iliis is ba.sed on a deep and admirable commitment to fairness, but wi-llarc 

tran.sfers have increased enormously since the 1900s. Political parties and a 

growing welfare k)bby have exploited the widely held commitment to equity. 

It is unthinkingly accepted by many that the ad\ cxales of redistribution occupy 

the moral high ground on fairness. When the pernicious effecis of easy welfare 

on the poor and less motivated are examined, the association Ix-tween dirigisme 

and moral claims to fairness can be readily dismissed. Such scepticism is easily 

denigrated as politically incorreti. But it needs to be acknowledged that the 

welfare state as we know it has been a failure. It has promoted pressure groups, 

discrimination and injustice, has endangered freedom, and is promoting 

widespread contempt fiir government. Present arrangements are not sustainable 

in the face of popubtion change on nuiral, social or fiscal grounds. Welfare 

reform will therefore be one of the major challenges for policymakers. The 

outcome will determine in no small mea.sure how the next generation weathers 

the coming economic slowdown. 

One final social trend that is hard to document needs to be mentioned. In 

recent years, public opinion has moved in the direction of less reliance on 

government, both in Australia and o x i TM-a.s Fewer and fewer independent 

observers now see the alleviation of unemployment—one of the major causes 

of poverty— as the .sole responsibility of government. No longer Ls the search 

cost in the labour market nationalised through a monolithic Commonwealth 

Employment Service. It is now expected that those wh o claim unemployment 

payments make a .search effort. The new intermediaries in the jobs market 

offer subsidised .services, but unemployed persons ha \e to invest their own 

time and money to find a job. It is essential to drive home the point tliat the 
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resfxmsibility of finding a jtjb is ultimately with the person who wants one' 

lndi.scriminate handouts of income support, simply on the liasis of cnjrreni 

income and exi.siing lack of wealth (as far as the authorities can find out) now 

meet with [popular disapproval, l l i e y are being gradually pared back, for 

example in work-for-the-dole .schemes 

Care will have to be taken that a further rational slimming of the welfare 

state will exempt old-age pensions and the like. Lifelong taxpayers can with 

gocKl justification consider old-age care as a quid pro c|uo fi>r taxes contributed 

over a lifetime. Reformers will ilu iclore have to change the pension system 

with very long lead times in mind. For iho.se with half or more of their working 

hves ahead of them, the expectation of an automatic government pension 

needs to I K - eliminated if individually fundc-d .superaruiuation sc hemes are to 

become the ck>minanl form of old-age provision and if the naticmal .savings 

rale is lo rise again. For those in retirement or close to it, simple and easily 

understcxxl criteria ha\e to be developed that distinguish between subsidies 

to I he able-bcxiied and traasfers to tho.se who are old now. Simple criteria will 

also have lo be found lo single out that small minority who.se physical or 

mental disabiliiies are such as to genuinely prevent them from earning an 

income. 

Government welfare and health services are often mass produced and offered 

with indifference to the needs of the specific ca.se and time. (Jentrali-sed and 

hierarchical administrations are poorW structured to do otherwise. But there is 

a need to reorganise the delivery of assistance to the tmly helpless and to 

m.iki- wc-lt.irc .incl health c.irc i i io ic humane (Ch.iplc-r ti 

Given fiercer international cost competition—particularly with the ccxinlries 

of East Asia where welfare has remained a private and a family matter—the 

Australian .scx ial welfare sy.stem will only .survive intact if it focuses <m absolute 

poverty and lielple.ssness. and is again supplemented by voluntary' private 

effort. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Possible Challenges 

I believe there are more instances of the abridgement of the 

freedom of the people by gradual and silent eiKroachments 

of those in (K)wer than by violent and sudden usurpation. 

James Madi.son. Speech in the Virginia Cxinvention. 16 June 1788. 

>X hen trv'ing to guess the shape of the economic future over the next 25 years, 

one should begin by trying to identify what obstacles there will be lo flexible 

adaptations to expected .social, political, technical and economic changes and 

hence to ri.sing prosperity. If pa.st hi.siory is any guide, a deceleration in the 

pace of global economic growth is on the cards. In the past, such slowdowns 

in economic gn)wth have typically Ixren the result of a cumulation of adverse 

circumstances, namely: 

� heightened international .security concerns; 

� new mercantilistic designs against free international trade and payments; 

� shifts in domestic preferences from economic gn)wth to protecting past 

stxrioeconomic and political positions; 

� intensifying distribution conflicts between business , labour and 

governments; 

� shortages and price rises for food and other raw materials that the urban-

industrial centres rely on and; 

� rises in real interest rales, coupled with financial instability. 

In this Chapter, we will di.scu.ss the likelihood of these changes over the next 

(ill adr or Ivvo , iii.ijiilv, in A i i.sl i.iii.i ( )| I U O S M U lliis i s . i S | H ' . i i i . i l i \ c i . x i i . i s c 

Tlie future can never be 'proven", it can only be made plausible. However, 

without such speculation, collective and pnvate action would be akin to driving 

by ltx)king only in the rear-vision mirror—a most accident-prone mtxle of 

behaviourl 

The International Dimension: Prosperity, Conflict and Security 

During the long cold war era, smaller countries were able to free-ride to .some 

extent on the military defence effort of the big powers, as we saw in the 

previous chapter. Since the "fall of the waif most nations have reaped a peace 

dividend and coil bac k on defence expenditures. This has contributed to more 
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balanced budgets and, in minor ways, has helped long-term growth. If, however, 

new threats of sericxis conflict emerge, more defence spending will be necessary. 

For Au.stralia, with its small population and vast real e.state, this will mean very 

capital- and skill-intensive defence, probably amid emerging .skill shortages. 

Threats to Australian security might emerge from various sources: i ivil conflict 

and internal turmoil in the archipelago boomerang' to our north, or turmoil in 

China, Vietnam and South Asia where demographic, technical, social and 

economic conditions are changing dramatically and where the inherited 

institutions seem inadequate. Huge differences in productivity and living 

standards around the globe are another potential for conflict. As noted, mere 

transfers of aid would do little to reduce the problem. Yet Au.stralians have a 

considerable interest in mitigating the tensions arising from unequal 

productivities and incomes in the worid. 

Within the .southwest Pacific region. Australia looms not only as a major 

power, but constitutes an affront to traditional .s<K-ial and political hierarchies. 

O n occasions prickly relations with the Malaysian leadership, for example, 

indicate that our rich, free and open nation ser\'es as an inspiration to many 

younger Asians and a beacon of greater freedom, litis can easily lie |)erceived 

as imperialLst and provocative. The US generally plays this bogeyman role, but 

populist leaders in the region may sometimes find it more convenient and less 

risky to .set up Australia as an external .scarecrow. Calm and mature reactions 

to such assaults on the part of the Australian government, media and public 

may suffice to avert actite conflict, but our security may require that we match 

our position with a credible military defence. 

The internal pressures on land and resources in the fast-growing countries 

of Asia will be consideraHe. Free trade in resources and resource intensive 

products will therefore be e.vsential to accommodate the demands of grcjwing 

urbanisation and economic growth in Asia. Admittedly, the nature of economic 

grov^th is shifting further and further from high resource intensity to services, 

.so that shortages of land and natural resources will be less of a problem. 

Genetic mcxiification, for example, may .s<K)n increase crop yields faster than 

the population. Nevertheless, energy and mere space will he at a premium. 

Shortages of these essentials may well drive up cost levels in Asia and impede 

the future growth of exports and living standards. 

In my opinion, however, inadequate institutions are likely to coivstitute the 

principal risks to ongoing growth in Asia. The early phases of industrialisation 

are always driven by easy imitation and advantages in labour and other local 

prcxiuction costs. To the extent that indu.strialisation is successful in raising 

wage and other incomes. I K M I K S I K COM levels go up At the same time, the 

p>otential for easy technical imitation is eventually exhausted, and prcxluctivity 

grows more slowly. As a result, unit cost levels tend to rise after two or three 

decades of industrialisation. Moreover, industrialising .societies develop a more 
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complex division of labour so that they al.so become more expo.sed to the 

con.sequences of high transaction costs and pxxjr institutions. I'nfortunately, 

institutions are not transformed easily; scxrial traditions and established political 

interests .stand in the way. 

When institutions are out of sync with technical and industrial conditions, 

international competitiveness suffers. Economic crises occur which are 

reminiscent of the 'crises of capitali.sm" that Kari Marx observed when the new 

industrialised country Britain experienced its first Kondralieff slowdown in the 

lH30s and early 1840s. Capital flight freipiently accentuates .such crises. This is 

why new industrial countries, when they mature after a generation of fast 

progress, are frequently places of social tension. First generation .strucmres 

and networks need to undergo creative destruction". The 'Eric Jones effect' 

(see p. xix) has to be allowed to work. For the mling elites that is a novel 

experience, and the overarching institutions that could smooth the path for 

creative institutional adaptations, such as a genuine participatory demcxracy 

and a trust-inspiring con.siiiuiion, lii (|iii-nily do not exist. 

Fart of this constellation became evident during the F.ast Asian economic 

setbacks in the late l')90s. In 25 years' time, that experience may well look like 

a forewarning. The problem of a "Marxian crisis' of East Asian capitalism may 

not become acute for some time, but it will if the Chinese economy, which is 

pre.sently ccN>rdinaled on the basis of poor institutions, reaches .saturauon pomi. 

Australians would be well advi.sed to monitor the institutional and economic 

evolution in Asia critically by keeping some sceptical distance from Asian 

bcxjsterism, .so typical of new industrial countries in their second generation of 

success. 

Australian .security may be challenged from within when the bounce goes 

out of economic growth. Mob violeixre has erupted throughout history in the 

overcrowded c-entres of the world. International communications could inspire 

imitators m Australia when the underlying economic and .social conditions are 

fragile. Australia has been and in all pn>l>ability will continue to I x a peaceful 

country. But internal pxace may have to be bought at a higher cost, if terrorism, 

ethnic conflict or crime ignite latent tensions in the community. It Ls a matter 

for concern that the rate of unempk>yment at the height of the growth wave 

.still lingers around 7%, whereas the previous growth wave had reduced 

unemployment to 1-2% in the late VXiOs. Joblessness could contribute to an 

erosion of internal security, one of our greatest collective assets. 

New Enemies of Free Trade and Investment 

Ilie living standards of most people on earth would not have grown as much 

without steady global progress towards free trade and free flows of capital 

since Worid War II . Trade and foreign investment did not just generate more 
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income, it also spread useful new ideas and practices to far-away places. ThLs 

message is not generally understood, whereas the burdens of international 

competition are often loudly resented. As already noted, the open ec{)nomy 

challenges established interest groups and political power—little wonder that 

many political agents do not welcome free trade and free investment flows. 

Tlie shortsighted self-interest of politically influential advocacy groups has 

in the 1990s given rise to a new coalition again.st globalisation. Opposition 

comes from the old enemies of free trade, who were restrained over recent 

decades, and new enemies of the open economy. O l d enemies include the 

industry groups who invest in lobbying to reserve the domestic market for 

themselves and to obtain political protection against outside suppliers of goods 

and .services Such lobbying by a few suppliers is rarely counteracted by the 

many buyers, because buyers are hard to organise and each of them bears 

only a small burden from interv-ention. Industry lobbies are often joined by 

labour organisations representing mature manufacturing industries in old 

industrial countries that are migrating to new locations. 

Ilieir new allies are singlc-issuo Gr ivn ach tx ai y gi< >upN who scv inlemaiional 

competitiveness as an obstacle to their aspirations and who care naught about 

the c«)mplex, multi-issue pursuit of economic growth. Social welfare lobbies, 

.irt establishments and others who have come to rely on big government also 

resent international pressures to cut government expenditures and scx ial welfare 

transfers. The .social welfare lobbies claim that free trade impoverishes the 

poor and fails to promote equality on eartli. As we .saw in the previous c hapter. 

this aik-gaiion is not matched by the facts. In addition, churches and civil 

asscxiations wedded to traditional values and idenfities sometimes re.sent the 

provocative influence of internationalism and foreign pressures to change m()r:i!s 

and values (note the nervous reaaions to 'Hollywood culture'). 

A coalition of political forces and groupw in favour of free trade and openness 

to international investment flows is always tenuous. The cause has not been 

helped by drawn-out and complicated trade bargaining and mumal conce.ssioas. 

This has given trade negotiators a career and political importance, but has led 

to lopsided results. A case in point are the compromises with major iiii|X)ners 

of agricultural products, despite the valiant efforts of the Australia-led "Cairns 

group', an international coalition of food exporting countries. The practice of 

limited market access and heavy subsidisation of agriculture in Eurof>e, Japan 

and the II.SA makes many Australian agriculturalists wonder whether it is 

worthwhile suppxjrting the logical principle of free trade. When confronted 

with the realities of international trade, it is easy to fall into the logical trap of 

mumalism in international trade concessions. A c-a.se can be made for unilateral 

trade, however. The Australian experience has shown that trade barriers hurt 

citizens and that trade liberalisation confers lasting benefits throughout the 

community. 
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Anti-free trade coalitions can also grow because people are* comfortable 

with traditional institutions. They resent globalisation when it acts as an 

anonymous forc-e necessitating institutional change. In addition, intellectual 

elites—many academics, the media, policy advisors and consultants—tend to 

believe that the government c-an engineer desirable outcomes rather than relying 

on the spontaneous order of an open system. Intellectuals have a greater role 

and higher status in society when affairs are guided by the government (Hayek 

1949). It is therefore relatively easy to forge xenophobic collectivist coalitions 

for fair trade", which in reality means unfrtr trade. "Fair trade' is now becoming 

a euphemism for proteaionisni. bul history has shown lime and again that 

interference with free trade and paynients has a habit of growing. 

Populist political careers can be made in this climate. >3tTien some bystanders 

applauded the demonstrators against the World Trade Organisation at Seattle 

in 1999, or against the OECD when it tried to standardise international investment 

rules, few raised their voices in defence of a free international trade and 

investment. However, the long-term co.sts of the decon.stmction of the free 

economic order would be devastating, as the experience with international 

disintegration in the first half of 20th century has taught us. Au.stralians depend 

on gloi>al track- antl foreign investment for their prosperity and their security. 

They should take a keen interest in fostering and preserving an open, free and 

non-dLscriminator>" economic order. 

Pursuing the free trade ideal has become more complicated since the rise of 

vocal, populi.st and often anarehic 'non-government" organisations that we 

have dubbed Single Issue Promoters (SIPs). These self-appointed, unelecled 

enemies of free trade have gamed a pseinlo-legitimacT at international meetings, 

because international organisations, such as the World bank or OECD. have 

invited them to the table as if they were elected government representatives. 

In opposing free markets and voluntary exchanges, the SIPs .save proleciionist 

parliamentarians and bureaucrats the trouble and political exposure of doing 

so themselves (Rabkin 1999). The as.saults on the free international economic 

order may not matter much now. But a poor public understanding and weak 

political coniinitnient to the open economy will become a .serious liability 

when the economic tide turns. It is then that political leaders will need the 

feedback from the open economy m<xsi urgently to recogni.sc what is going 

wTong. New ob-stacies to free international economic relations would imdermine 

the "Eric Jones effect" becau.se they impede the mechanisms that overcome the 

notoriously poor cognitive capacities of collection action enthusiasts. 

Damage to the existing world order is potentially more immediate with 

regard to international institutions and organisations. After World War II . the 

International Monetary Fund, the Worid Bank, the OECD and the GATT were 

entrusted with cultivating universal and simple rules that con.strain nationalist 

protect ion i.st opix)nunism. In recent years, international burt~aucracies have 
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become more and more sidetracked from the priorit>- of ensuring free trade 

and investment by novel political causes, such as "social justice', enviromnental 

protection and lalwur standards. These have the potential lo undermine the 

commitment lo free international exchanges, iTie World Bank, the International 

Monetarv' Fimd, the OECD and many I'N bodies have grown into overstaffed 

mega organisations with limited missiorts. Principally out of bureaucratic self-

interest. the>' ha\'e widened their mission from ensuring freedom from trade 

;md investment restrictions lo pursuing more and more specific outcomes. 

They organise successive, emotional single-issue world summits—for example 

on the environment or on ialxiur rights'. Tliese summits erode the commitment 

to free trade and undermine the foundations of the international division of 

labour. 

is the Nation State Obsolete? 

The rise of gU)baliy networked SIPs is pan of a wider challenge to the nation 

state. As national borders have become more r>ermeable. the governim-ni s 

capacity lo control national atlairs has eroded. Often this is welcimied by 

ordinary citizens, as competition among power holders promotes a freer and 

more inno\ ative s<x-ieiy. Howe\'er. when power is eroded by anarchists beyond 

a certain point, order decays and everyone suffers. 

'Ilie L'N and its branch organisations such as the International I.abour 

Organi-sation have also tried to emasculate national sovereignty in a growing 

numlxfr of areas. This began with legitimate constraints on nationali.siic and 

opportunistic politicians in order to prohibit internationally harmful action by 

some members «»f the international commimily and included actions lo protect 

lilx^rty. life and limb. Thus, the (I.^TT prohibited harmful trade protectionism, 

and the iniemalional criminal court dealt with gross abuses of fundamental 

human liberties. But there is a growing tendency to surrender national 

.sovereignty to international organisations under covenants and treaties that 

engineer specific outcomes, rather than suppressing abu.ses. 

For example, ihe aging welfare states of the West are now using IJN 

mec hanisms to inflid welfare cost handicaps on their competitors by prescribing 

specific policies and e.stablishing positive claims on .sovereign governments 

and electorates. These UN policies are interpreted and administered in non-

transparent ways by unelected international bureaucracies lacking local 

knowledge. Worthwhile causes can, of course, always he found to build up 

liigger and bigger international organisations—a UN intervention force to stop 

bloodshed in Africa, a climate convention to address carbon dioxide output 

before its consequences are proven, or L'N policies on child-rearing or work. 

Such policies are driven by elites who cannot olMain broad public support in 

their home countries, and may be totally alien to a commimity s time tested 

traditions. 
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To pacify vocal domestic interest groups, the Commonwealth government 

surrenders its sovereignty and relies on illegitimate uses of external affairs 

power encouraged by some dubious High Court judgements. It emphasises 

incompatible single issues in politics and downgrades the focus on shared 

values and seasible compromises It also constrains our ability to react promptly 

in future contingencies. Many of the.se international conventions are not in our 

collective interest, but give international leverage to SIPs who have lost the 

political argument at home. The growing .supranational activism by a range of 

SIPs is tlierefore a threat to our freedom and sovereignty. 

-Moreover, small and .somewhat isolated nations .such as Australia tend to 

lose out in international political majorities The Au.stralian government should 

therefore be wary of attending the growing number of international fora. and 

the Australian public should control the immature fK>litical instinct of wanting 

to belong to any international diplomatic club open to us. 

Tlie Australian parliament should apply a "negative freedom test" when 

reviewing international treaty obligations, that is it should only approve those 

international constraints on our sovereignty that enhance negative liberties 

(freedom from interference). Positive claims on us and elitist prescriptions by 

international bodies only weaken our freedom. It is therefore time to claw 

back .some of the national rights we used to have. 

Environmental and Raw Material Limits to Growth? 

Previous Kondratielf downturns have typically been as.sociated with temporary' 

raw material shortages and unexpected increa.ses in the input costs of the 

industrial-urban sector, resulting in reduced potential for profitable investment 

and innovation. Over the past two decades raw material prices have, on the 

whole, trended down (Moore 2000). I lowever, the rapid oil price increases in 

1999 and 2000 indicate that it is dangerous to rely on low energ>- prices as 

global demands keep growing. Political conflicts that affect world oil supplies 

could easily lead to a repetition of the 1974-7S and 1981-82 oil shocks and 

ensuing major recessions. 

In the longer term, energy crises can again be overcome. Sufficient oil 

reserves are known and assessed. Most of the major .Midea.stern oil suppliers, 

who control two thirds of known oil reserves, are estimated to have lietween 

65 and 100 years' present extraction in reserves (The Economist 15 July 1000: 

102). The major oil reserves are controlled by so few governments that access 

at a sustainable price remains a problem. The major oil producers will, however, 

be loath to exploit their monopoly power to the full, because a global recession 

hurts them and because alternative sources of energy and energy-saving 

technologies are now known. But these come at a cost. Huge tar sand, deep 

natural gas and oil shale deposits have been asses,sed and the technology has 
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been developed to exploit them. Several 'Saudi Arabias' could be added to 

global petroleum supplies These projects will not be implemented as long as 

the long-term price of conventional oil and gas is expected to be low. But this 

knowledge introduces a ceiling to energy prices, which are critical to tlie 

prosperity of the urban-industrial core of the world economy. 

Another potential risk to future growth stems from growing anti-nuclear 

sentiment. It Ls true tliat no major nuclear accident has occurred other than 

Chernobyl, which was due to incredible irresponsibility and socialist decay. 

But nuclear power has now become a cause c^l^bre for environmentalists in 

many leading countries. For example, Germany and Sweden are abandoning 

their nuclear power plants at immense cost to taxpayers and their economic 

growth (xiiential. This will increase their imptJrt dependency and will make 

the global cnerg>' balance more precarious. If the anti-nuclear movement 

spreads—as it probably will if there is another major nuclear accident—this 

might precipitate another energy crisis, followed by the write-off of energy-

dependent equipment and mdustnes; in other words, there could be a re-run 

of the 1970s". 

When looking ahead, one must also be aware of the growing demand for 

other raw materials and food by developing countries. In the wake of the 

present wave of economic growth such demand is likely to accelerate over the 

coming dec-ade. A price explosion can therefore not be ruled out. should poor 

har\-ests reduce supplies or a military conflict erupt. Higher input prices could 

then cut into profitability and trigger—as they always have—a KondratiefT 

downturn. 

With spreading urbani.sation. industrialisation and overfertilisation, localised 

environmental Ixittlenecks can also be exf)ected. If fxjUution becomes noxious, 

people who have the means will begin to invest some of their resources into 

remed>'ing pollution problems. In rich societies, this is just a cost that has to be 

absorbed. In more fragile de^�eloping economies, such contingencies may well 

add to the instability of the economy and contribute to a downturn. 

VtTien confronted with a-source problems, we must, however, not lose sight 

of an important lesson of the last quarter century: mercantilist fearmongers, 

even respectable science establishments, tend to exploit shortages for their 

own political reasons. It is salutary to compare the alarmist forecasts of the 

"Club of Rome" and official reports, such as President Carter's media-celebrated 

Global 2000 refxsrt. with what forecasters that were more knowledgeable in 

the social sciences, such as Hemian Kahn and Julian Simon predicted (Kahn et 

al. 1976; Moore 2000). Officials predicted that 'Life raft Earth' would by 2000 be 

overburdened: 'we are nmning out of resources . . . we are robbing future 

generations when we use these scarce, irreplaceable or non-renewable 

" l i is wnnh noting ihai ihc mining of co<l. whkh will have to replace nuclear energy, has been itsponsible for 

an estimated 20 000 deaths per annum m addition to thoie cauaed by the trarupon and burning of cooL 
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resources.' It was predicted that by the year 2000 the worid would Ix- insufferably 

polluted, less stable ecologically, and more v ulnerable to disruption, with the 

world's people becoming pcxirer The solution offered was more government 

control and regulation. Observers such as Kahn and Simon argued that ecxinomic 

freedom would unlcKk new resources and that the future was bright. But they 

were widely reviled for this (Paul Ehrlich. the spiritus rector of the Club of 

Rome, remarked that their analysis only proved that "the world isn't rurming 

out of imbeciles' (Mtx>re 2000). 

As we have already .seen, the economists were right and the science lobby 

was wrong. The oil price, adjusted for infiation, is noc at US$ 80-100 a barrel, 

as the US government predicted in Global 2000. Instead it is around US$ 30, 

despite the shortage situation of 2000. The widespread catastrophes of starvation 

and the doubling of the fcxxl price index by the year 2000 predicted by the US 

government did not materialise. In reality, real food prices have fallen by 

about 50% since the poor harvests of 1975, and worldwide food production 

per capita is now af)out 25% higher than in 1975. Instead of the catastrophic 

population lx)mb that we were lold to expect, we observe that fertility has 

dropped from 5 to 3 children per family in the third world (Moore 2000). 

If temporary resource shortages arise again, it is to be hoped that the media 

and the wider public will have learnt a lesson from the gro.ss divergence of 

economic foreca.sts and advocacy of economic freedom on the one hand, and 

the scientific-Malthusian exirapobtions and acK'Cxracy of controls on the other 

Judging by the way the precautionary motive" is being pushed by promoters 

of single env ironmental issues and the way that governments are Ix-ing cajoled 

by activists and the media into .signing the "Kyoto protocol" and similar costly 

exercises in world government, this lesson has not been absorbed. 

Capital, Debt and Financial Stability 

Another frequent contributor to Kondratieff downturns is the in.stability of 

capital and finance. Marx and Kondratieff wrote much of their respective stories 

around the instability of capital markets and swings in capital interest rates. 

When prtxluction and income accelerate, entrepreneurs discover more and 

more projects that l(K>k profitable at the prevailing interest cost Events often 

bear them out. At the .same time, people find it easier to save out of rising 

incomes. Growing savings, supplies of capital and growing lx)rrowing demand 

by investors build up higher and higher balances of monetary assets and 

liabilities. This process can be compared with the hoisting of sails on a yacht: 

in fair weather, more and more sails are .set. propelling the vessel forward 

faster and faster. The expansion feeds back into investor optimism and asset 

prices rise, reinforcing the optimism Warning signals, such as the odd drop in 

Slock prices, do not dampen the upward trend in a.sset prices. Growing investor 
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optimism eventually triggers high interest rates, which means high borrowing 

costs. Some investment pn)ietis then turn out to be disappointing. Nonetheless, 

asset price inflation goes on for a while and induces specTjlative overexpansion. 

until the economy is so top heavy with "credit sails' that a minor disturbance 

can cause it to topple (Kindleberger 1989). 

Against this background, the rapid nses in the foreign indebtedness of 

Au-stralian business and. to a le.sser extent, governments are a worry-. Australia's 

foreign debt relative to the flow of production has risen steeply over the pa.st 

two decades. High and rising international indebtedness preceded Australia's 

Kondratieff downturns in the 1880s/1890s and ihe 1930s. Next time around, ii 

is p)o.ssible thai pr(jblems of exce.ssive credit volumes will be more acute. 

Ibis is partly because all capital-rich, high-savings |)opulations around the 

world are aging and are. in iheir pension years, calling in outstanding loans 

and partly because new aggre.ssive borrowers among developing countries 

will f)e willing and able to crowd .Australian Ixirrowers out of the market for 

experjsive credit. Even if the flow of intematicmal capital to Australia dunng 

the present period of Kondratieff acceleration reflects improving 

creditworthiness, international lenders are likely to reas.sess their Australian 

exposure and recall oul.siaiuling debts in times of growth deceleration. 

Iiiiernalif>nal capital outflows can then easily lead lo currency depn-i i.iiion 

anil a protracted financial crisis. Private foreign indebtedness then has a tendency 

to become a collective concern. 

Vt'aming lights shcxild be flashing f)ecause of the low rate ol sa\'ing by 

Australian hou.seholds (similar to the United States). In recent years, as.sct price 

rises have inspired feelings of affluence, .stimulating corisumption. Because 

the "baby boomer generation'—the post-war and pre-pill generation born 

between 1945 and the early 1960s—grew up without the experience of penury 

and with the promise of material security in a growing welfare state, savings 

motives are weak. The unwillingness to make adequate sacrifices for a rainy 

day and old age is widespread and entrenched. From now on. this large age 

group will Ixfgin to retire, while the growth of the working-age population (18 

to 64 years oS age) subsides rapidly, as the following figures from a .study by 

Treasury's RIM Unit show (cited after Institute of Public Affairs 2000. Facts 

42:1, June: 5): 

� In Ihe 1980s and 199()s. the 18-64 year old population grew by 1.6% p a., 

and the over 65-year olds by 2.6%. 

� In the current decade, the 18-64 year old pH)pulation will grow by 1%, and 

the over 65-year olds by 2%. 

� In the 2010s and 2020s. the 18-64 year old population will grow by 0.3%, 

and the over 65-year olds by 2.9%. 
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flefore long, the working age population will be growing by a fraction of 1% 

a year, whereas the aging baby boomers will demand more medical care and 

other old-age services. After 2010. private and public financial strains are 

therefore pmgrammed to snowlxill. Aging bal>y lxx)mers will discover that the 

promises of .succe.ssive parliaments over the past quarter century will Ix- hard 

to deliver. Retirement incomes are likely to buy less comfort than exjxvted. 

even if there is rapid produclivity growth from now on. Tlie more likely outcome 

is that those who have failed to make private savings prcnisions for old age 

will be disappointed. The growing age-care burden will lead to intergenerational 

louflict. Politiciarjs will find it hard to reconcile the aspirations of old voters 

with those of the young 

One promismg way to deal with the problem of low hou.seholcl sav ings at 

its source is to improve on existing superannuation schemes and to protect 

superannuation savings from confiscation. Some countries now tr>' lo oblige 

all income earners to .save a certain percentage for retirement: superannuation 

savers are given individual and fully portable super savings accounts that c"an 

lie managed with low transaction costs. Unlike government- or union-mn 

superannuation funds, which lock in savings and encourage manager 

opportunism, portable supert'unds make savers resptmsible for the value of 

their savings and hence induce them to inform thenrselves about alternative 

inve.stment performances. Fraud by opportunistic funds managers Iwcomes 

less likely, and a generation of citizens of property is created. 

A difficult issue arises with all compuLsorv' superannuation savings: should 

these assets be made available as collateral for loans? If the answer is affirmative, 

then the positive effeti on aggregate saving and investment Ls reduced and 

savers are induced to take ri.sks with their retirement savings. If the an.swer is 

negative, f)eople ha\e more lifetime freedom to dispo.se of their assets and 

take risks, but then government-funded fallback positions, .such as a peasion 

.scheme f«>r the destitute, become less acceptable. 

Low domestic household savings increa.se the risks of a foreign-debt crisis 

of the sort that accompanied Australian Kondratieff downturns in the 1880s 

and 1930s. Seen in this context, policies that di.scourage savings, .such as the 

high (double) taxation of yields from savings and the uncertainties and high 

compliance costs that legislatures continually inflict on self-funded 

superannuants seem f<K)lhardy. On the other hand, the likelihood of a credit 

crunch is now reducx'd by the public sector. It has eased its demands on 

capital markets, arresting the dntp in aggregate gross .savings rate in tlx- Australian 

economy during the l^yos bnausc inflation and nominal interest rates are 

currently low. the hoisting of more debt .sails' may still look like a g(Kxl idea 

to many optimistic entrepreneurs If history is any guide, tight monetary policy 

and the timely defence of stable money can reduce the excess credit nsk of a 

Kondratieff slowdown. 
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But will ihe central bank be able to reuin monetary control? Problems 

could arise if future govemnufnts arc again more interventionist. Unlike some 

other coimlries, the independence of the Reser\'e Bank of Australia is not cast 

in hard-to-change legislation. A modemi.sed Reserve Bank Act, which at long 

last sheds the outdated Keynesian and closed economy vestiges of the 1940s, 

would build iastitutional trust in the Bank's independence and reinforce the 

commitment to price level subility as the only goal that monetary policy can 

credibly pursue nowadays. 

Another danger to central bank independence kxjms from the emergence 

of 'e-money', i.e. the creation of widely accepted and liquid liabilities that are 

used as means of payment over the Internet and whose creation is not controlled 

by the monetary policies of any one nation (Mikkelsen 1997-1998). In minor 

ways, such developments are already occurring. In some Asian countries, for 

example, multinational e-commerce firms accept prepayment for CDs, bcK>ks 

and other entertainment prcxlucts. These balances are Intemet-tradable, and 

third parties have begun to use them to .settle debts in lieu of national cash. 

Tlie money volume is thus backed' by music. This means of payment is 

spreading among the Chinese networks in East Asia. Just as the silver shops of 

old became banks, so could e-commerce firms become providers of liquidity, 

If this private e-money creates tax and regubtory advantages, monetary control 

will slip from the grasp of central banks. The process is bound to accelerate if 

central banks inflate the supply of government monopoly money. 

So far, e-money does not compete with national currencies. These are eariy 

developments, mentioned here only because they could Ix.- the harbmgers of 

lnternet-ba.sed money, which erodes the taxing capacity of governments and 

the control capacity of central banks. E-money may at this stage seem like a 

fanciful pipe dream, but .so did instanuneous worldwide communication, even 

across hemietic borders, a mere 25 years ago! 

Distribution Conflicts 

National income is produced by the employment of labour, knowledge, capital, 

natural rt'-sourtes and other inputs. Over the longer run. these production 

factors tend to be rewarded according to their contribution to output growth. 

In the market economy, production and distribution' cannot be 

compartmentalised. Government interventions to redistribute incomes incN'itably 

distort the incentives to produce and so make the market system dysfunctional. 

People then have to pay more if ihey want products or services in short supply, 

and certain gocxls and services are produced even though they are not really 

wanted. Government thus distorts, even destroys, the signalling mechanism 

which is absolutely essential for the functioning of a complex and ever-evolving 

economy. Of course, a modicum of redistribution may be accepuble for the 
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.sake of avoiding gross inequalities, but the more redistribution increases, the 

less well markets function. Ultimately, poor people suffer 

Since the liberal reforms of the 1980s and 1990s, redistribution has played a 

lesser role, panicularly in the new—and hence as yet unregulated—fiexible 

gro\\th industries, such as the e-economy. Economic growth therefore tends 

to accelerate. After the growth proce.ss has been rurming strongly for a decade 

or two. new i^olitical interests and pressure groups come into existence and 

create distribution conflicts. The longer the gcxxl times roll, the more perceived 

risks of job losses dwindle and the more organised labour is inclined to expand 

its relative income position, crften through resorting to strikes In such condiuons. 

legislators begin to take fast growth for granted and therefore switch from the 

tedious business of nurturing grovvih to electorally rewarding social i.ssues and 

redistribution. 

At the same time, governments become more ruthless and try to increase 

their "take" from national income—whether a bigger government share adds to 

national productivity or not. When the Kondratieff wave is high, raw material 

.suppliers, many of them abroad, join the distribution battle by trying to raise 

their incomes. The growing distribution conflicts then squeeze the profitability 

of industrial and ollu-r producers I ' l a i i n i i l i n v c s i m c n l N siidclcnly look 

unpromising. Consequently, economic growlh slows down. 

In this context, we should note that the claim b>- Australian governments on 

the national income on a p)er-capita basis has grown over the long run. After 

the Korean war, the public sector claimed about a quarter of GDP. This share 

was driven up dramatically in the ^X'hitlam years. It was not reduced under the 

Fra.ser administration and was raised again in the Hawke years, until the famous 

"Banana republic scare' of the late 1980s brought a temporary drop. Tlie Howard-

Costello years brought a slow but remarkable decline in the aggregate 

government claim on resources from 42 to 37% of GDP. We will argue later that 

e\'en this share may in future be unsu-stainable. If the consequences of a c-oming 

Kondratieff slowdown are to be minimi.sed, it is important that gov-emments 

curb their tax claims and that pariiaments ensure that governuK-nt is lean and 

delivers only those services citizens really want. When the previous Kondratieff 

downturn began, the �>X'hitlam push' for more public spending came at exacUy 

the wrong time, thus worsening the deceleration of the economy. 

An essential precaution against a possible slowdown would Ix.- to make 

labour markets more flexible and responsive to changes in the pace of growth. 

Au.stralia's rigid industrial relations system aggravated distributional conflicts 

during the two Kondratieff downturns of the 20th century. Quasi-judicial 

arbitrators and union officials persisted with real wage increa.ses. because they 

failed to recognise the onset of a supply-side downturn Will the first Kondratieff 

dowruum of the 21st century again be aggravated by a simibr recognition lag 

and administrative inflexibilities, or will we by then have dec-entralised and 

responsive lalxmr markets? 
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Regional Problems and Redistribution 

It is frequently a.sserted that globalisation has f)enefitecl the big centres, leaving 

rural Australia lx.*hind. .Major economic transfi^miatioas, .such as the liberalisation 

and globalisation of the 1980s and 1990s, do not ha\ e an even impact across 

industries and regions. Fasi learners and people with skills in demand by 

leading industries make gains. These indu.stries then drive and .steer .structural 

changes towards new opportunities and new sources of demand. ITie growth 

in modern sen'ices. for in.stance. did not lx.*gin in rusl-lvli regions where 

entrepreneurial energies were habitually geared to lobbying rather than 

production. It began near the new industries where entrepreneurs were used 

to looking to the market for success. New export activities also began in this 

way. 

A pick-up in growth thus came mainly in outward-looking areas, .such as 

the Sydney- region, greater Brisbane and Perth. More con.servative places fiill 

of the once-pnMected import-substitution indu.stries in ihe south of the tonlineni 

were slow-er to make the neces-sary adjustments. O er the pa.st two dec-acles, 

travellers have been impressed by the existence of iwo Australias: the optimistic 

and confident Fast and West, and the pessiinisiic, pusillanimous South. Cyclical 

recessions were weaker and shorter in Sydney and Queensland, and more 

protracted in Adelaide and llobart. This breeds different economic attitudes 

and difference's in the confidence with which new ventures are approached. It 

also produces different public and official perceptions of the creative potential 

of the market prtKess. 

Gk)balisafion and its economic consequences impacted on the States, some 

of which did much lo improve competitive conditions by rc-shaping their budget 

policies and streamlining regulations. Queensland and Western Australia 

probably provided better economic freedom for enterprises and workers, but 

interjuri.sdictional com|x-tiiion Ix-iween these Stales and States like Victoria 

.spread the reformatory impulse to some of the o\'er-re>{ulaled rusi-lx'lt ItKalions. 

Privatisation in Victoria improved the quality of services, reduced prevalent 

strike risks, allow-ed the reduction of go\ ernment debts and the impro\enK*nt 

of credit ratings, and halted tlie outflow of talent and capital to freer Slates. 

Regional di\ ergencies, as well as differences in economic dynamism Ixtween 

the cities and "the Bush', have lx*en influenced by the willingne.ss to learn and 

take entrepreneurial risks. Those inclintxl l<» resist and rely on government 

initiatives typically lost out. Long after the lessons of globalisation had been 

absorbed in Brisbane, Gladstone, Cairns, Darwin and Perth, they were siill 

i i Nisted and Ix-nioaned in Lauiui-Mon, Adelaide, outer Melbourne, and many 

parts of rural Australia (.Sorensen 2000, Trelx-ck 2000). 

Rural prcxlucers and miners exposed to harsh world market forces had to 

take prices and market conditions as given. Unfortunately, many of their input 
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co.sts have Ix-en kept high by hidebound local suppliers and po<irly nin local 

governments. The sociali.sl notion ihat people and communities should not be 

held responsible for their etonomic fates, regardless of how they react t<} 

challenges or whom they have voted into office, is no longer tenable. Yet, this 

leftover from the Australian Setilemenl" has rarely come under .scrutiny. Existing 

regional distribution and inter-State flscal redistribulions are still uncritically 

sup|iorti-d by mo.si, Tlie notion is widespread thai living conditions mu.st be 

ihe sami- irrcs|X'ctive of place and irrespective of mental agility in coming to 

temis w i th change. The long tradition of intra-State and regional redi.siribution 

policies foments this attitude. With it come the very forces and attitudes that 

make for rich and |XK)r a'gions. Regional communities nuusi ultimately and 

primarily be responsible for knal living conditions and local economic growth. 

I'l.si.ii iVLlislr i lni l ion is a brake on regitMial prosperity In .scKiai welfare policy 

outcome egalitarianism is increasingly understcxxJ as harmful. Mendicant Slates 

and regions that clamour for subsidies, and even art to qualify for greater 

M I I I M I I K - < lu i ii l o I H - wc.ined ln>m this L l i ' [ H n<Icin \ h . i h i i il ilu- .iiliiiv; ic,v;i<>ns 

are lo o\erc<ime their backwardness. 

Regional prosp>erity can Ix- created. .Vlany airal centres prosper, despite the 

publicity implying that all ol tlie Bush' is suffering as a result of policy refoniis 

and globali-sation. In .some regional centres, local government and local 

enterpri.se have taken the initiative and turned the tide. Tlie once-ailing abattoir 

town of Gladstone in Central Queensland is now a nxxlern, worid-markei 

orienletl centre with attractive amenities. Enterprising young innovators have 

tiimetl the Bai().s,sa. the I lunler, the Riverina. the Dariing Downs and the Margaret 

River region into success .stories, The culprits for regional failures can ofien Ix? 

found clo.se lo home. The blame lies with cumbersome, poorly admini.stered 

regulations, power pi.i\s by Kual ^()veriinu'nt inspei tors and local cartels, and 

councils that seem lo be am for ilie Ix-nefit of Uxal trades and lalx)ur councils; 

the real-e.state industry or local monojxjlics. or ;ill three. 

More fi.scal redi.siribution and regional aid is not the aaswer, but rather a 

closer su|XT\'ision of Uxal administrations and fi.scal devolution is needed 

(Chapter i ) Of ccnir-se. .some a-gions and centres are not favoured by the 

changing winds of economic development, and .some will always Ix' on the 

decline. But in many ca.ses, the answer is more local responsibility, int ludinj^ 

insliliitional ;inangemenls w liic li tirive home to the local electorate that tolerating 

coraipt or ineffective political leaders, poor local administrations and a clcxsed 

small town mentalit>' can have dire coase(|uenccs for them. 

Disappointments in Business 

Kondratieff upswings are times of heightened expectations, many of which are 

sell-liillilling. However, as entrepreneurs tackle more and more promising 
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projects, and as the most promising opportunities get exhausted, 

di.sappointments set in. A technology may reach its profit potential quickly. 

Other technologies may never yield the expected pnjfiLs. In computerisation, 

for example, many users are now finding themselves on the treadmill of having 

to upgrade their software without ever enjoying good returns for their 

investments in computing. Eventually, they conclude that further sf)ending is 

not rewarding and may slow down further computing investments. In inarkets 

vv'here pioneers reaped massive profits, imitators tend to crowd in, often cTeating 

overcapacities. 

In every historic Kondratieff cycle, the tide has also turned because of 

disappointments in organi.sational innovation. When the upswing is under 

way and capital Ls cheap and freely available, there is a tendency for takeovers 

and mergers. Karl Marx observed the tendency to concentrate in growing 

capitalist .sy.stems and was critical of the trend to monopolies. In the 1990s, we 

have again .seen a move to company mergers; mature and new industries alike 

are being reorganised, this time often by border-crossing mega mergers. 

Big corporations are not normally the drivers of genuine innovations, 

although they tend to engage in much useful information searching and adaptive 

irmovation. It is the small firms and the outsiders who frequently .set new 

trends. The proverbial garage in the computer industry and the small firms in 

the motor industry, such as Honda and BMW, launch the more pmthbreaking 

innovations. Many of them become takeover targets when their management 

teams mn out of steam, but newly merged companies find it often difficult to 

combine different business cultures and mu.si cope with duplication, infighting 

and institutional conflicts. This is why mergers often fail—more than half are 

estimated to destroy shareholder wealth and fewer than one in six increase it. 

As The EcononiisI recently put it: (mergers) are, like second marriages, a triumph 

of hope over experience" (22 July 2000: 15). 

Shortened Time Horizons and the Emerging Neo-Romanticism 

In the eariy 1980s, when the Australian economy was ailing after the downturn 

and oil crises of the 1970s and 1980s, some political leaders—such as the 

'Dries' in the conservative camp and certain leaders in the ALP—as well as 

many officials, industrialists and citizens adopted a long-term view of the costs 

and benefits of policy refomi. In the present climate of easy expansion, little of 

that is left. Collective action is again focussed more on shortsighted political 

redistribution and side i.ssues. Federal politics and the media seem dominated 

by issues such as the gun buy-back .scheme, Aboriginal reconciliation, the 

republic question, the petty redistribution consequences of tax reform, and 

East Timor Major economic issues are given little attention. The Au.stralian 

Labor Party, which once took a rc-formisi lead after defeating the reactionary 
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Eraser administration, now seems lient on becoming interventionist and 

reactionary. It has committed itself lo labour market regulations, whose 

transparent aim is lo raise union membership, and to opposing the lax and 

welfare reforms that glot)al competitivenevs demands. 

I he voices calling for renewed protectionism and selective industry subsidies 

are again becoming louder. Imjxirtani segments in the conservative coalition, 

especially in the National Party, advcxrate populist .solutions and short-lermisl 

remedies, obviously unaware of their deleterious long-term side effects. More 

gefK'rally. the trend has been towards much outcome-specific legislauve activism, 

often at the behest of a well-organised inlere.st group. There is much "kneejerk' 

and "lowe-st common denominator' legislation. When .some problem or .scare 

makes headlines, activist politicians react by pushing lhn>ugh legislation lo 

solve the problem, but ihey give little ih<xight to long-term .side effects. An 

example is sexual hara.ssment legislation, in which well-meaning external 

iasiilutions were grafted onto long-existing internal mies against hara.ssmeni. 

The legislation, bow-ever, crowded out the traditional restraints of proper 

IxMiaviour and mutual .social conu-ol, inflirting high cxwts on policing compliance. 

There is little interest in shaping sintpler and more general rules that ordinary 

I lu / i ns can understand. Admittedly, the mIes of macrocvonomic policy have 

been improved, and microeconomic refonns have improved competition among 

Stales and public corporations. Nevertheless, contradictory and detailed 

legislation has proliferated. Hardly anyone in the Commonw-eallh parlianu-ni 

or the executive seems perturbed about the proliferation of legislated 

inien-entions in private life. Where ordinary people once .solved their conflicts 

and problems by c-ommon.sense and with the help of private law, public law- is 

taking over. During the 1990s alone, the Commonwealth parliament inflicted 

more than 40 000 pages of new legislation (jn the people who.se interests they 

pretend lo represent. This was more than the cumulative aggregate from 1901 

to 1990 (In.stiiuie of Public Affairs 2(X)0)! The beneficiaries are the lawyers, 

counsellors, administrators, arbitrators, commissioners, commls.sars and 

suf)ervlsors. But the trend hurts citizens. Politicians should not be surprised 

that citizens and businesspeople resent growing compliance costs and form-

filling. Few [jeople .see the attraction in having to file four tax returns a year. 

The political atmo.sphere has not Ixcome more favourable to prtxlut ii\ ily 

improvements by competitive private and collective action. Time and again in 

history, productivity growth has been hampered by populist and anti-rational 

trends, as are now- becoming evident in Australia tcx>. Aboriginal policies are 

based on recently fabric-aled "traditions', such as South Australia's secret women's 

business. Costly burdens and restraints are impo.sed on industry and citizens 

on the basis of unproven ecological a.ssumptions and fears. International fads 

that have no prtwen Ixraring on national condititias are being championed by 

SIPs. Yielding to mere instincts, gut fcx'lings and neo-RomanUcism by abandoning 
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calm rationality and logical analysis of proven facts and Ix-ing swayed by 

emotional pressure groups with .selfish and narrow objectives is a surefire way 

to ensure pcx)r economic and S < K lal outcomes for even one. The opi^osiiionism 

and spreading scepticism that many SIPs represent will make rational policy-

fomiulation and implementation more difficult. 

Political support is ix-ctled for non-discrimination, equality before the law, 

and the abolition of much interventionist legislation and regulation. The moral 

advantages of this approach needs to be spelled out anew, forcefully and 

convincingly. Such poUcies need to be shown as effective in eradicating povert\' 

and enhancing people's life opportunities. Governments, to be convincing 

and consistent, will have to abandon interv entionism on behalf of their typical 

clients. On "the Right", these are big industry and many long protected 

professions. On the "Left", the.se are organi.sed labour, the welfare lobiiics and 

many public employees. 

The crucial rM)ini about equality before the law and economic freedom 

cannot be made clearly unless the political granmiar distinguishes between 

income distribution and relative poverty", on the one hand, and poverty 

measured in absolute terms on the other Tliere will always be some who have 

less income and wealth than others, in other words who are relatively p<H>r A 

dynamic economy inevitably favours one group or the other. If internet 

millionaires, successful indu.strial innovators and new-economy regions zoom 

ahead and enjoy high market rewards, this auKmiatically leads to a notional 

"deterioration" of relative income distribution. Such .succes.ses must not be 

allowed to evoke cries of "the poor getting pcx)rer while the rich are getting 

richer" This whole approach is based on envy and is totally mistaken if one 

applies individual humane .standards. As some get richer others do not get 

poorer in absolute terms. Moreover the newly rich spend their incomes on 

goods and services. This gives the le.ss well-off new job opix)rtunities, as is 

now reflected in the burgeoning number of well-paid .service-sector jobs and 

small enterprises. Those who watch statistics of relative income distribution 

and adv<xate remedial action on that basis surely do not intend to diminish 

the life opportunities of the alert, the successful and the fortunate and reduce 

overall econ«)mic growth! 

Politicians and publici.sts who exploit the politics of envy deserve to be 

castigated by public opinion Governments should confine their efforts to fighting 

absolute poverty. Only then can political action solve social problerm. 

A further difficult intellectual change is needed. As tax re.sources available 

for redi.stribution dry up. boldness will be required to speak of 'behavioral 

poverty". It will be necessary to identify t>'pes of harmfiil individual choices 

that are likely to result in penury, such as dropping out of schcxil early, 

dishimesty. gambling, and dmg taking. In the present climate of political 

correctness, it will take courageous community leaders to argue that such 
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vt)luntary choices do not justify unconditional automatic compensation via 

handouts of tax money. Remedial action and personal effort should be 

demanded as a precondition for (time-limited) income subsidies. 

It is extremely doubtful whether public administrators know enough to 

diagnose behavioral poverty, and whether the political will is there to enforce 

the appropriate rules to curb it. The needed change in policy would perhaps 

stand a Ijetter chance if welfare were devolved to local government level. In 

this way. the resources for welfare subsidies could lje rai.sed at lea.st partly 

from local ratepayers. Or competing private charities who raise funds from lax-

deductible donations could be eninisied with the task. Taxpayers could then 

be given charily vouchers' that tliey alUxaie through an agency for an approved 

purpose of their own choosing'- The information revolution makes .such 

experiments feasible. Poverty alleviation could then shift from mindless 

indi.scriminate handouts to a real leg-up to a liener life. 

Shorter time horizons and the focus on romantic and/or opportunistic politic-al 

tactics have a further deleterious consequence: policy inconsistencies build up 

over time, preparing the ground for .scKial conflict Policymaking sliouki i>e 

fcKussed on cultivating citizen- and enterpnse-friendly ground ailes. not on 

specific outcomes and redLstribution. Policy design should start by asking where 

we want to be in 25 years, .so that atlenticin is paid lo olxstacles and contradictions 

as soon as they arise. Cxinflicts could then Ix' a\'erted before they come to a 

head, as they can often lie resolved spontaneously and without political 

intervention. This demands political leaders who have the imagination and 

intellect to focois on the big picrture and public servants who think long-term, 

(iiven the in.stitulional set-up of the Australian pcilily. there is little incentive 

for such a far-sighted outlook. Citizens remain resigned and sceptical, if not 

cynical, and assume that politics will always have to be short-termist, reactive, 

interventionist and confrontationist. 

As a result we now observe the development of cosily long-term 

inconsi.stencies that bear the seeds of a repetition of the 1970s and a decay of 

the simple yet effective mle system of economic ccxirdination. Tlie go\ eniment 

is making commimients to anti-growth groups, such as the Greens and social 

welfare groups, that will at some ftiture time emaciate the economy. Resources 

for nature con.servation and scxial welfare consequently l>ecome short. Many 

an organi,sed interest group argues for positions that will lead to a backlash. 

For example, a popular backlash against aggressive Alxiriginal activism and 

the more radical Green positions has to Ix? anticipated. Such liacklashes. when 

they come, are rarely constructive, as the rise of xenophobia and 

cxtraparliamentary radicalism in Europe and elsewhere demonstrates. 

Inconsi.stencies are also fx'ing introduced through technological change. Many 

Hungarian income tax paycn arc gi«n the riglii lo direa 1% of their annual inminc tax to apprmcd 'good 

cauia'. running from cturilics to art* funding 
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in public life still behave as if the jxjwer and wisdom of government were 

unlimited, although the Internet is already reducing the its power. How often 

do 'spokespersons' demand problem solutioas from governments when in 

reality only their own initiatives and small-group cooperation can remedy the 

problem? 

The advantages of private over collective action and of civil society over 

pwlitics are not aadily accepted in this country. After a cenairy of heavy reliance 

on government, the experience of life in a closed economy, the unremitting 

public education in schools and the media about the omnipotence of 

government, the turn to a more individualistic competitive ethos will not come 

easily. 

Commun(tor/on("sm. Social Contracts, Third Ways and Other Diversions 

Many observers have realised that big government, the nationalised welfare 

bureaucTacy and other centralised devices to obtain targeted outcomes have 

failed. The aspiration to a Great Society"—to use the slogan from the Kennedy-

Johnson era in the United States—or to the F>ost-war Fabian, scxrial democratic 

dream has proven unrealistic. Such schemes are now the pipedreams of an 

elite. The rising level of general education has made more and more ordinary 

people the world over .sceptical of big government. Witness for example the 

popular response to the elite-promoted 'republic issue', the political promotion 

of GST fears in Australia or the millennium bug scare' worldwide. The popular 

media are full of fcxxl, safety, and environmental scares, many put out by self-

serving intea-.st groups. Politicians still .seem to react to such stories, but ordinary 

citizens barely respond anymore. The population has reached its cognitive 

limits for the ever-changing issues and conceras promoted by the media and 

policy elites. ThLs reaction is a clear sign of general overgovemance'. 

Traditional .scx-ial democrats and the many jjeople who made collertivist 

.solutions their life's career, are now severely challenged. Most scxrial democrats 

did not want to join the collap.se of totalitarian .socialism after 1989, Tliey kept 

clinging to innate reservations against individualist and rule-ba.sed solutions. 

They are trying to find a 'third way'. It is not always clear what the promoters 

of the 'third way" have in mind, but they .seem to be drawing on kmgstanding 

European traditions of communitarianism and the concept of a 'social contrart'. 

They now want to promote collective action and top>-down ccxjrdination— 

coupled with as little coercion as possible—at the kxral communit>' rather than 

national level (Latham 1997). Nevertheless, they frequently argue for public 

ownership and fail to tell us why outright private ownership and competitive 

supply are not preferable. 

Compared to the grand design of an all-encompassing scxrial democratic 

welfare state, this approach has much to recommend it. Many iastitutions work 
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best when cultivated and shared at the local level, where information about 

spxjcific circumstances is rich and where the incentives to act for the benefit of 

citizens are strongest. As the domain of collective action is shrunk and 

decentralised, local communities are bound lo discover that action with external 

benefits for the neighbourhood also generates benefits that can be captured 

locally. Thus, a community that cultivates local public and private amenities— 

such as parks, clean streets, safe living conditions, cultural facilities, honesty, 

pimctuality. spontaneous rule compliance, and the like—is bound to discover 

that this will, sooner or later, raise local real estate values and improve local 

business conditions. Many a region has prospered thanks to such local facilities 

and informal institutions (Ostrom 1990, Putnam 1994). 

Shared intangible and tangible "social capital' do not. however, need to be 

directed from the top down, nor is there always a need for tax subsidies. 

Uving conditions in Australia could be greatly enhanced by more reliance on 

voluntarism and a vigorous civil sociery that owes the .state nothing. Clubs, 

churches and other private associations can do much to promote these 

community assets. They are able to draw not only on the financial contributions 

fr(»m the members, but al.so on the luembers' dedication, skills and personal 

networks. Community recognition—^at times even involving informal shaming 

of notorious free-riders—will often be a more effective reward than payment. 

Governments have crowded out many voluntary associations over I he past 

generation. The welfare .state has reduced voluntary charity. Government-funded 

"recreation and education officers' have usurped the maintenance of tracks 

and parks from boy scouts and school groups. Local hospitals are now managed 

by far-away bureaucracies. The conditions of community life familiar to and 

appreciated by many Australians—in particular in rural communities—for most 

of the last 200 years have thus been usurped by distant bureaucracies. 

>X'hat governments should do is easure that services meet stipulated health, 

safety and environmental standards, and that no citizen is denied access by 

discrimination. For example, local clubs and associations of volunteers can be 

chartered to run SCIUXJIS , cultural centres, hospitals and employment exchanges. 

Care must be taken lo prevent the creation of private monofK)lies, which would 

often lie as objectionable economically and socially as public sector monopolies. 

This will require the enforcement of competitive standards by a superv isory 

ami of government. It will certairily require that office holders abstain from 

granting exclusive licenses or from intervening directly and in preferential 

ways. Experience has shown that voluntary groups are easily 'crowded out' by 

tax-funded activism. 

Advocates of the "third way' and communitarians tend to go beyond this. At 

least in this author's reading of the communitarian and "third way' literature, 

one normally finds cautiously- disguised elements of coercion and elitism as 

well as residuals of politically protected monopolisation. Many politicians who 
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promolc "civil society' do not refer to the "civil society" that John Locke (1632-
1704) had in mind when he coined the phrase. He and the fathers of the US 
Corustitution saw l is il s<K ii-ly as a coninuinity of self-motivated, Irec iitizens 
whose will had to be respected by government. They saw civil stK'iety as a 
spontaneous non-political order. The airrent political fashion, by contrast, is 
to redefine civil society as an array of pri\ ate associations and groupings who 
work under government direction and who are part of a "third way" collective 
order. In such cases, coordination does not rely on autonomous competing 
CIUIJS and asscxiations, which members can join or leave. Instead, tax-financed 
public sector administrators are the ultimate arbiters of what collective problems 
are to be addressed. Private autonomy and decentralised decisk)nmaking are 
limited in favour of elite-driven solutions, preferably with the voluntary-
contributions of well-meaning people. In Britain, "third way" rhetoric and 
sloganeenng has now Ixeii reiogni.sfd as a disguise for the elitist and centrali.stxl 
nature of the new 'socialism in communitarian clothes'. 

Another code word for the new soft collectivism is the notion of 

"stakeholders'. This is based on a vision of .society as a purely political affair, 

where all intentctitms are negotiated by all loncerned and where nothing is 

left to compliance with ruks and the spontaneous inti-raciion in inarkeis II, 

for example, stakeholders' were to determine the business of a corporation, 

there would be endless bargaining and politicking amongst stakeholder gnxips— 

the capital owners, the workers, the suppliers, the customers, and management. 

In practice, "stakeholder" management relies on elites who do the bargaining 

and who will often have little incenUve to reach an accord. Such companies 

are bound to lose c)ut to tompetitors who are guided by simpler nianagemeni 

models and can therefi)re respond more quickly to shifting market opportimilies. 

A related 'third way" concept is the notion thai tompanies have if) olrserve 

not only the capitalist bottom line of a profit, but also "other bottom lines': 

environmental impact, labour .standards, ethnic equality etc. The .straightforward 

and time-tested model of maniigement for pn»fit within given institutional .settings 

will, in the long run. lead to a better utilisation of knowledge and Ix-tter 

coordination, i.e. to sup)erior economic growth rates. Greater wealth can then, 

in mm, assist with the pnmKXion of other objectives (.see CorKlusion). Beginning 

hy imposing con.strainis with varying degrees of coercion and reliance on 

group bargaining puts the cart Ix-fore the horse. 

Collective negotiations anil actions are often justified by the notion that all 

citizens in a community have concluded a "social contract" with the niler or 

mling class. The idea originated with Jean Jacques Rousseau. It was conceived 

at a lime when aut<Kratic and hereditary rulers .still existed or were at least a 

recent memory. Rousseau s concept of the '.social contract' has l>een used Co 

promote collectivism and suppress the voluntary coordination of individuals 

by reliable and impersonal niles. The contramarian concept has not ImpnAvd 
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Willi age. The Swedish economist Knul Wicksell re\ i\'ed anti modified the 

concept to explain the existence of the state. More recently, it has surfaced in 

impKirtant segments of the "public choice' literature Ijeing used by otherv^ise 

liberal thinkers to limit the radical conclusions that flow from the logic of 

libertarians and individualists (Kasper-Streit 1998: 334-37). 

lias there ever been such a thing as a '.social contract? Can there be? Our 

children and grandihildren ha\e certainly l̂ een bom free. They have never 

signed a contract with anyone to shoulder future obligations, for example to 

pay the unfimded pensions of the baby Ixxmiers or even to obey a written or 

unwritten constitution that they have never sighted. A contra<i is typically a 

mutually binding but \<)luntar\' agreement Ixrtween consenting parties. 'iTie 

concept of "contractarianism' should not Ix:- allowed to hijack this meaniiig. 

Rather, a constitution that underpins the interactions of all members of the 

community should be understood as a collection of time-tested and high-level 

rules that give the community confidence and continuity (Hayek I960; 

Ordeshook 1992). The acceptance of a constitution derives from the insight 

that free people accept certain obligations and constraints .so that they can 

prosper. The Roman orator and juri.st Cicero put it well when he .said: 'we are 

the .servants of the law, .so that we can be free'. 

Parliament and Administration: the Citizens' Agents or Their Masters? 

The British pariiamentar\' tradition, on which Australian electoral democracy is 

ba.sed. emeiged as a counterweight to px)wert'ul lords and miers. Tlieir aspirations 

and the taxes to fund them were constrained by assemblies of elected 

representatives who acted as the agents of growing numbers of taxpayers. 

Power was thus divided lietween the rulers and the people. The division of 

powers was enhanced further when the right to adjudicate in disputes liecame 

independent of the rulers and an independent judiciary evolved. 

Since those early l")egirmings much has changed. With the creation of the 

Westminster system and the formation of organised political parties in the early 

19th centur>', the executive power came into the hands of elected nilers who 

represented a majority party, or coalition of parties, in pariiameni. Mcmliers of 

the parliamentary majority were increasingly coerced to adhere to party 

di.scipline. Parliamentary majorities thus gained ma.ssive though tcmr>orary 

political power As monarchs became constitutional figureheads, the classical 

division of power between the executive government and the parliamentary 

majority fell by the wayside. 

In the British system of government, power is unduly concentrated in the 

hands of the elected parliamentary majority and government. If the majority of 

the day sets out to overturn the fundamental ground mies on which fjeople 

rely to coordinate their daily activities, there are relatively few constitutional 
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anchors to prevent this. In practice, fundamental decisions are made by slim 
majorities on a committee normally staffed by parliamentarians with a strong 
interest in the matter at hand. In realit>' this frequently means that the panic-ular 
interest of an organised lobby group will determine the content of legislation. 
Party discipline will subsequently ensure thai the legislation is adopted by the 
plenary session. Given the hectic .schedule of present day parliaments, few will 
ask how new legislation affects the majority' of citizens. The press gallery, 
which depends on the benevolence of the government. Ls likely to remain 
silent. I>egislation is thus imreasingly biased in the direction of organised interest 
groups. Long-term common interests are rarely taken into account. 

Some Wesiminster-.style democracies have bicameral systems that are meant 

to work as independent regionally-based or class-based counterweights. Bui 

in most circumstances the party system has made regional representation rather 

illusory. In Australia, the central government s powers are sometimes held in 

check by the States, but State independence has been eroded over time. The 

States willingly shed the <ipprobrium of having to raise taxes and thus become 

more and more dependent on Federally designed and collected taxes. The 

latest step in the process of abandoning State tax independence was taken 

with the formula-sharing of the Goods and Services Tax in 1999. Less assertive 

Slate policies are bound to follow. With the ema.sculation of State s rights, it is 

not surprising that many now argue for the eliminaticm of this second level of 

govemment. 

Other parliamentary traditions work with more formal written constitutions, 

watched over by strong-minded constitutional courts and independently elected 

presidents. .Some regimes temper the powers of parliamenury majorities by 

popular and citizen-initiated referenda and other devices that make it less easy 

for the majoniy of the day to act opportunistically. These control devices reduce 

the likelihood that power will corrupt the parliament. This has become more 

likely as the public reali.ses that is powerless to affect legislation. There is 

therefore normally little intere.st in incurring the cosLs of information about 

legislation and administration. Thus, the public remains in 'rational ignorance". 

So what l>egan as a representation of the citizerts against powerful rulers by 

as.semblies that fought for individual liberties has in praclice become an enemy 

of individual freedom and social flexibility. Every time the parliament sits, 

individual liberties and private propert>' are arguably under threat. 

In Au.stralia. the ema.sculation of people s freedom by gradual and silent 

encroachments of which James Madison warned in 1788 (.see quote at the 

head of this Chapter), has progressed a long way. Govemment often behave 

as if they were the ma.sters. Meanwhile citiz,ens are increasingly being treated 

as the servants of govemment and their powerful client groups. The perversion 

of the principal-agent relationship in Australia is exprcs-sed nowhere more 

clearly than in the self-serv ing legislation that forces us, the citizens, to attend 
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eleaions. A truly free vote comprises the freedom not to Ixjther about voting. 
The punitive coercion to artend the ballot signals to all citizens who the master 
is. In extreme cases, the role reversal is fought by the citizens, such as in the 
episode in the 1980s, when all major political parties favoured the introduction 
of identity cards, but p>opular resentment prevailed. 

Democracy has thus degenerated due to government domination and interest-

group politics in all mature democracies The re.sult is that parliaments, mini.sters 

and officials are now widely held in contempt. Much triumphalist propaganda 

is heard about the advances of democracy around the world. But progress in 

the substance of democracy, and the freedoms it is meant to protect, is not so 

clear 

The growing alienation of voters is serious, because the very stability of the 

p>olitical .system depends on the acceptance and legitimacy of parliament and 

government in the eyes of the citizens. If unchecked, growing political alienation 

could become a major challenge to democratic life, in particular should a 

faltering economy strain .social cohesion. A rejuvenation of Australian demcK-racy. 

a hundred years after Federation, is therefore an important challenge. Such a 

priority task must not lie tied to an issue of secondary importance, such as the 

republic. Constitutitmal refomi needs to be debated with reference to widely 

shared values such as the freedom to pursue our own objectives, security of 

that freedom in the future, internal peace and harmony, justice in the sense 

that the .same rules apply to like ca.ses, and equit>' in the sertse that we all 

deserve reasonably equal starting opportunities. 

Can a Kondratieff Downturn Be Avoided? 

One question remains to be answered: can Australians sidestep a downturn in 

the global economy in the coming generation? Both Karl Marx and Joseph 

Schumpeter (1947). who thought profoundly about the connection between a 

capitali.st democratic society and sustained prosperity, concluded that economic 

stagnation would eventually be tenninal for the reasorw discussed in this chapter. 

They have been proven wrong time and tinK* again. .Social systems are 

capable of rejuvenation and can overcome the tendencies to entropy. Periods 

of institutional sclerosis and rigidity in the face of changing circum.stances 

have, with painful time lags. Ix;cn followed by institutional, organisational antI 

economic innovation. If there is a history lesson in all of this, it is that economic 

downturns eventually trigger antidotes to overcome rigidification. political rent-

creation, distribution conflicts and political f)ower games The.se antidotes have 

invariably been found where people enjoyed economic and other freedoms .so 

that what we called the "Eric Jones effect" (see p. xix) can work. Where people 

were able to tran.sacl business in free markets and where they could have the 

confidence that they would be able to keep the fruits of their efforts, economies 
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have soon re-emerged vviili renewed ^{lowih . u i eU raiions. Ilie more economic 
freedom citizens are able to enjoy, the faster and more pervasive the cTeative 

responses to the c hallenges to prosperity will be. This is why economic freedom 
needs to be cultivated and why governments must in future act as support 
organisations for competing citizens. 

Tlie history of Kondratieff waves makes it more likely that the early decades 

of the new century will witness a turnaround in the currently fast economic 

growth. Easy pro.sperity fosters institutional shifts that lead to political and 

economic .sclenxsis (Kindleberger 19S9). But there Ls nothing mechanic-al or 

inevitable about this. We now have sunicient understanding of the big pattern 

of interaction between iastitutional evolution and economic gn)\Mh to know 

that interventionism and lesser economic freedom impede growth, and vice 

versa. Il would be genuine .s<Kial and r>oliiical progress if that understanding 

could induce timely reform to avoid rigidities cumulating into a decade-long 

crisis of capitalism until reforms are implemented. 

A major task ahead for the Australian community—and a task that deser\'es 

the be.st political and jurisprudential efforts—will be to rejuvenate democracy 

and governance in ways that empower the citizeas (Brennan & Hamlin 1997). 

We can only point to the pn)blem; we cannot a.ssess the likelihood of this 

imjxmant insight becoming a guiding inffuence over Australian public pxilicy. 

Taken on their own, none of the above challenges alone will cause a 

turnaround from fast to disappointing growth. It is their cumulative effect and 

mutual reinforcement that produce the la-nd breaks that surpri.se investors and 

that turn "golden eras' such as the 1960s into "decades of woe", such as the 

1970s. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Policies for Economic Freedom 

�Freedom is that faculty which enlarges the 
u-sefulnevs of all other faculties'. 

Inuiianuei Kant, Ledums, 1775 

there iiave existed, in every age and every country, 
two di.siincl orders of men — the lovers of freedom 

and the ilevoitxl advocates <»f power". 

Kolx-rt Y. Hayne. Speech to the US Senate. 21 January 1827 

A. Governance and Economic Freedom 

Prepare While the Sun Sh'mes 

Investing in freedom while the economy is flourishing is the best way to 

safeguard future prosperity. But here is the mb: when the economy i.s growing, 

few see the necessity and most dismiss warnings about what might follow. 

Thus, problems are not diagnosed in enough time and remedies to ameliorate 

the trauma and disappointments of an economic slowdown are only belatedly 

developed. 

Figuratively s[')eaking. there is a great temptation to art like the crickets do; 

to Piddle away all summer, denying that a winter might Ix" approaching. The 

alternative strategy is the approach of the bees; to prepare for the cold while 

the sun shines. Switching from carefree cricket-like enjoyment t)f the current 

upwave to the more arduous attitudes of the bees will save the Au.stralian 

community' much pain later. 

Tliis will require a strategic reappraisal of the unwritten and written mies 

that make up Australia's political and economic constitution. It is a centiirv-

since Federation. A debate about constitutional fundamentals has been begun, 

allx. it as an add-on to the republic debate of the late 1990s, when a preamble 

was put to the people in a politician-initiated referendum. Observers have 

argued for reflection on the constitution, and for fltting it and the role of the 

highest authorities into the mould of an open information .society. In a dynamic 

worid where demographic, economic and political circumstances change, we 

need a set of reliable and explicit ground mIes that inspire tmst in the 

fundamental settings, but expedite adjustment of the more specific institutions. 

This is the very function of a gcxxl con.stitution. Developing one that meets 

these criteria now would stand the community in good stead in the 21st centur>'. 
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Demands for a comprehensive overhaul and modernisation of the Federal 
constitution are unlikely to go away. The owners of internafionally mobile 
knowledge and capital will in future not Ixither with complicated constitutional 
mles or wait for case-by-case decisions. The pre.sent constitution does not fit 
well with the requirements of the developing rivalry among jurisdiclions. At 
present, we are living not only by the often excessively detailed wrinen 
Constitution of 1901. but by numerous unwritten fundamental mles that go 
f)ack to Magna Carta and beyond, as well as precejHs of naniral law and the 
shared traditions of Anglo-Saxon constitutional law (Walker 1 9 9 3 ; Ratnapala 
1993. 1999-20(X)). The system has, by and large, served Australians well. But 
greater international exposure, faster technical, social and economic change, 
and a recent tendency on the part of activist High Court judges to engineer and 
impxjse outcomes, rather than simply cultivating and applying the law, will 
sooner or later force us to revisit the constitutional question (Craven 1997). 

Vt'hatever the circumstances this will be a major exercise. If it is to be 

worthwhile, it nui.st begin with the question of how the fundamental values to 

which all Au.stralians aspire—such as security, freedom, justice, peace, equity 

and economic welfare—can best be attained. It must be based on a fresh 

discussion about the appropriate delineation of the border between protected 

private action and public collective action. 

The purpose of this Chapter is to caution against complacency that all 

necessary reforms have been done and that the good times will keep rolling 

on. It also contributes a few ideas to a forward-looking, comprehensive review 

of the ground rules that Australian society shares, mainly from the viewpoint 

of economic welfare. 

Individualism, Competition and Enterprise in the Open Economy 

Australia's belated but fairly successful adaptation to the new opportunities 

and requirements of a more op>en economy was made easier by an excellent 

resource endowment, ethnic diversity and relative youth as well as its location 

in the dynamic West Pacific region and its institutional tradifions of tolerance, 

commonsense, political p>articipation, compromise and social .stability Time-

i i -s t i d ; i T u l sh.ired mles of int'omial s<K ia! c<jnducn. coupled with the commitment 

to constitutional government and the mie of law, have been valuable assets 

during the immense economic transition of the past 25 years. Most of these 

conditions are .so widely accepted that they are often taken for granted. 

The reforms of the past 25 years have in important respects enhanced 

fundamenul economic institutions, such as private property rights and the 

freedom of contract. In many respects, however. Australians still have to live 

with a rather defective set of economic liberties. The interventionist traditions 

of the first three-quarters of the century after Federation linger TTiey have 
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conditioned the population to tolerate rather restrictive political limitations on 

their economic freedom, for example in their work places. As the economy 

becomes more sophisticated and the competition hots up, p>opular tolerance 

for political interventions will erode. 

This has already happened in the agricultural and mining industries that 

once upon a time tolerated tariffs. They attacked the protectionists in industry 

and politics when faced with fiercer global competition in their industries in 

the 1970s. The new manufacturing and service industries that comf>ete 

internationally are now demanding more comprehensive and reliable economic 

liberties. More and more Australians will want to use this country as a platform 

to compete internationally. 

The open-ended and unpredictable evolution of economic opportunities 

and contingencies—most of them specific to time and place—requires prompt, 

decentralised and innovative responses by self-responsible individuals and 

teams. Ponderous and prescriptive collective action simply handicaps those 

out to catch fleeting oppominities in world markets. When the present economic 

tide turns, quick responses by free citizens and firms will be the best safeguard 

against a cumulative downturn. They alone are in a position to ensure what 

economists call ela.stic responses of supply and demand. 

In Australia, as in most other parts of the world, a collectivist tide ran from 

the late 19th century to the 1970s. Government mushroomed as never before 

in human history. The after effects are still lingering, despite privatisation and 

deregulation. Moreover, collectivist controllers could reassert themselves when 

the going gets tough. Neither major political party in Au.stralia now .seems as 

committed to free market reform and openness as they were in tlie eariy 1980s, 

and many opinion leaders apf)ear to consider the economic refomi agenda as 

passe. But Australia's "economic constitution' is not yet committed to the principle 

of individual freedom. The liberal regime in financial and product markets is 

not matched by similarly free sub-orders in labour markets. Many parts of the 

public .sector are ill attuned to the competitive advantage of free and open 

global products, capital and knowledge. Constitutional coasistency Ls essential 

to making Australia an attractive place for productive capital, technical 

knowledge, high organisational skills and enterprise. Only if this country is 

highly attractive to these internationally mobile production factors will the 

local owners of labour, skills and land thrive. Only then will government 

administrations be able to collect the revenue necessary to meet their essential 

tasks. 

All great historic transitions cause confusion. Traditional labels and 

associations lose .some of their meaning. Thus, the traditional identification of 

progressive reform with "the Left", which began with the first French parliament 

at the beginning of the French revolution, and the conservative-reactionary 

defenders of existing institutions with "the Right' has become meaningless, if 
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not misleading. Nowadays, collectivists who want to undo privatisation and 
re-regulate markets are the reactionaries. Progressive policies aim at deregulation 
and the shoring up of indiv idual liberty. They have to contend with reactionaries 
on the Right and the lx*ft. To unscramble the terminolog\' is therefore an 
important first .step in introducing clear thinking into the public debate. And to 
unscramble the traditional political parties may be a .second step. The 
empowerment of the individual through the inlormation revolution, and the 
evolution of the workforce from a mass of poorly-skilled process workers into 
citizens with skills and individual aspirations indicates a progression from 
coeaive collectivLsm to nK)re .self-responsibilit>' and voluntary action. Tho.se 
with an individualist vision and with a preference for civil sc)ciet>' therefore 
deser\'e to be designated as the progressive forces. 

Great transitions also raise transaction costs. About half of all costs of 

producing and distributing the national product are nowadays coordination 

costs, that is transaction costs in markets and coordination costs within busines,ses 

and other organLsations. Moreover, the share of the trartsaclion services sector" 

is rising rapidly. Tlie costs of exploring and testing new opfxjrtunities, finding 

parmers, and negotiating and credibly enforcing contracts are of particular 

importance in the new "e-economy", the knowledge industries and internationally 

traded services. The international competitiveness of jobs Icxated in Au.stralia 

will therefore depend increasingly on low coordination costs. This in turn 

dep>ends on simple and effective institutions. A comprehensive review of 

Ausu^lia s regulatorv' system therefore seems urgent, l l i e s<x)ner thus mas.sive 

task is tackled, the better. 

A ruggedly individualistic and responsive Australian society will require 

much le.ss toleration of discrimination and tho.se privileges which elected 

legislatures habitually dish out to well-connected or vcxal interest groups. The 

silent majority has long put up with such political schemes, because voters 

incur high costs to stay informed and feel impotent to change things. >X'hat 

some consider to be tolerance is in realit>- 'rational ignorance" and apathy. The 

long-temi c «)n.sequences of such popular attitudes to collective action are poor 

politics, a p<H)rly run economy and growing encroachments on individual 

liberties. Individual citizens will need the courage to .stand up to opinion-

making interest groups and to oppose blatant group egotism. 

Until recently, for exampk;. elected parliaments perverted the free trade 

rule within the Commonwealth (Section 92 of the Coastitution) by granting 

milk producers in le.ss productive States protection from competition by 

producers in States with tnore favourable natural conditions and better 

management. Dairy farmers, naive enough to believe that the governments' 

breaches of the internal free trade rule would last forever, bought milk tpioias. 
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which became expensive because the restriction of a free market generated 

high rents. Hie public and the media ought to have castig;ited .such favouritism 

as an unconstitutional misdeed! When at long last in 2000 the internal trade in 

milk was lilx-ralised, consumers and political leaders should have derided the 

selfish rearguard action of pK)liticians who offered subsidies to milk producers. 

Political opp<jrtunists who represent selfi.sh interests of the lobbies should 

be exp>o.sed mercilessly, becau.se they conspire to undermine the equality of 

all before the law. No judicial .sophi.stry should ix' allowed lo detract Irom a 

proper understanding of first-liest principles. De.spite deregulation, the main 

activity of Au.stralian parliamentarians is still lo allot privileges and interventions 

for an indu.siry or intere.st group. The eletied repre-sentatives of the people 

thus weaken pri\ aii- pro|X-rty rights. elTetlive markets and principles of jusiin-

(Chapter 3) In future, .such political meddling will inflicn more inunediate costs 

in temis ol em|>loyment and growlh. 

l l i e big question is who will reform politics and the law? Citizens have to 

rely on the legislature to rein in the opportunism of the legislators, and on the 

courts to constrain the courts" interference in free markets. Tliis conundrum 

cannot simply be dismi.ssed with talk of jxilitics being the art of the possible or 

hopes that politics can go on manoeuvering through interest group conflicts. If 

rational analysis and insight fail to motivate reforms, traumatic events may well 

(xcoir whit h turn Kxlay's unthinkable reforms into the next generation s poUtical 

Economic freedom is a difficult task for f)olicymakers nowadays. Freedom 

always needs to be constrained through universal and credibly enforced 

institutions, lest liberty become license and conflicts multiply. Unfortunately, 

concepts such as "enfoa'ement". "rule-lxxind behaviour", ctm-straint'. and "self-

responsibility" are not popular in the post-modernist, endlessly tolerant climate 

of the start of the 21st century. Many resent any form of constraint and lhe\" 

reject universally landing institutions. 

Political leaders who want to be popular therefore often shy away from 

imposing binding institutions. Many crimes agaiast property and other nile 

infringements are dismi.ssed. and "zero tolerance policies' are untler popular 

political attack. Populi.st politicians often prefer to yield to claims, pretending 

there are no mutual obligations. This Ls. for example. Ix-toming evident in the 

debate about unemployment paynx-nts and oblig.iiioivs of job seekers to 

undertake job .searches or participate in work-for-the-dole schemes. Many 

politicians speak in tenns of a right to the dole, and display public outrage 

alioul the unemployed's obligations to find work. Such a populist approach to 

policymaking promotes the rule of interest groups and leads to tlx- decay of a 

tree S<K iiMy lixleecl. fxjpulisl illusions have been a frequent cau.se of the secular 
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decline of societies, and episodes of social decline may serve a salutary .substitute 
for direct experience." 

In the immediate future, p>owerful stimuli for consistent legislative and 

regulatory reform and institutional simplification are bound to come from without 

(Eric Jones effect). Investors and gifted people who leave this country and 

negative unsustainable trade balances would probably trigger rec-ognition among 

the voting puljlic and among politicians, judges and officials that Australia's 

institutional regime needs a thorough overhaul, that constitutional and law 

reforms are needed to simplify the mIe system, and that society's internal 

institutions have to become more competition-friendly. If political entrepreneurs 

develop programmes for the next wave of reform and the public gives them 

support, much trauma—nomially the most powerful .stimulus for reform—can 

still be avoided. 

In a competitive and just society, people with wealth are expected to reinvest 

their wealtli—time and again—in the risky search for irmovafions. Without this 

obligation the capitalist market economy would not remain popularly acceptable. 

Nothing turns public opinion more agaiast capitalism than rich citizerts .seeking 

political protection from competifion. Politicians who indulge individual 

capitalists as well as industry and union lobbies by offering privileged protection 

from competition should be exposed." 

A Reassessment of the Role of Government 

This concept of economic and p>olitical life and the analysis of the challenges 

ahead in Chapter 3 suggest that the role of government should be assessed 

afresh in Australia. Tlie dramatic changes in tlie world should make us wary of 

models of governance that were inherited from the fairly closed nation state of 

the past. A hundred years ago. government administrations were able to rely 

on stable conditions and exert a considerable measure of control. The nation 

state and a high degree of socialisation of prof)erty were favoured by the 

emerging technologies of that time. Rail, telegraph, telephone and electric 

' ' Modem institutional science and constiiutional economics owes much to the writings of Edward Gibbon 

whose inspiration derived from ihe study of (he decline and fall of the Koman empire (Gibtmn 11776] 1983-

90). 'those who wani (n guard jgaimi an economic downwave are well advised to study the eiperienccs of 

decline, beginning maybe with ihe fall of the .Soviet empire and the coiiiinuing moral, social and economic 

decline in Russia and other successor stales of ihe US.SK, liuituclive insigliis can also lie gleaned Irom looking 

at case* like ihe laie itoman empire, the decline of,Spain after ihe conquest of (he Americas, (he king decay of 

Chinese civilisaiion from (he 15ih lo ihe 20ih century, the Weinur republic in Germany, and the ainlemporary 

prublenu of the Arab world and Africa, This may be » pour tubs(i(u(e for first-hand experience with economic 

sclerosis, but as a way of learning (he lesioiu i( is preferable, 

' "* This view will noi necessarily be shared by (hose cconomisu who begin by assuming perfect knowledge and 

analyse matters in comparative-static equilibrium terms. Bu[ in reality, the economy is never in equilibrium, 

'the essence of economics is an open-ended procediur of discovering knowledge about new vmnts. new assets, 

new resources, and new solutions, 
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power supply systems made it advantageous to organise centralised networks. 
.Measuring technologies were primitive. It was often impossible to mea.sure the 
private use of public domain infra.simctures, such as roads. Many inl'rastructures 
were therefore financed and nin by publicly owned enterprises. Capital markets 
were thin, so that many .saw an advantage in governments financing the 
exf)ensive new networks of the modern age by taxes and public debt. 

This growing role of government was often seen as an "iron law of history". 

More recently, however, technological progress has had a decentralising 

influence: the radio spectrum can now be split, so that competing 

communications networks are feasible. Competing electricity generators can 

offer their supplies in frequent auctions over a shared grid. Road use can Ix! 

mea.sured through transponders, .so that of>en-access roads can be built and 

operated privately." Private capital markets have now the capacity to finance 

huge infrastructure projects. In the past, much of the productive function of 

government was monopolised and therefore expo.sed to capture by public 

sector managers and organised labour. As happens so often the agents became 

the principals. In most public utilities the quality of .service and innovation 

deteriorated, and public ownership became a budget liability. Little wonder 

that even Marxists began to sell off collective property and Fabians began to 

go down the third way! In the process, the entire role of collective action has 

come up for re-examination. 

The dramatic increase in openness to the world, technical changes and the 

unimagined increase in the complexity of the division of labour also made 

central political guidance and intervention less and less usefiil. if not detrimental. 

Intervention in a market requires foreknowledge of all the side effects, which 

no one can have. Today's intervention is likely to be tomoaow's obstacle to 

economic advance. Outcome-specific government actions should therefore be 

abandoned in favour of promulgating, fostering and enforcing simple and 

reliable rules.'* 

The advantage of rule-based governance will increase over time. People 

with money, drive and know-how will be attracted by simple rules that they 

can comprehend quickly and with confidence; this infiux w ill improve gn>wih. 

Owners of mobile resources are already fleeing to political environments where 

' ' A dariikaiion of the word 'public' iccms m order herr Arctst of ihe public to a service neitiiei requires public 

sector oummhip of the meaiu of production not the admininraiive managemrni of production. Acccu only 

retfiuro thai certain facilities arc guaranteed to t>e in the public domain, i.e. that no-one can discriminaie 

against certain interested users. When ihc managers are given a degree of autonomy in the day-io-day running 

of a service, we speak of corpormnstlian. When the means of production are transferred to private owners, we 

speak of priiMuiuaum. Experience the world over has shown ihai corporal i.sation irmls m pnHlucc oiie-<»lT 

stepwise impitivcinena in productivity and service quality, but that ii takes privatisation and ongoing competitive 

challenges to ensure growing prodm iivity and coniinuing quality improvements. 

For what such rules imply and how they work, see Kasper 1998. 
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outsiders have an equal opportunity and where what you know matters, not 
who you know. They have learnt that political privileges are not free. They 
mi.strust a .style of governance that relies on privilege creation. Today's p>olifica] 
privilege may be aimed at attracting them, but next week's pcjiitical privilege 
for someone else will hun them. Privilege-trading ix)liticians are likely to he 
corrupt and will sooner or later try to extract "protection money' or other 
kickbacks for political favours. More and more multinationals therefore c o i K l u d e 

that it is wiser just to stay away from such political regimes 

Australians have learnt that politicians" promises, even when formal and 

explicit, cannfM Ix^ trusted. >X1io Ix'lieves politicians when they promi.se .specific 

outcomes? Prime Minister Bob Hawke, for example, was rightly derided when 

he promised that "no child will live in poverty by 1990". Tlie .same response 

was earned by Prime Minister Paul Keating when he h:id future tax cuts legislated 

( read my lips!') and Prime Minister John Howard when he formally promised 

that the GST tax reforms would not drive up the cost of petrol for the average 

motorist. The reascjn lor the prev aleni [popular lynicism alx)ut pK)litical promises 

is a s<xind one; politiciarts and advi.sors can neither know what specific outcomes 

their actions will produce, nor do they nomially have the means to bring about 

promised specific outcomes. In a complex ever-changing economy, politicians 

are therefore well advLsed to desist from detailing specific results and setting 

detailed targets, such as a specific growth rate, unemployment number or 

income distribution. Collective action is much better at proscribing certain 

activities that are generally considered harmful—prohibiting thefi, lying, fraud, 

murder and the like—than al prescribing specific outcomes. 

Tlie stjrveillance and control of individual prices is clearly not possible. 

There is great merit in governments maintaining an authority whose primary 

function is to cultivate mles of genuine competition. Internationally open markets 

nowadays do much of that job. Poor competition among domestic sellers or 

buyers often triggers international competifive participation. In these cases, 

the cultivation of a competitive culture only demands that information trav els 

freely* and that outside competitors can participate on equal terms. In other 

areas of the economy, open competition is prevented by transport and 

communications costs, govemment regulations, subsidies and private cartels. 

In these areas, the government watchdog—the Australian Consumer and 

Competition Commission (ACCC)—should investigate whether or not 

competition fulfils its various social roles. This is. however, often very hard to 

establish. Nevertheless competition principles need to be defended, as 

compefifion is a precious public good. 

Prescribing certain outccxnes in markets and. in particular, detemiining prices 

is not legitimate. Circumstances change all the time; con.sequences are 

unknowable. Putting the A(XC in charge of punitive price monitoring at the 

introduction of the GST and ruling tfuit no price should be rai.sed by more than 
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10% was asking for trouble. How could prices of a cappuccino be monitored 

when the price of coffee, labour, rents, and a thou.sand other costs keep citanging 

continually? The fixing and enforcing of any one price is a futile, misleading 

and dangerous attempt at engineering outcomes. The whole exercise of post-

GST price controls, and pretty much everv'ihing else that the ACCC nowadays 

attempts to do, amounts to governance by confidence trick. 0\-er the longer 

run. this makes the competitive system dysfunctional and deprives citizens of 

the freedom of contract. 

Australia's well-educated and well-informed population n<w recogni.ses many 

of the confidence tricks of governance and know that most of tiie thousands 

of pieces of legislation and decrees emanating from the capitals cannot be 

enforced. Conditions in Au.stralia do not differ much fn)m those in Germany, 

where careful empirical estimates showed that, at any one time, go\ernment 

�;nilhorities" can at best enforce, by the means of compulsion at their dispo.sal. 

3 7% of the legal norms governments decree (Kimminich 1990: 100). By being 

tix> ambitious and too yielding to the proliferating interest-group democracy, 

governments have thus lost mo.st of their real authority. The remedy is to 

stipulate simple constitutional rules that constrain parliaments and 

admini.strations from decreeing a prcjliferation of prescriptions. 

The Three Functions of Government: What Will It Cost? 

(�|0\crnmcnts ha\e three tiiixtions protective, productive and redistributional 

(KasperSu^it I'm. 293-311). 

I'irst and forenuxst. govemmens must protect citizeas from attack from within 

and without. Protective governnxrnt is needed not only against opportunistic 

fraud, negligence, the use of force and failure to keep contractual undertakings, 

but also agairut political privilege mongering and rent-seeking by interest groups. 

The [jrotective function of goN eminent has hisioncally been enhanced when 

mIers clarified and codified the niles. decreeing and enfoaing further protective 

ailes as neces.sary. 

The confidence in protective government is enhanced if mIers subject 

thenvselves to mIes (mie of law). Abstract coastitutional ailes can be laid down 

that determine how more specific rales are to be changed if necessary 

(coastitutional governnx-nt). Such coastitutional rales can only be adjusted by 

special procedures, for example large majorities. This cTeates continuity and 

enhances confick-nce. The cultivation and enfoaenxrnt of institutions to protect 

the c itizen s sphere of autonomy and freedom costs money. Rulers therefore 

tax sul^jeas to meet the agency costs of proteclion. 

Tlie protective function extends to the tasks of law and order, defence and 

the cultivation of legal .security and contract fulfillment, making recourse to 

violence unnecessary. It would seem that this can be done for a tenth of a 

citizens' income, as already stipulated in the Bible. 
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Governments have as.sumed manifold productive functions. They often 
produce the means of enforcing the law, .so as to maintain direct control over 
the resources used by die courts, the police, the prison system, and the military. 
Tlie community has conceded the monopoly of force to government, liec-ause 
most prefer the weapoas and the apparatus used by the "violence professionals' 
to be controlled by government ownership. History has shown rejseatedly that 
control through the purse strings of public ownership is a most effeaive means 
of averting or terminating military coups and of keeping political control over 
the police. Private mercenary armies who own and operate their own equipment 
have a fubit of turning from agents into principals and of becoming vasdy 
more co.sUy. 

The productive function of government has extended far beyond the nuterial 

supfXJrt of the protective function. Over time, governments have built up, 

owned and mn infrastnirtures and numerous other services. Enormous political 

and bureaucratic creativity has gone into finding reasons to ju.stify this growing 

involvement, but in practice the motivation has been to collect revenue and 

distribute advantages from the general public to specific groups through channels 

outside public or pariiamenury scrutiny. 

Politicians are often held responsible for poor service delivery, and many 

now think twice about using public ownership as an invisible means of 

redistribuUon. Concerns about political favouritism, the sheer inefficiencies of 

producing more and more goods and services under central government 

administration, and the poor track record of the public sector in innovaUon 

and efficiency ha\'e therefore led to periodic waves of privatisation, most notably 

on a massive scale over the past quarter century. Privatisation is now a worldwide 

phenomenon. 

It Ls now widely realised that what matters is not ownership of production 

but access to the diversity, quality and effeaiveness of public services. Users 

do not care where the electricity comes from, as long as no one can exclude 

them from access to the network. Facilities and amenities can remain privately 

owned if they remain accessible and in the public domain. Prohibiting exclusion 

from acce.ss is a matter of negative freedom, i.e. ruling out discrimination. 

A separate concern is posifive freedom, namely having the material means 

to buy access. Public ownership and control of production is frequently defended 

on the grounds that public enterprise can be used ft)r purposes of redistribution, 

providing subsidised public services for all. But redistribution and producUon 

can easily be separated. If there is a political decision to distribute rights of 

access, people can be endowed with direct subsidies or vouchers that allow 

them to buy from the comp>etiuve market Then, production can become private 

and competitive, offering better efficiency and the discovery (xMential that 

comes with competing. There is, for example, no reason lo run public schools 

and universifies as if they were public administrations if one favours more 
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equiiable educational staning opportunities for a l l . ' ' The solution lies in the 

distribution of school vouchers, education loans and scholarships. 

Once the produrtive function of government is seen from tliis angle, it 

h>ecomes apparent just who will defend socialised methtxls of production and 

why. On the one hand, political leaders and lobby groups shun inmsparent 

budget pr(x-esses that reveal the extent of political redistribution. When 

legislatures are committed to the big prcxluctive functions of government, this 

provides a huge comfort zone for public monopoly producers. The high 

administrative costs of running a publicly owned and bureaucratically 

administered production system of course constitute the incomes of the 

administrators. Public sector monopolies have also frequently lieen captured 

by organised labour or public sector managers. They have laken de faao 

control of operations and arranged matters so thai they gain high incomes and 

comfortable work conditions. As a result, public enterprises are no longer of 

use to general revenue. Indeed, they are a burden on the budget. 

Naturally, those working in public monopoly enterprises resi.st pnvatisation 

mast vocally. They have the most to lose. But the evidence of the benefits of 

privatisation is overwhelming. The quality of service is improved, the costs go 

down, and innovation tends to become routine. Rather than mass producing 

one size fits all, privatised services are tailored to the requirements of the 

customers. Would any Australian, even out in the Bush, really favour the 

recreation of a national telephone monopoly? The telecom experience wil l 

probably pave the way for future privatisations. 

There are many other candidates for privatisation. For example, the railways 

are now costing taxpayers heavy subsidies, are often poorly managed and use 

outdated equipment and organisational practices. They are publicly owned 

and under public sector management only because of the political desire to 

cross-subsidise urban commuters with abt»ve-cosl levies on bulk transpon. 

Other candidates are universities, .schcx>ls. hospitals and public housing. Once 

ix>litical entrepreneurs develop vouchers or similar schemes to decouple 

production from redistribution, many more state enterpri.ses can Ix- privatised. 

In a generation, people will probably not understimd why fa.si trains lo C-anlxrra 

and slow trains from Adelaide to Darwin should ever have been the 

government's concern, and why transport, power and waste disposal 

infrastructures were ever managed by public monopolies. 

Government should maintain a few residual productive functions, for example 

in defence. It may even subsidise some pnxluction activities if there is a 

consen.sus to do so. We estimate that .some 5% of the gross domestic product 

could be reserved for these purpo.ses. 

The government function that is most problematic for economic freedom is 

the redistribuiive funaion. It has expanded more than any other over the past 

This wai a common ihonc in The Ccniir fof Indcpnulnit SciMlia' Bm KtUf Lertmn by rfirec promineni 

Australian Vice Clhancdlon, tcpnxluccd in fiUiey 16 ( I ) : 21-41. 
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generation. In F.urope. miers have always had a rolf in providing residual 
emergency assistance to the destitute. When self-lielp and networks of family, 
friends, local community and voluntary charitable associations failed, the nilcrs 
used to provide an ultimate (though Spartan) .safety blanket. In this resped. 
the Ea.st Asian u^diiion is different. Self help, family, friends and volunury 
associations, .such as temples and benevolent associations, are the only welfare 
supports. None of the new indu.strial countries of East Asia i.s—or is ever likely 
to be—a welfare state. Australians therefore compete most clo.sely with 
communities that operate with sharper incentives to jserform and without the 
cost burdens of pervasive s(x iaii.sed welfare. Globalisation will exert growing 
pressures on Australia to revi.sii the redi.stributional function of government 

Tlie challenge to do so will also come from the emerging crisis of the 

welfare state. With about $2500 being transferred by taxation to recipients of 

scxrial scx-urity and welfare for every man, woman and child in Aiustralia, popular 

acceptance of the redi.strihutive state is waning. Although the concept of the 

welfare state was widely accepted in the 1960s and 1970s, the transfers have 

created a big lobby group of recipients, as well as administrators whose careers 

dcpc-nd on the numlier of clients. 

This is not to deny Australia's traditional commitment to maieship and 

solidarity. Tlie.se cjualities are a social strength when they are applied at the 

personal and the community level. However, tlie abuses of the anonymous 

nationalised social welfare sy.stem are increasingly worrying voters. Admitting 

that not all poor people can blame bad luck for their condition is not to 'blame 

the poor", but to point to the need for remedies for the serious and growing 

problem of welfare dependenc>'. Many Australians consider public welfare 

handouts a growing injustice to those who do not drink, do not abuse .stimulative 

sub.stances, do not gamble, do not shirk work and who pay their taxes. 

Getting central administration out of the prcxiuction and di-stribution of 

health, education and welfare services and into the hands of competing private 

prcxlucers would benefit those dependent on such support. What matters to 

them is that the service is tailored to tlieir specific needs. A centrally designed 

nationalised service .scheme can never offer the great variety- of qualities that 

the vulnerable in our society need. 

For example, education is not merely a matter of processing targeted numlvrs 

of students .so that tliey can pass standardised te.sts, but a matter of conveying 

complex knowledge, values and social nomis. This is the rea.son why so many 

Australian families t>ear the costs of private schcioling. Likewise, the inmates of 

big public hospitals, which are run according to government and union 

regulations, would be much |-)etter off if they were in the care of competing 

private hospitals. If some hospitals applied the organisational teclmiques of 

competing hotels to attract more patients, then competition would enhance 

the well lx?ing of citizens who are at their most helple-ss and vulnerable when 

they are hospital patients State ownership and central adininistralion destroys 
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thf vaneiy and qualit>- of sfiAicc. Producers beconie monopolists and clients 

turn into applicants. In contrast, private property and competitK»n have the 

potential to make the customer the king. 

Once the lx)unce goes out of the current economic growlh wave and the 

population ages. pul>lic toleration of redi.sirilnition by government is likely to 

decline further. Political entrepreneurs may stop merely tinkering with the 

system and instead tackle it fundamentally. LX)ing away with the entire welfare 

machinery could become a fiscal necessit>' over the next 25 years. As we saw 

in Chapter 2. old-age provision by collective means will prove insufficient. 

Then- will be much political pres.sure to imitate tiiose c-ounlries where .savers 

have tax-sheltered and p<^rtable f)ersonal superannuation accounts. 

Tliere is a fundamental logical contradiction Ix-tween the protective and the 

redi.stnlnitiN c Minciion of government Colli . action cannot protect private 

property rights anti the incentives that flow from economic success while at 

the same time engaging in maj«)r confiscation and redistribution of private 

incomes and wealth. If elected parliaments were to make econ(»mic freedom a 

priority, aflluent f)eople would have to risk their as.sets lime and again incurring 

the iran.saction costs of c<)m]K-iing. Such competition would then reallocate 

wealth in a proce.ss with great benefits for overall wealth creation. (Irowth and 

full employment would be stimulated. High employment would pro\i- a 

powerful leveller of incomes and wealth. Compeliti\e economies have rather 

eN'en income di.siributions. for example Taiwan, whereas selectix e government 

inter\'enli«ms create differences in wealth and income. 

Any fund;imental overhaul to re-pri\ atise the responsibility' for welfare creates 

complicated and drawn-out tran.sition problems. (liven past policy arrangements, 

many of the elderly will continue to depend on go\emment pensions on the 

grounds that they paid high income taxes throughout their working lives and 

trusted the government. A traasparent and honest way of de-nationalising old-

age pro\ ision would be to cash out the supposed savings claims that citizens 

over a certain age hold with the govemment Savings balances could be allotted 

to individuals who are tlien ol>ligfcl to inwst these- fvimis tov\ artls their retirement 

(portable, individual superannuation accounts). 

An advantage of this method would be that the uncovered liability- of the 

Commonwealth government would become apparent and that this would 

inllueiue future fi.scal behaviour Another advantage would Ix* that general 

.saving for retirement would be openly integrated with the capital market. 

Citizens who hold the balances and augment them with ongoing .savings would 

then have realistic views about their material welfare in retirement. If such a 

clear-cut conversion of past statLst arrangements to old age provision is deemed 

not feasibk-. the scheme can be topped up from recurrent tax revenues. 

In addition to old-age provision, that small portion of the p<ipulation who 

cannot fend for themselves or who are not able to rely on family support will 
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have to Ix; .supp>orted from government budgets. There will always be a residual 
of citizens, say up to half a million Australians, who would lie forced to live in 
absolute poverty without government assistance as a last resort. Their fates 
could be improved greatly by financial handouts that give them the dignity of 
being customers with a choice of private suppliers. Government would still 
have to set and suf)ervisc .standards and assist with spreading information 
about the quality of competing private services, as is for example the case with 
nursing homes. 

For all of these reasons, we would argue that perhaps some 10% of the 

national product should be set aside for redisiribulive transfers and their 

administration. 

B. Measures to Enhance Economic Freedom 

In the remainder of this section, we shall list a number of ideas for reform that 

are now being discussed in various parts of the world and that could inspire 

the rejuvenation of Australia's political and economic constimtion one hundred 

years after Federation. 

i/m/f Government Spending to 25% of the National Product 

As we just saw, an open and competitive Australia requires a lean state. Collective 

action will have to be confined to areas where private competitive action does 

demonstrably less well. It will not do anymore to allege 'market failure' and 

adduce theoretical models and assumptions. The failure wil l have to be 

convincingly demonstrated, and the possibility of "administrative failure' will 

have to be explored. 

Economic liberals do not preach the dismantling of government. They 

recognise the impHDrtance of external institutions that support and supplement 

the internal rules of society; they also acknowledge that, on occasions, the 

mies have to be enforced by the state. In the preceding secticm, we suggested 

that a minimal state might claim a quarter of the national income to fulfil the.se 

junctions. During the era of the growing nation state (late 19th and the first 

three-quarters of the 20th centuries), government claimed a growing share of 

what people produced, hut with hindsight the benefits of that expansion for 

individual well being are in doubt. CH-er the long term, neither government 

enterpri.ses added value to the life of ordinary citizens, nor did generalised 

welfare, il' one compares this with the welfare that could have been attained 

by more resources being left in private jxjckets . Technical change, the 

competition with non-welfare regimes in Asia and America, and an increasingly 

well-educated, indepKmclcnt. .self-reliant and sceptical population will make 

minimal government politically more attractive. 
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Politicians should Ix? protected from themselves by a binding political nile 

that I'ederal and State governments must reduce the size of the entire public 

sector to 25% of the national income within a period of ten years and then 

keep it there. From the perspective of the early 21st century and from 

comparisons with the aging welfare states of Furope. such a share may appear 

unacceptably low, It should, however, be remembered that public consumption 

and inve.siment accounted for only 18.5% of aggregate demand in 1950/51 and 

21.4% in 1970/71, that is the year before the big-spending Whitlam government 

took over (Kasper et al. 1980: 41. Table 5). Respx^aed observers, .such as the 

eminent Australian economist Colm Clark, argued a long time ago that an 

excess of 25% of total demand being directed by government would be 

counterproductive. And public choice analysts, such as Nobel Prize winner 

James Buchanan, have long supported a constitutional limit to public expendimre 

(Buchanan 1988). 

The savings would allow the Treasurer to hand back more than 10% of the 

national prcxiuct to the citizens who produced it in the first place. Imposing a 

percentage rule would immediately fcxrus |X)litical interest on the goal of 

stimulating the economy, as this would be the only means to a growing but 

limited public sector. A constitutional fiscal constraint would motivate the 

streamlining and simplification of administration and the redesign of the division 

of labour between Commonwealth, State and local governments. Government 

would be forced to withdraw from areas handled more effeaively by private 

prcxiucers or the voluntary organisations of civil society. 

A constitutional 25% mle. once in force, is a credible guarantee of lower 

taxes. After the tax reforms of 1999-2000, there is a real danger that future 

Australian governments will follow the precedent of most other countries with 

value-added or similar taxes and jack up tax rales whenever an excuse can be 

found. An eff^ective and Ixjuntiful tax system is a dangerous temptation for 

ix)litical parties to be 'generous'. Tax refomi should therefore be tied to rigid 

and formal limitatioas on public spending, along the lines proposed here. 

A 25% limit on public expenditures will also permit an overdue simplification 

of the tax system, saving taxpayers the administration and compliance costs of 

fillmg in and filing quarterly activity statements and tax declarations, not to 

mention learning about perpetually changing tax legislation. The political leader 

who introduces the annual income tax return that fits on the back of a postcard 

will enjoy loyal support for many years to come. Accountants, lawyers, advisors, 

tax collectors, investigators and other high-earning professionals, who thrive 

on high transaction costs, will probably argue that this cannot be done Reformers 

should not look to them, but to countries with low and simple taxes. 

Tliose who argue that limiting government to 25% of the national product is 

urjacceptable to the .\astralian electorate are invited to put their claim to the 

test of a nationwide referendum. 
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Towards a Regulatory Constitution to Protect Private Property 

Government cannot take private property' without offering compen.sation at 

market value, but government regulations can diminish the value of private 

property. In this case, comfxrnsation for damage is not universally mandated 

(Fp.stein 2000). On the contrary, regulations of market interactions are frequently 

used lo redistribute incomes and wealth 'on the sly". Governments find it 

increasingly convenient tt) pursue politic-al goals and fulfil undertakings to 

special interest groups, such as environmental and social lobbies, by interfering 

in private markets through regulation. In this way, they obviate the growing 

resistance to outright public ownership and critical parliamentary and public 

scrutiny of the u.ses of taxes. 

A jurisdiction that wants to remain inlemaiionally attractive to mobile capital 

and enterprise will in future probably liave to provide such compen.sation 

iiiidcr transparent and explicit statutes. Full compensation for lo.ss of market 

value of .someone's properly as a consequence of a new regulation also seems 

desirable as this will act as a counterweight agaiast regulatorv' overkill. Economic 

brakes need to Ixf placed on the proliferation of generally hamtful regulatior«. 

as this enables public authorities to pursue their political purposes by regulations 

at the expense of property owners. The quality of the regulatory system in 

terms of economic effecfiveness, natural justice and equity' would be greatly 

enhanced if the takings clause were applied lo all specific regulations. The 

principle of 'no regulation %viihout compen.sation' would i n t n K l u t f the same 

balance to public choice that applies to private choice, as regulators would be 

forced to weigh the expected benefits against the costs of compensation. 

Full substance is given to the compensation principle when citizens, who 

feel harmed by public regulations, have actionable rights again.st regulators. 

What we have in mind here can be illustrated by the ca.se of ihe Australian 

tariff. Parliaments would not have violated the free trade rule, inflicting sustained 

cl,1111.1^1- on . x i u n sNUL- ufnenitions ot . \ i i s i r a i M H s . luul M lion.ililc- ii>;hts i-n.il )1<, (.I 

citizens lo demand compensation. Such rights would greatly strengthen the 

hand of those pariiamentarians who are wary of discriminatory interventions. 

The flcxxi of preferential interventions would be stemmed. Compensation for 

takings by regulation should in any c-ase come naturally in communities where 

the citizens are the principals and the politicians only their agents. 

All Commonweakh. Stale and local regulations should be subjected to a 

summary review to .see whether they meet the criterion of universality'" (see 

Kasper 1998: 51-72) and to what extent they violate equality before the law. 

The political motivation for such a review could come from the comp>ensaiion 

rule. Govemments would suddenly face material incentives lo avoid the risks 

" Insuniiions have univenal qualicio if ihey are general and abstact (i.e. non-specific), ccnain (i.e. stable and 

regularly enforced) and open (i.e. applicable to future cases). 
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and costs of having to foot the bill for the compensation of regulation victims. 

The argument that compeasation rights increase the litigiousness of .society is 

not convincing. To the extent that fewer prescriptive interventions survive, 

there would be less and less cause for legal actions against the regulators. The 

system would self-correct. A great number of distorting statutes that are harmful 

to Australia's long-tenn prospxrrity would be rep>ealed. 

Another important constitutional device to stem the regulatory tide would 

be a general requirement to attach sunset clauses to all outcome-sf>ecific 

regulations. No such legislation should be automatically valid for longer than 

two parliaments. Legislators are not omniscient. The outcomes of specific 

regulations are likely to differ from expectations. As circumstances change, 

given regulations may produce results contrary to original intentions. I f a 

parliament wishes to extend the validity of a regulation, there should be public 

hearings. Across-the-board sunset clauses for all prescriptive regulations would 

serve to clean up the regulatory overload that successive aaivist parliaments 

and administrations leave behind. 

Yet another device that could improve economic freedom is a provision 

that reverses the burden of proof wherever specific private activities are subject 

to government approval. All private acnivities tliat comply with the conunon 

law should Ix- automatically permitted, unless affected private parties or 

regulatory authorities raise lawful objeclions within a stipulated period. At 

present, excessive regulation and obscure contradictory approval procedures 

frustrate development projects and job creation. It is quite common for 

investments to be held up by dozens of applications to various aulhoriiies as 

there are no fixed deadlines within which kxral councils. State authorities and 

Commonwealth offices must respond. In many instances, regulations are 

administered in the spirit that private industry is a f>otentially harmfiil activity, 

which can only be made tolerable by detailed public super\ ision and regulation. 

What is liardest to assess, however, is how many worthwhile projects are 

never attempted because Australia's detailed and cumbersome regulatory regime 

discourages entrepreneurs. 

Devolution of Powers and Competifive Federalism 

A further important reform thni.st, which would rejuvenate the Federation, is to 

re-examine the various levels of government. Some argue that we have tcx) 

many politicians and too many jurisdictions. Others argue that the States should 

be abolished. Howe\'er, such changes would go against the international trend 

towards more interjurisdictional competition. Around the world, regional 

identities are now reasserting themselves. This is a natural and comforting 

lounter-reaclion to globalisation and the abuses of central goverimients (Kasper 
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1995). One cannot but agree with the Hon. Justice K.M. Hayne of the High 
Court when he writes: federal forms of government far from becoming 
outmcxled, may become increasingly common and important in the years that 
lie ahead of us . . . Australia . . . may have much to offer other countries as a 
result of the experience it lias had in federal constitutional issues . . .' (Hayne 
2000: 374). 

We do not have too many parliamentarians, but the ones we have operate 

within uncompetitive and defective institutional settings. This is the reason for 

advocating a return to the original spirit of federalism that imbued the Federation 

in 1901. Indeed, much can he gained by taking the idea of genuine comjDetitive 

federalism—the concept that jurisdictions compete with each other in prcxlucing 

and administering attractive institutions—hmhcr by making local govemments 

fully responsible and autonomous. 

Since Federation, the Sutes' role has been emaciated. Throughout ilie 20th 

century, centralisation has been driven by Canberra, mainly through often far-

fetched uses of the external affairs power and through the growing reliance of 

tJie States on tlie revenue raised by the Canberra. High Courts have also 

conspired with successive central governments to shift responsibility and 

influence from the States to the Canberra cenut?. It was often in dieir bureaucratic 

self-interest to do so. 

In the process, creative diversity in administrative solutions, the capacity to 

address local problems by locally specific means and the stimulus of intra-

state competition have been weakened. In the fairiy closed and regulated 

nation state of the first 75 years of Federation, this did not matter much. But 

globalisation is now placing a premium on administrative creativity and the 

agility and cohesion of small responsive units of government. Government 

agencies will compete better on the world stage if they have a habit of competing 

among States. Many functions of government should l^e devolved to local and 

State levels where the trade-offs Ixjtween tax costs and benefits to the citizen 

are less fuzzy. Federal-State-local financial and governance arrangements need 

to be reviewed with the intention of both improving the service to the citizen 

and the capacity of public bodies to support worid-market competitors, A higli 

quality of public administration is promoted when constitutional arrangements 

are made to ensure: 

(a) the principle of subsidiarity: particular tasks should Ix? allotted to the 

lowest level of government tliat can effetnively handle them: in practice 

that would leave defence, foreign affairs, rules on nationwide traffic, 

transport and communications, .standards of mea.surement. stable money, 

and the criminal code to the centre; 

(b) the mle of origin: goods and services that are legally produced in one part 

of the federation are automatically legal for sale and use in all other parts; 
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this rules out political discrimination amongst different locations and 

enhances intra-jurisdictional competition and economic freedom; 

(c) the exclusive assignment of every task of government action: all tasks of 

governance are allotted to only one level of government, so that the costly 

duplication, confiicts and shirking of political responsibility are avoided 

(for example Fedend ministries of health and education exist, despite the 

fact that the Federal bureaucracy dcxfs not run hospitals, medical services 

or schools); and 

(d) fiscal equivalence: each government is responsible for raising the revenues 

that it needs to fulfil its assigned tasks, which means devolving a great 

deal of taxation power to lower levels of government, imposing 

responsibility, accoimtability and discipline on State and local a.ssemblies 

and giving Au.stralians wider choices about where to live and produce 

(Ka.sper 1996: 31-54). 

Cx)mpetitive federalism can only work effectively if the States are made fully 

responsible for their development policies. It may well be legitimate for Tasmania 

to prohibit all agriculture based on gene-modified plants if the citizens are 

extremely risk-averse. But neither the policymakers nor the citizens should be 

protected from the full con.sequences of their political choices: Tasmania must 

be allowed to feel the consequences of lesser agricultural productivity, job 

destruction and reduced growth of revenues. Vertical and horizontal fiscal 

transfers only undcmiine fx)litically mature and balanced choices. Subsidies 

only induce widespread moral hazard, allowing some States to shirk the risks 

of economic development, but to claim their share of the fruit of development. 

Such a system will generate a culture of public administration that supports 

global competitors. But. given the shortsightedness of many political leaders, 

competitive federalism can only work properiy if il is complemented with a 

non-discrimination rule, blcxking opf>orrunislic governments from mortgaging 

future tax revenues to 'buy' themselves jobs and businesses at the expense of 

other States. The non-discrimination rule should stipulate that a State or local 

government that grants a material ad\'antage to one firm in an industry is 

automatically obliged to extend that preferment to all other firms in thai industry. 

This is the equivalent of the most-favoured nation clause, which was so 

successful in limiting political opportunism in internafional trade. Such a 'most-

favoured producer clause' should be monitored and enforced by a 

Conmionwealth lx)dy such as the Productivity Commission. Without such a 

clause, there would Ix: a danger of fniitless and distortive 'subsidy wars' (Kasper 

1996). The mendicant States have developed a tradition of asking for horizontal 

ininsfers at Premiers' Conferences because they suffer from budget deficits 

But their real reason is to be able to spend more resources on discriminatory 

and corrupt subsidies to attract businesses away from the belter-managed and 
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more successful States, who in turn bear the costs of the horizontal trarwfers. If 
private firms acted like this, they would be punished under trade practices 
legislation It is time that the same niles of competition be applied to i-omjX'ting 
juri.sdictions. 

Competitive Local Government 

The poor perfomiance of local govemment. with which UKxst citizens have the 

most direil contact, has done much to raise popular discontent u ith govemment 

generally in Australia. Many of the daily pn)blems faced by mral Australians 

are wrongly attributed to economic reform when they are actually the 

consequence of poor local government. Petty and poorly administered 

regulations at l<x:al govemment level are hindering the di.scovery of new 

economic opportunities and competitive .succe.ss for small busine.s.ses on the 

land. Local council budgets are often squeezed by excessive wage bills and 

overblown admini.strative overlieads while capital exjx-nditures and .services 

to the community remain unreliable and Spartan. 

I low can we haul the least progressive part of govemment into the global 

era? Some Slates, for example Victoria, have amalgamated shires to .save 

administration costs. This reform is focussed on technical efficiem-y. Loc-al 

govemment is not only alx)ut the regular delivery of water, road mending, 

sewerage services and the like. In equal measure it is about the dynamic 

di.scovery of what citizens want and how services are Ixs t delix'ered. Policies 

that guarantee permanent staff an uncontested traditional workload and that 

set yesteryear's administrative procedures in concrete ensure the monopolistic 

exploitation of the local community. Di.scovery and entrepreneurship in k x a l 

govemment is rarely promoted by mega-councils. 

A more promising alternative is to change the institutional set-up of local 

government. Many traditional local council tasks can be privatised and 

competitively sub-contracted, with public administrators concentrating on acting 

as end-user-oriented buyers and guarantors of the quality of .services available 

to the citizens. If local governments hinction as facilitators and quality coninillers. 

but leave productive tasks to competing private contractors, there is little 

adv antage in mega-councils Infomialicm fltjws. more direct contn)l of councillors 

by the ratepayers, and new administrative solutions for diverse tasks at hand 

are normally sen-ed better by small and competing shires. In most cases, fairly 

.small loc"al govemment areas suffice to capture local extemalities and deliver 

I he I H I U I I I S (il rt-sult-nl . I I K I pn Kliin-r-trifniily poln K S Mm li > (luiii I K - i;.imc-d, 

f«)r example, il local iinemi^loyment were made the concem of Icxral govemment 

with handouts to the unemployed being met, at least in part, from k x a l taxes. 

The mayor and councillors might then encourage Icxral busine.s.ses to create 
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jobs, and anti-development loWiies would be given short shrift when trying to 

stop job cTeation. 

The principles of competitive federalism could be adapted lo local 

government. Local governments would then have to be granted greater 

autonomy and responsibility for 'growing' the local lax base, fostering economic 

development and employment. Often non-transparent fi.scal transfer mechanisms 

would have to be abandoned. Certain cla.sses of taxes would need to be assigned 

to local govemments, commensurate to the specified tasks for which they are 

responsible. Local democracy and accountability would neeil to Ix* strengthened. 

If a council lias managed loc-al affairs badly, the- worst jx?nalty is that it gets 

sacked. Better electoral control, such as term limits or the recall of 

underperforming councillors as well as fiscal responsibility would go a long 

way to enhancing the quality of local government. As in international or intra-

state competition, local government competition would also require State- or 

nationwide rules that ban the use of fi.scal re.sources for discTiminator\' subsidies. 

Local govemments must not l^e allowed lo use revenues to favour one industry 

or class of citizen over others. 

Once based on institutions that guarantee administrative competition, local 

govemment can assume numerous public ta.sks that are now a.vsigned to higher 

levels of government. The supervision of local councils by .State authorities 

can be confined to mie compliance and adherence lo proper procedure. The 

evaluation of the outcomes of local administration could Ix^ left to the wider 

public. As relcxation between small council areas is relatively easy, the feedback 

from good and bad ix>licies would Ix- fairly prompt and would .soon be reflected 

in the growth of local revenues. At the local level, the "Eric Jt)nes effect' should 

therefore work particularly well. The reinvention of k x a l govemment would 

certainly fit in with the new era of globalisation and would serve as a testing 

ground for diverse and innovative solutions to collective tasks. It would also 

appeal lo those self-a.ssured, mobile and educated citizens who see govemment 

as an imp<iriant support organisation for the community, not as a ruler to be 

petitioned. 

Reir)venting Government: Constitutional Safeguards Against Political 

Opportunism and Pressure Group Plunder 

A number of sf)ecific devices to control the opportunism of political parties, 

individual parliamentarians and bureaucrats, and mthle.ss particular interest 

groups have been tried out in other countries or are being dlscus.sed in the 

literature. Some should be given serious consideration by the political 

entrepreneurs of the coming generation who may gain support in ihe next 

slowdown when the present political sy.stem is likely to be jierceived as failing. 
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Some of the.se ideas are: 

(a) Friedrich Hayek recommended in his "Constitution of Liberty' that a separate 

chamber of parliament be created which has tfie task of settmg and enforcing 

the high-order constitutional framework rules to guarantee the fundamental 

freedoms of the citizens. Pericxlically elected Governing Assemblies would 

mn the affairs of government and pass enabling legislation that coerces 

citizeas in certain ways and that appoints the executive. They correspond 

to the existing House of Representatives and Senate. In addition, there 

should also be a Legislative Assembly that is not organi.sed along party 

lines, but rather eleaed by age cohorts. Such a Legislative Assembly would 

cultivate the rules that protect the citizens' liberties. It would act in ways 

that a principled and popularly elected High Court might do. The critical 

aspect of this proposal us to ensure that organised p>olitical parties—cartels 

of political fxjwer—do not gain influence over the members of the third 

chamber (Hayek I960, 147-65). 

(b) Critical voices in corrupH democracies overseas argue for formal qualific-atioas 

of the active right to elect and the passive right to be elected. Some advcxate 

age limitations, but it seems doubtful, at least to this observer, whether 

political wisdom and resilience to the temptations of p>ower is in any way 

age-related. A more realistic qualification of the passive right to be elected 

might be that candidates must not be drawn from gniups with a di rea 

interest in complicated and ccxstly governance and high transaction costs, 

for example civil servants, officials of interest-group asscxiations. or members 

of professions that thrive by inflicting high transaction costs on the public. 

Or one might stipulate that candidates for parliament mu.st meet the 

requirement that they have worked for a living in non-political aaivities 

for a minimum of ten years before they can stand for election. 

(c) One may also think of niethcxis of candidate .selection that are less subject 

to the often dubious machinations of political parties. Thus, candidates 

could be confined to tho.se who have resided in the electoral district for at 

least three years. Or that nomination and pre-.selection of the candidates 

of all parties Is entrusted to non-part>' committees, selected by lot from 

residents who qualify for jury duty. 

(d) To the extent that rent .seeking is advanced by secretive closed networks 

of loyalty and mutual dealing, it may make sense to impose term limits on 

office holders. No one should serve in a Federal or State parliament for 

more than ten years of her or his life. 

(e) Consideration should also be given to formal and ea.sily organi.sed ways for 

citizens in an electoral district to exercise a right of recall: if 10% of the 

voters sign a public petition, a special court of inquiry is established and 
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must inve.stigate whether there are grounds for recall. If this is affimied, 

new elections should be called immediately. 

( 0 Another powerful tcK>l to enhance citizen control over opportunistic 

pariiamentarians and administrators is the citizen-initiated referendum 

(Walker 1987). CIRs have hardly ever pre.scrilx-d additional legislaUon. 

They normally abrogate legislation and decTees. Experience shows that, in 

practice, the CIR has to be employed only rarely to discipline politicians. 

The very possibility of having a measure thrown out by the electorate is 

normally sufficient to pre\'ent political frivolity and ensure that the political 

agents do the citizens' bidding. Tlie u.se of the internet is now making the 

organisation and conduct of .such referenda much cheaper, both at national 

and local levels. 

(g) There is much scojje for shaping mIes that improve the transparency and 

accountability of government. An example is the Australian Federal Charter 

of Budget Honesty, adopted in 1998 against Uie majority of the Senate. It 

obligates the Federal govemment to publish the independently audited 

accounts of assets and liabilities, as we have discu.s.sed. To be effective, 

however, it is necessary that the ciiizeas make this instalment of contml 

their own and give it political life and substance. 

This list is far from complete. The task of creating a govemment that again 

protects our freedom deserves the creative effort of many who think about the 

an of governance. The market for idc*as is wide open to those who are not 

convinced that we live in the be.st possible of all worids. But the mcjst important 

precondition Ls that citizeas take control of collective action, become less lolenmt 

of political opportunism and better consumers of government services. It is 

widely accepted that the presence of critical and demanding customers in 

private markets is essential for innovation and high-standard products. The 

same holds true in govemment .services. If we keep treating f>oliucs with rational 

ignorance and tolerate poor government, we deserve no better. 

f inally—Three Modest Rules for Better Legislation 

Praciicing politicians may wish to promote economic freedom, but they may 

not always have the expertise and the time to analyse legislation before them 

as to the effects on economic freedom. We would therefore recommend to 

pariiamentarians three "mle-of-thumb tests' which they can apply to each bit of 

legislation on which they are asked to vote: 

� First, the Fish Shop Tesf . How does this legislation affert small business, 

for example the local fish shop owner? Can he understand the law? Can 

she manage the compliance costs? 
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Second, the 'Battler Test': How does the bill before parliament affect the 
life opportunities of the pcxirest 10% of Australian citizens? Are there side 
effects that hamper their capacity to help thenvselves or that make it harder 
for them to gain self-respect and respect in society by being self-responsible? 
Third, the 'Cirandchildren Test': How does the legislation affect the young 
who are not yet established in the work place and who enter working life 
with high hopes? Will an aspect of the bill disillusion some of them and 
turn them against the community? Is there some long-term coasequence 
of the legislation that would hurt them later in life? 
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CONCLUSION 

The Blessings of Economic Freedom 

With competition. thing.s .seem to x<> Ixnier Innovaiicm happen.s. Tlie worid is 

more focu.s.sed on variety tlian quality. Things will happen in well-organized 

efforts without direction, controls, plaas. That's the consensus among economists. 

Thaf.s the Hayek legacy. As for Milton l-netiman. he wa.s the devil figure in my 

youth. Only with lime have I come to have large amounts of grudging resjjea. 

And with time. irKTeasingly ungrudging respect." 

LawTenc-e Summers. Secretary, US Treasury, 

cited after J K. GIa.s.sman and K.A Hasset 1999: 261. 

What is at Stake? 

Improving the institutions that underpin confidence and economic freedom 

would not make much difference initially. But over the long term liberal 

institutions have a decisive impact on material living standards, as well as the 

fundamental non-material aspirations shared by most. 

As long as the current wave ot accelerated grovMh in the world economy 

continues, the Au.stralian community can probably drift along quite satisfaaorily. 

But long-term economic histor>' suggests that the challenges and ob.stacles to 

ecx>nomic growth di.sc-u.s.sed in chapter 3 will again come to the fore. It is more 

likely that not that we will then have to cope with a supply-side crisis and 

economic downwave, as in the 1970s, That will be when society's institutions 

are tested, and when the quality of institutions makes a big difference. 

The long-term effects of economic reform will be considerable. Applying 

the method u.sed in the Crossroads s t u d y ' . w e would venture the following 

estimates for economic growth over the next 25 years: 

� In a scenario of "cricket-like' carele.s.sness and political foot-dragging with 

some backsliding on past reform, for example in labour markets, and with 

reliance on t«>p down poliiical direction, the national income might grow 

by 2^A% p a. Per-capita living standards would then rise by only l'/4% p.a. 

� In a scenario of comprehensive forward-looking, 'bee-like' institutional 

reform to strengthen economic lilx-rties, the long-term gro^v^h rate of 

national income could rise to some 5% p a. Tlie gro^lh rate of per-capita 

incomes could average iVt % p.a., that is i f we manage to duck the next 

Kondratieff downturn by being competitive and innovative. 

" For more on tl>c methodology employed there, ice VC. Kasper 1992: Appendix. 
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Major lumarounds in growth will put a high premium on spontaneous 
private choices and the creative resf>onses of individual comf)etilors. If these 
resp)onses are coordinated in markets, some will even discover new opp)Ortunities 
in a general downtum. If, however, much is left lo coordination by slow-
moving centralised public choices, political bargaining and power plays, 
recognition lags will be much longer Individual disappointments may then 
reinforce them-selves to become a general crisis ol" the entire system. 

Whatever quantitative assumptions are made, it is clear thai much is at stake 

economically. Readers who find my estimates implausible are referred back to 

Graph 1 in the Introduction. It showed the effect of good and bad in.siiiuiions 

on living standards. It must also be kepi in mind thai globalisation and economic 

change will in future make reactions to f>oor institutional designs and bad 

policies more immediate and more costly. 

Economic freedom is desirable not only becau.se it favours economic growth 

and welfare, but also because it is a fundamental value in its own right. Personal 

autonomy and mastering one's own fate is appreciated by most despite the 

costs and risks. Most of us do not like it when too many choices on our behalf 

are made somewhere on high. 

Of Crickets and Bees 

In a scenario of political foot-dragging and resistance to change with some 

backsliding into more regulation, especially of key labour markets, and much 

reliance on collectivist but inevitably ignorant top-down direction of economic 

life, one can plausibly assume that from 2000 to 2025 : 

� the growth rate of labour inputs will average 0.9% p.a.; 

� the growth of capital inputs 2.5% (some capital saved in Australia will 

relocate elsewhere and an aging population will draw down accumulated 

assets); 

� the shore of labour incomes in the notional income will be relatively high, 

soy two thirds, and; 

� 'third-factor growth', the result of competitive innovation and learning, will 

be comparatively low, say contributing one third to total growth (This is 

higher than the historic contribution, but less than is typical of the more 

open and innovative economies where institutional design creates 

competitive conditions and where everyone is consequently involved in 

the search for new useful knowledge). 

Because this scenario amounts to a carefree fiddling away of reform 

opportunities during the 'summer of the Kondratieff upwove', we might call 

such 0 gome plan o 'cricket scenario'. Crickets make no provision for the 

winter when many of them die off. 
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By contrast, one can imagine a 'bee scenario ' : the opportunities of the 

economic good times ore used to make provision for leaner times by timely 

reform. O n e can plausibly assume that for the next 2 5 years: 

� the growth rote of labour inputs will overage 1.4% p .a. (higher than in the 

'cricket scenario ' due to less unemployment, clearer work incentives and 

more immigration); 

� the growth of capital inputs will overage 4% (because more capital will be 

saved due to better incentives and better trust, and because capital will on 

balance be attracted to Australia from elsewhere); 

� the share of labour incomes in the national income wil l be lower, say 5 5 % 

(but the real incomes of workers will grow faster, see below), and; 

� 'third-factor growth' (or 'multi-foctor productivity') will be higher—as o more 

competitive economy forces people to shoulder the transaction costs of 

innovation and learning—soy contributing half of total growth^. 

Putting these assumptions together, one would predict that: 

Under the 'cricket scenario' Under the 'bee scenario' 

(a) the economic 

growth rote wil l be 

around 2^^*% p .a. around 5 % p.a.; 

and 

(b) per<apita 

economic growth rate 

wil l be 

around 1 '''4% p.o. around 3 % p.a. 

(better on average 

than the delayed 

and slow recovery 

of 1975-2000) 

Over the 2 5 year period, and taking likely but slight differences in immigration 

and pKjpulotion growth into account, real per<apita incomes con be expected 

in the year 2 0 2 5 to grow to nearly double present living standards under a 

comprehensive set of economic freedoms, wfiereos defensive collective action 

would al low a grov^h in living standards of less than one third. 

Th» Productivity Commission hos produced considerable empirical evider>ce lo show lhal 

microeconomic reform in Australia Kos tieiped to occelerate productivity growth, which hod 

been poor from the mid-1970s to lt>e eorty 1980s In the business cyde from 1993-93 to 

1997-98, 'multi-foctor productivity' rose by 2.4% p.o., as against a long-term trend 

(1964-65 to 1993-94) of only 12% For the hrst time in a long while, Australian multi-factor 

productivity now grows faster than the OECD average (Productivity Commission 1999, xx 

and 32). 
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Economic freedom—secure protection of one s property, mcluding the self-

ownership of one's lalx>iir. the freedom from economic discrimination by 

encroaching private and puhHc powers, the freedom of contmct and the like— 

is not only for the rich and the big corporatioas. It affects e\er\-one—how 

much tax we pay, what life opportunities we can aspire to and attain, how we 

work and consume, how secure our sav ings are and. with it. our entire personal 

security. 

The non-discriminatory protection of economic freedom is more important 

for the economically weak, the young, the low income earners, those not lx)rn 

with silver spoons in their mouths. They do not have the resources to hire 

lawyers or lobby governments agaiast infringements of their life opportimilies. 

Often they cannot even find out why their chances are diminished—they won't 

know that a ur i f f rai.ses the- prices they have to pay for purchases, a zonin>{ 

regulation prevents them from opjening a shop, high costs are inflicted on 

them by a labour monopoly, a closed shop or apprenticeship re.strictioas. The 

principle of non-discrimination is the ordinary citizen's friend, and political 

interventiorusm his foe. 

Economic Freedom is Complementary to Non-Material Coals 

The merits of economic freedom do not end with prosperity. Over the long 

temi, properly shaptfd and enforced institutions of economic lilx'rty are important 

for the attainment of non-material goals. 

Economic freedom Ls an important prec ondition for freedom overall. Citizens 

of property cannot Ix- so easily pushed around by tyrants; they have the means 

to fight back. Exercising one's rights nearly always requires resources, and 

these are more readily available and more e\'enly spread in genuinely free 

economies. Nobel Prize winner Milton Friedman made this fK»int very cleariy 

in his famous essay "The Relation between Economic Freedom and Political 

Freedom'. He wrote: '. . . economic freedom . . . gives iJie people what they 

want instead of what a panicular group thinks they ought to want' (Friedman 

1962: 15). 

A community of educatcxl independent-minded people with an enormous 

diversity of cultural backgrounds like that of Au-stralia could never be .satisfied 

content by satisfaction designed and paxluc-ed by a well-meaning administrafive 

elite or other groups of Guardians. F^ch wants to set her or his own agenda in 

the pursuit of happiness, and pursue goals of his or her own chcx>sing. The.se 

i l i l f c T from those of their neighbours and may be changed at whim or in 

response to new circumstances. 

The scxrial value of security derives from the fact that security Ls nothing 

more than the prottfction of future freedom from coercion and deception, 

either from within or from without. It is also obvious that a free prosperous 

scxriety will be better able to afford the resources for the defence of its fuiiirc 
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freedom. Adminedly. a free open socien' coniinually generates uncertainties. 

Socioeconomic positions can never be securely protected from all competitive 

challenges or ongoing changes. ThLs is the nature of life, particularly during 

economic turnarounds and peri<xJs of rapid innovation. But coping with the 

myriad of liny challenges imder free competition provides for a more funda-

mental existential security, as people respond creatively. People trained in the 

spirit of competitive enterprise acquire the self-confidence and the resources 

to avert the major risks that con.stitute existential insecurity', They also have a 

track record that breeds the confidence to face the fimire without fear. 

A prosperous free society is al.so likely to be internally harmonious and 

peaceful. Conflicts are inevitable among independent people, but they are 

likely to lie broken up—pulveri.sed and di.sper.scd—into small manageable 

conflicts, which those direcnly involved have an interest to resolve. A politicised 

collectivised scx-iety is by lonirast characterised by the bunching of conflicts 

between political groups and coalitions. Conflicts are often sharpened by the 

agents of collective action so that they can gain support and followers. Political 

p>ower holders thrive if conflicts are acute and banle lines are cleady drawn, 

whereas conflict is dispersed in a pluralist .society, in which much is coordinated 

informally and spontaneously in markets. 

For example, a free lalxnir market based on simple universal laws induces 

workers and employers to keep .somng out small conflicts as they arise. They 

do so to keep the work relationship productive. Re-sort to judicial adjudication 

or formal law enforcement is likely to be rare. On the whole, however, unK'ersal 

laws avert conflicts before they arise and lay down standard solutions; law 

enforcement .settles disputes along known predictable lines without recourse 

to violence. By contra.st. an organised labour market is managed by tho.se who 

have to prove their worth in conflict. They thrive on industrial relations 

confrontations. The more sharply defined and concentrated the conflict and 

the higher transaction costs, the better. 

More generally, there Ls much empirical evidence to show that free societies 

are more harmonious. Civil strife, civil war and other major conflicts are much 

more likely in unfree societies (Gwartney-Lawson 2000). This is an extremely 

important consideration for a community that is multicultural. In a free economy 

much coordination is done through markets with reciprtxral give and take. 

This Ls where people of very different background can cooperate closely and 

gain in the process. Markets are a powerful tool of integration. Even at the 

peak of ethnic strife in the Balkans members of the warring parties met and 

bartered in markets. Moreover, there are material obstacles to racial 

di-scrimination when people ojDerate in free markets. If someone decides not 

to employ the best candidate for a job, because she has blue eyes, he will 

suffer an economic p)enalty. Political coordination, by contrast, leads to loyally 

gains due to discrimination. This is why the il^eory of racial harmony' is founded 

on economic freedom (Rabushka 1974). 
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In a just and equitable society, as understood by most, the same mies apply 

to the same circumstances. This is procedural justice. Discrimination is perceived 

as unjust and inequitable. Since discrimination is also the enemy of freedom, it 

lollows that freedom and jiistice/equit>' are two sides of the same coin.** 

Many injustices occur when freedoms are curtailed by colleaive action and 

political discrimination. In Australia, much remedial welfare is necessary only 

because economic freedoms have been violated in the first instance, either by 

private power groupings, such as monopolies and unions that deprive 

individuals of access and opp<^nunities. or by legislatures and administrations 

that disadvantage the less well connected. Genuinely free labour markets, low 

taxes, and minimal regulations all around—as advocated here—would prevent 

many of the violations of what some call 'social justice'. 

Finally, we have to ask: what about economic freedom and the conservation 

of a livable environment? Many environmentalists a.ssert that a free society and 

economic growth are environmentally destructive. But we do iKJt have to 

remain poor to enjoy a sustainable environment A free and rich commimity 

such as the Swiss treats the environment much better than urifree and fxx j r 

countries in the third worid or in the former So\-iet Bloc. Freedom is based on 

private property rights. Owners normally conserve what they have for selFish 

material motivations. To despoil one's own land or to neglei t the environmental 

properties of one s possessions soon impo.scs costs and losses. The value of 

the property declines. Running down what one owns is therefore unwise. 

MoreoN'er. poor conservers of valued environmental property are bought out 

by those who dedicate more thought and resources to conservation. 

Economic freedom fosters self-resp>onsibilit>' and that nomially educates 

people in more careful .stewardship (Gwartncy 1991). In a free market system, 

resource owners have to balance the private costs and benefits of drawing on 

.scarce natural resources. This makes for responsible stewardship. It introduces 

natural limitations on resource use. S<x:ialised property belongs to no one and 

can therefore be readily despoiled. In regimes with poor economic freedom, 

the planners exploit and run down nature to promote production plans, as the 

costs for doing so are not entered into the ledger. Moreover, in free societies 

affected third parties are able to castigate publicly those who despoil nature 

and can gain political supp(irt for corrective action. In unfree scxielies, they 

lai k the means do so; often they cannot even form free civic associations to 

initiate effective action. 

With the growing onslaught of globalisation. Au.stralians w ill not be able to 

do without greater and better protected freedom, namely that faculty', as 

Immanuel Kant wrote in 1775, 'which enlarges the usefulness of all other 

faculties'. 

TliU of course appliei iinly to 'procedural justice. It (ion not apply to 'social jiuiicc' or 'outcome equality'— 

the guarantee nf equal outcoiiKs irmpcctivr of what free people choose to do (Kaspcr-Strcit 1998: 78-80). 
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Bui ld ing P r o s p e r i t y 
AUSTRALIA'S FUTURE AS A GLOBAL PLAYER 

Wolfgang Kasper 

Over the past two decades, Australia has been transformed from a protected backwater on the 

global periphery to an outward-looking player, ConsicJerable progress towards greater economic 

freedom has been made, but the reform momentum now appears to be flagging. 

In Building Prosperity, author Wolfgang Kasper argues that periods of plenty are the best time to 

prepare for eventualities by cutting back on unnecessary government activity and placing economic 

freedom on more solid foundations. He warns that the present phase of high worldwide economic 

growth is likely to peter out before too long. When it does, flexible and creative responses in h-ee and 

open markets will be the only way for Australia to avoid the consequences of a global slowdown in 

economic growth, 

Kasper begins by revisiting the post quarter century from 1975 to 2000 from the standpoint of 

having engaged in a little Kjturology in the late 1970s when he coaulhored Australia at the Crossroads— 

Our Choices to the Year 2000. He then examines continuing trends and possible challenges in on effort 

to identify harbingers both here and abrcxid that may foreshadow a slowdown in economic growth. 

Kasper also looks at the complex issues facing policymakers, from transnational environmentolism to 

rampant welfare sfotism. In the remaining chapters, he argues that global competition is forcing a 

review of the size and functions of government, and recommends that Australia adopts a decentralised 

model of 'competitive federalism' to improve governance and enhance economic freedom. 

Building Prosperity is an important and timely book. During fseriods of easy economic grov/th social-

economic conlrodictions build up, ond policy typically shifts from giving priority to growth in favour of 

redistribution and the conservation of old structures If Australia is to prosper as a global player, we 

must avoid plunging into kxicksliding and reaction and instead press ahead with further social and 

economic reform. 

W O L F G A N G K A S P E R is Emeritus Professor at the University of New South Wales 

and Senior Fellow at The Centre for independent Studies (CIS). He has published 

regularly for CIS his most recent title being Gambles with the Economic Constitution 
The Re-Regulotion of Labour m New Zealand (2000) His book, Institutional Economics: 

Social Order and Public Policy (1998), co^outhored with Prof M E Streit, has been 

released in the UK and USA, and will soon appear in Chino 
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